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are only those of
“ Appearances,” Mlyl H Delusion.” The

allegation is a libel. We are more, much more, than

that. In our deep interior we possess faculties which

enable us to cognise iC Reality.” But a Reality
-
can never

be found in the Present, the Past, or the Future, alone.

It subsists only in all tArae, laitn as a unity—for, so re-

garded, they ooustitule the “ Eternal Now,” which,

and which alone, u u Reality.” Ilence, all attempts

to solve so-called
" Reconstruction Problems u with re-

ference to the Present only, or the Future only, or

with reference to the Present and the Future only,

will oertainly end in vanity and vexation of spirit. It

is absolutely nereaary that the Past also should be taken

into account. Let us therefore reoonatruct the Past.

The means whereby the task oan be achieved are now
for the first time made available to Scholarship. I find

it very difficult to describe the nature and effect of my
book. The only way to give you an adequate idea of

its contents would be to read out the book itself to you
from start to finish. This, however, would take too

long
;

you would probably find it wearisome
; and

therefore such a course is not to be thought of. All

that remains for me to do is to try to give you au

epitome of it, u illuminating mu is consistent with

that brevity wbioh in the dreumstanot* fc imposed
upon me.

In the first place I shall endeavour to give you a
general synopsis of those aspect* of it which are more
particularly connected with ethnic-origins, race-develop-

ments, and those moment shifting* of more or less

vast communities, peoples, or nations, to which the
Germanic.- world has given the convenient name of FoUer-
vwiAcrnnfvi.
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primly orthodox writers, all complacently convinced that

thay and they alone are of u the old religion," * the true

faith.” And to-day, I suppose, the expert critic do.?* not

exist who, because menially and educationally orientakd

in precisely the same way, would not rise up ami salute

Rapson for bis delicately accurate scbolaislup in this con-

nection. Well, in this jmriicular matter I am content to

be, aixl to be called, a “ Black Profcetaot.” To suggest that

the Vadic Arras and the Pe«sians were ethnically ideal**],

is superstitious balderdash. To 0*11 the Airyftaians (or. if \ no

like, the Ir& liana) Pe«si • n-, or tiie Persians Ain ft iii.ua, is

equally nonsensical. Emile'S and ev.*r-tnereaiing is the c*«n-

fusion that it creates—seeing tba*, ethnically aid in every

oLhcr respect, even cbrooobflioally, the supposed A rt*i.»i,

the Persians before say the 2nd century B.C., were a n«oe

altogether different aivd repamte from the original Air-

yftuians. The me«oing of Artitoi—frequently* equsted with

Arid, as signifying " H'»oonnible,M or 41
Noble," thuugli it

signified notiiing of the sort— is rmlly beyond discussion,

being simply Avhft-ites. As such, tbs name is no indica-

tion whatever of there having ever been any mutu-1 ethnic

affinities between the old Airj*vu*D<ixgknt$
t
or 14 Airyinian

People,” of Airyart-Vaftja, and the Ba or Parsua, ZtaW,
and other Ansbh.rie of ancient Persia— all for the most

part Tokh-deroended, or otherwise of barbarous K&jsite

stock.

Bather, indeed, does it bring into clearer and mo*e pro-

minent relief the faet just stated, that Lh* ancient Peraians

were not Airt-ftniao*. The idea that they wire, ie one of those

filed delusions of which modern thought, even in scholarly

circles, is chock full, though complacently unaware of the

fact. Nay, so colnsrel and wide-spread is this reversed

Jewing, this preacriptively retained wroDg-headcduees, that
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the prosposfc of even ecbolara ever being brought to a

realisation of it, would seem to be as hopele-aas that of get-

ting some people in our own midst to revise that the Pruwo-

Germans are not amiable injured innocent* who must be

re-admitted to the comity >f cultured nations *» speedily

as possible. I am speaking with a fall recognition of the

assumption generally made that, as a people, the ancient

Persians We this name of Jfrtjioi. But. did they bear it ?

I submit they never did. They were not the Aahftvd-Dan-

2havo, or 4i People of Ash*.” They were not even Ash*-

ites. Throughout their career, as originally Kttjthvnians

and the descendants of Kephenians {just as were the

inhabitants of Kflab in Africa), they were what the real

Ashavd-DangharO, or Sigh* of Aahfilsud, and the real

AiryevG-DangbavG, or Airyttnians of old Airyavfi-Vaija,

would doubtless have calUd u Heathen,” i>., worshippers

of the * an, the Moon, and the force? of Nature (Herod*

I, o. 131). The truth seems tn be that it was filar Kxnft,

the Akhaim*mulai, who, claiming proudly to have be?n

Air^fcnian, but more probably having really been of Medic,

poeibly of Sighian, or again possibly even of Sabmaivdio

atoch, aMfined i be name Ashft-ttes when they (aot flier

peoplr) adopted from the Airyiaiaii*, or the Sa^hs, or

perchance from both, the Kedgion of A&>&

Tims we ti-e that JWtcrn Haoe-Oiigins and Deve'op*

ments were jurt tk* rery rerent nkat &evention*Iif

ffcf Aare al*aj* tit&erf* been, awl t/M ere, tksngkt U> he.

From the beginning, *ofar »s we can reasonably tmeeit, the

mighty forces i f evolutionary life have streamed majestically

eaitteordfrom tie Wtat, not tie oiler tea/ at**/, as we h*ve

heretofore t*en taught to believe. Now, too, we can

appreciate 'he comprehensive absurdity of such a passage

as ibis frt>m tbe eloquent lips of Mrs. Annie Besuut—
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f We are all of one great root-race, the Aivan, whether

you take the firefc sat-race in India ; or the second along

the basin of the Mediterranean in tike ancient days ; or

the third in ancient Persia ; or the fourth giving birth to

the ancient Greeks and the RomartB, and then spreading

westwards through Spain, France, Britain, op to the north

of Scotland and then acroes to Ireland, the mighty Keltic

sub-race
; or the fifth, Teutonic, now peopling Genu any,

Britain, America, and their offshoots” (Quoted in Tie dimity

of the World Trader, 1917, by M.B. Rocke, M.D., p. M),

How, from the races and civilisations thus arising in

Western and Central Asia, ethnic and cultural streams

poured from time to time into India and even into those

extreme eastern regions of the Turtoian World whioh

eventually became known as Kathay and China—these are

subjects each of which wontd require a volume to itself.

Suffice it here to say, a& regards China (the ant or Ihq of

Gia, or tflfli,
w Tea” f), that under its older and poetieal

name, KMay or Cathay t its ethnical modifications and

cultural peonliaritiea are to a great extent traceable to

Hittite sources ; and, as regards India, that the truth

coonerning the influence upon her ethnical and cultural

developments of immigrant streams of practically Rhodo-

chroio and culturally dominant Sighs, and Kiwi-deeoeoded

and therefore barbarous Tokharik 'Tushiris), or Kushftos,

ha? still to U written.

All the foregoing, then bring the true story—from

tbe standpoint a£ ethnic origins, movements, and develop-

ments—of bow the East, as known to us, came into

existence, we have now to recognise that at last there

came a time, or rather times, when vast bodies of the

new race-stocks which had thus sprang jp, or rather slowly

polarised into conscious ethnic individuations, in the East,
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one after another, and finally in one tremendous flood,

found their way back again into that same old Europe

whence their progenitors on the Rbodochroic side had

originally issued in the dim, remote, practically forgotten

(taut. The final westward rush (resolutely and consistently

ignored, if not wppreesed, by all or meet of our

“ authorities ”) may be roughly dated from the dose of

the 2nd century B.C- onwards indefinitely till the opening

of the Christian Era. Then and thenceforward the

West, presents itself aa a veritable " Wildemen of

Nations,
1
’ ever restless, and fiercely battling for existence

—

in short, the beginnings of Modem Europe.

The first etbnio flood to sweep west were the doubte-

bnuicbed Kiinmerians (GimirrSi), quickly followed by the

Sokh-Geloths of S&kbland in ArftrdhQ, who settled first in

in the Sercth country (BdkboWua),and there became known

to the Ionian Greeks as the Skdlotoi, or Skutbai, though

later they transferred their seat to Kicff (old Asgnrd),

where, just before the let oentury B.C., they were joined

by the fciglw from Ashiland (Central Asia), then called

the AttevZ-DeufAiTt»$, or “People of Ashfi”—whence the

change of name from Skdlote to Asen. Then, about the

time of the rise of Persia, §.*> soon after Conv. B.C. 549,

the Northeru-Medes abandoned Asia, arriving in Southern

Russia as the SuNrostatai, ancestors of the fair, non-

Broadband Slivs. Next followed the " Wanderers of

Mas, 71 wbo passed acroea Europe as the Getai, ctr. the

6-ltfi centuries B.C., and developed into the Goths. In

the 4th century B.C. Alexander the Great conquered the

East, incidentally scattering the various S&gkiau comma-

nities, one of which (the 8ughGd3, who gave their name to

Sogdiana) went off to Kan^flh. Then came the rise of

Crook B&cUrta (Bftkhdhi) and of Pfirthia, the Helk-nisiiig

13
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of the Airy&nians of BActriaoa, their overthrow by tct

Km*i-desc«oded Tokbftrl (" Dominant Tokhs ”), the return

and ascendancy of the 8ughuds under the new name of

Yu-Chi, or Yii-Ti (a form of SSyi*//*, or Sayrtei, or 5HfJJ.tr),

and then the General Exodus from Central Asa into

Europe of SttghCids or Yii-Ti, and other Sighs, Pirthians,

AirjSniaitt, and clouds okateoinpanyidg, Kiati-daiteilded

Dahae and Germanioi.

It will be apparent that throughout this period of

migration back to the West, and for some time before

it began, ethnically aod culturally the dominant rate,

the saper-raen of their age, were the cthnoi, or rather

ethnos, variously called, Sftkbi, Sikh-Geldtbe, Skiltliai,

Skokds, Sikhs, Sikis, Sighs, Sag<tai, Sflghftda, Yu-Ti,

People of Atsfai, aod Ascn.

Who were they t This I have already elaborately ex-

plained in Kurojxan avui Otkcr /fact-OrigiN*. It was, in

fact, a'i outstanding future of that work : but, fur some

reason or other known only to themselves, those who

«imyed to criticise that book made no reference whatever

to this aspect of the argument. Some further enlighten-

ment on the subject of the identity of the Super-race

just referred to will now be found in Book II of my
pretrent work, which solely relates to Hebrew, Ismelitish

and Jewish Origins, and that along lines which

will posibly cause a considerable flatter amongst

the dove-ooUs in literary, religious, aod perhaps even

other cirdrs. In a future Lecture I shall very briefly

sketch out the results of my investigations in that

particular held of enquiry : bat in the meantime it is

necessary to invite your attention to the subject of Romic or

Ancient Egyptian, ethnic and cultural origins and develop-

ments. This, however, will require a Lecture to itself.



LECTURE VII

Early in this course of Lectures, it will be remem-

bered, I spoke of the Great Central Zone, extending from

the Pyrenees and Atlas in the West to Western Asia and

pans of Arabia in the East, the central portion embra-

cing not only considerable area* in Southern Europe, but

also wide-spread regions in Northern Africa. You will

also remember that its inhabitants were tbe Melanochroi,

or Dark-Whites—one of the throe main race-etccke of tbe

world, regarded a* comprising Europe, Africa, Asia, and

Arabia. Centml probably in tbe regions now ooverod

by the jRgtan Sea, their Civilisation was the ohle4

of which any usable information has reached us, and, in

that glorious collection of nebulous but effulgent memories

which we call Mythology, it is chiefly associated with the

hoary old names of 0»pavo'« KpoW, and the like.

Then—though still in days which to us are fabulously

ancient—followed the loftier ami more progressive Civili-

sation of the Ehudoohroi, a Rosy-Blond rac*v*tock whose

glories in Mythological records are personified in the glit-

tering and majestic name of ZEL S—a people and a Civilisa-

tion that superposed themselves upon and immired them-

selves with Lhoee of the Ouraniao Age, and in so doing

transfused and transmuted tberaselves and their predeces-

sor* into a higher unity which immeasurably tranwyrxled

both, if regarded separately. As I pointed out, we have no

« proof •* of this, in the iisnMieaded, philistinie sense

implied in the strident demands of some would-be " scien-

tific expert-critics ” : but, in our world of ethnic and cul-

tural development, we have counties phenomena which
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could not hive come into existence without rorr.c precedent

causes, and which must have had some such causes oe those

which we have just been reviewing. Nay, ire have worid-

traditions regarding the actual existence of such old-time

ethnoi and civilisations. Besides, as Blake *ajs,

“Ha's s bteckhsad who wool* a pioof of whtl 1+ enn't peroeire.

And b©’» a fool vfco trie* to idAka sock a bfc»ckbc*il kollsTA."

At last, however, as we know—alter a long period of

dazzling wattMatars, fra/Jyn, as was perhaps inevitable,

set in, and Rhodoehroia too passed awaj. But, as every-

where and at all times throughout the universe, wbnt had

died anil vanished was only a specific forts functioning

within specific loosl and other limits. Abounding and

glorious as ever, the life that had one© expressed itself in

Me anochroia, and subsequently in Rhodochro-a, was now

ensouling other forms and carrying on its activities in

other spheres. Some of these I have endeavoured to

trace and to describe. One area remains to be dealt with

—

the mysterious, wonderful, and fascinating home-land of

the Dweller* on the Nile.

It is usually styled Ancient Egypt, and its inhabitants

are commonly called the Ancient Egyptians. There are

misnomers. The real name of the Gauntry was Khem (Cf.

Sanskrit », and Greek yfldw, Earth, Land, Soil).

Sometime*, perhaps poetically, it was called Tomeri. The

people called themselves Romiu, which means simply but

proudly "Men.” Another conventional name for the Romiu

is Me^rayim. This too i* a misnomer : bat for the moment

I say no more on that particular head. As regards the name

Egypt, it is comparatively modern. Originally it was

confined to the Delta, especially its eastern rid, The etymon

from which it was derived, and of which it was a Hellenised
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corruption, was Ai-Keft, signifying u The Remnant of

the Country of Kofi,*' and it me brought into tlie Dvlta

in the days of the great Assyrian Scare (9-Sth Ofntnry

B.C.) by certain Ephraimitcs and Manaseites who in a

panic abandoned Northern Palestine, then knowu vaguely

as Ai-Keft, becans* ever since B.C. 1151 or thereabouts

it had passed more or less completely under the dominance

of the Philistines.

Geographically, Khern was more or lees isolated. Her

ethnic origins and cultural developments were rootod in

the remote old Melanochroian Age : but even of that they

were a special and localise! expression. That Age closed,

but Khem and her peculiar civilisation lived on. Thro

came tl*e Rlnidoohroian Age. Of this, too, she witnessed

the rise, the culmination, and the passing away. In fact,

she survived right up to the 6th century B.C.—her ethnic

constitution showing traces of all the varied modifications

to which it had been subjected from age to age, and the

successive stages of her cultural developments, from as

far hack as her cloudy old Melanochroian beginnings,

showing through tins final aspect of her civilia&iou, much

a9 faint trices of ancient and well-nigh forgotten writings

can be discerned lurking beneath the more modem charac-

ters inscribed on a palimpsest.

If, for the moment, we discard the terms “ Semitic w

and " Hamitio,” arid reoognise that the people* and lan-

guages so called were, like those of southern Europe from

the Pyrenees eastward, merely particular developments,

in different geographical areas and in different ages, of

out practically homoftxcov* MeUmochroic Wvrl<t which from

times inconceivably remote had been associated with the

Great Central Zone, all difficulties in regard to the lingu-

istic relations supposed to subsist between Western Asia
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and Arabia on tbe one pari and all Khem and certain

adjacent regions of Africa on tbe other part, will, I think,

subside, or at least, weaken : for the rest may be summed

up in the idea of special and local developments, here rapid

and complex, there slow, sleepy, and simple, in the oonrse

of subsequent evolution—developments which, as it hap-

pens, hare since been associated with what arc now
historically known as tbe Semitic, the H ami tic, and the

Pelasgian worlds.

Prior to the advent of the D-J6 worshipping Rhodu-

chroi in the Mediterranean World, all northern Africa,

including the valley a»d delta of the Nile, was Melano.

chroic— ethnically and in regard to speech and other

expressions of civilisation. For inetaac*, they were all

El worshippers, in some form or other of that divine name,

whether Al, or La, or R». There was then probably not

very much essential difference between the language spoken

north of the Mediterranean by the Melanoobrm of Europe,

and that spoken south of the Great Sea by the MeLonocbroi

of Africa. So too there was probably as little essential

differeucc between the language of tbe MeUnochroi dwell-

tag in Khem, or the rest of northern Africa to the west,

and that of tbe Melanoc-hrni dwelling say on the banks

of llic Tigris and Euphrates, in Syria, or in northern

Arabia : save, perhaps, that in Arabia, and even in Syria,

and possibly also in those western parts of northern Africa

which eventually became specially Libyan, it had wof

lirtd 10 ttt/enif/y as it had done in the ottar centres

(Kbern and n Babylonia “—I say nothing of early Pelas-

gian Europe), and therefore exhibited what seemed and

seem to be more primitive, #>«, less complex, forme.

Ethnically, too, tbe inhabitants of all tbtse regions,

at least originally, were probably very much alike—i.r.f
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from fcbe Pyrenees and Atlas to Western Asia and Arab:*,

they were *11 Brunets, or Dark-Whites, akin to Myras’*

,4 Mediterranean
n man. But, when the Roey-Blond

ZoK-Folk, or Rhodooliroi, appeared upon the scene, and,

in conrw of many centuries, superposed themselves upon

and blended with tbe Melanoebroi of Khein and northern

Africa wwt of Khem, all was changed ! In other words,

in addition to tbe pure Rhodochroic main-stock principally

centred in Rbodochroia (later JSgean regions), and to tbe

pure Libyan main-stock in the western farts of northern

Africa, there had also come to birth, in Khem and tbe

western parte aforesaid, those entirely new communities

of blended Blonds (whether Libyan or Rhodochroic) and

Nilotic Melanochroi to whom our elder*, with their

narrower outlook, were wont to refer under tbe oki-

fashioned name of tbe u Hamitic ” Race— and that

with a very strong and ridiculously wrong impression

that three elhnoi were all negroid and coal-black I

For example, the Dwellers on the Nile no longer

in personal appearance practically resembled the Eastern

Melaoochroi, or eventual Semites of i% Babylonia,” Syria,

aud Arabia. Their oolou ring wm more variegated, owing

to tbe infusion of new (Libyan or Rhodochroic) blood

that they had received from their immigrant Blond

environment. They were now neither Mekuochroi, nor

Libyans, nor Rhodochroi. No longer were thrir affinities

regarded as dominantly my Pckegian, or TabeurfUa, or

Hanivuan. They were a new stock altogether—the so-

called Ham i tea.

So also with regard to the original Melaoocbruian

language spoken by the Dwellers on the Nile—once very

similar to the language* spoken by the Eastern Mekno-

ohroi in " Babylonia,” Syria, and Arabia, and probably
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Now, when I speak of rjtt-origins, wf-developmeuts,

uxl race-movement*, I would not be misuoderBCood. Some

time Ago a friend mote to me as follows :

—

“ I do not think we shall ever do much in oar

analyse* of races until we get a firm conception of

the large autochthonous element which uuderlie* all con*

quest* and accretion*. Man lias been at least a million

years, probably several million year*, on the globe, and

we go hunting about for race beginnings. It seems

supremely silly. On the margin of each of the four

great groups and in teolated areas there has keen some*

timee complete substitution. Elsewhere the change have

been mainly surface ones/’

With this statement—cynically critical though it be

—

I have no quarrel. But in making it my friend was

thinking of something ranch wider than, and very

different from, the limited programme that I bad set

before myself in Rurapnau and oUer Race-Oriyint, and

to which I still adhere. Hr seem* to have imagined

that there I intended plunging into the bottomless

depths of Anthropology ! Now, if he imagined this of

that book, others also may be doing the same : and

your minds may be trending in the same direction with

reference to my present work. Let me therefore to some

extent define what still remain the limit* of my pro-

poned field of investigation.

In his FoMuiatioM of tie yixeleen/A Centary, VoL 1,

p. 296, Houston Stewart Chamberlain suggest* that

Primitive Man was probably—

" A variable, comparatively colourless aggregate, from

which the individual types have developed with increa*.

rag divergence and increasingly distinct individuality.”

Furthermore, Anthropologists, I understand, are generally
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to those spoken by the Northern Melanochroi in archaic

OuraoUn Europe—a oouajderuble chaog*. had taken place.

It was even a greater change than is now represented by the

difference between Asiatic and Arabian Semitic on the one

hand and the language spoken to-day by the Libyans or

Berbers, e.y., the Tuaregs, on the other. In fact, both in

Kbtm and westward* along northern Africa, the old Melano-

chroian dialect* may be said to have long since disappeared :

though not quite so completely in the conn trie* occupied

by the Libyan communities as in the home-land of the

Romiu. This i* quite understandable : because the

Libyan overlay in western north Africa was practically

the on/y overlay (I Bfeak of pre-Jelftmo-Arab day*) to

which the original Melanochroi of Lboee regions worn

subjected: whereas in Khem, daring the long process

which resulted in the formation of the ancient Ramie

or Tomeric ethnos, the old autochthonous Melanochroi

were subjected to innumerable ethnic and cultural overlays

of various kiixis, one succeeding another throughout

Khem'a age-long history. In other words, there had

gradually stolen into'exisWnce that linguistic group which

our graod|arents used to call, and which even philologists

of the present day refer to as, the n Ham i tic Languages.”

In this origiual 11 ami tic group uaa certainly to be found

ancient Komic: but we can hardly believe that it includ-

ed ancient Kushitic (now called Ethiopic), as that musl

have been a form of K&ssitic, like Nebuchadrezzar's

Chalttean, with a very pronounced individuality of its

own. In after ages, of course, even that must have been

affected by the new inflaenow. As for Coptic, said to

be tbe descendant of ancient Komio, we have only to

ask ourselves the question, Who were the Copts, and from

whom did they get their language? The history of the
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Delta is particularly complicated, but that only renders

It the more ammmj to unravel it. Originally, no doubt,

it* inhabitants were mostly Bomiu. Bat it is safe to say

that from tbe earliest times the population of the western

rftd consisted very largely of Libyans. Then, also at

some remote date, came the Aamu -derived I-Sarah-El-itee,

or Josephites who, intermarrying with tbe local Rom id (then

worshippers of Mes-Ra, or the Zodiacal Young Bull), aikl

zealously adopting their faith, became distinctively known

as the a People of Me^-R*,” i.e . Mesrftyira—in Semitic

Abifi (spelt with an initial aim). Probably their habitat

was in the eastern rlbf, but this is by no means certain,

and, though we hear nothing of it, they may aho have

immixed themselves to some extent with the neighbouring

Libyan settlers, who were n kind of Blonds, In Conr.

B.C. 1491 (A.M. 2518) these original Me$r*yim proper

abandoned the Delta for ever—to carry out a reborns of

colonisation in Kharu under Pharaonic auspiers, a scheme

that hail long keen under iinpens 1 consideration, and in

regard to which it is highly probable tbnt tbe Crown od

the one part and tbe Me$riWim an the other had formally

and solemnly entered into some kind of compact. Never-

theless the name Ue^rayita still survived as attached to

tbe peoples who remained in the Delta. Thenceforward,

historically— at hast to outside nations—these later Delta

peoples became known, nay, exclusively known, ns the

Mesriyim (sometimes seen Mizraim), and their country

as Ma*r, Mazr, Mazor, Mizraiin, etc. In fact, nobody

now dreams of associating the i axnc with the Israelites

proper. It is one of Conventional Scholarship's numerous

fixed ideas that tbe Mesr&yitn and the original inhabi-

tant* of Khem Deltaic were one and the same ©tbnoe. That

is also the fixed, popular view. I call there later Delta

14
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ethnoi the Neo-Meeriyim, as it -rervee to distinguish

them from all others. Later on, say from about the 8th

century B.C., began to arise the names Ai-K<ft and

Ai-Kcflia**, afterwards Hellenised into and

tiam. With theae names I lave already dealt. After

say the 6th century B.C., when historic old Kbem finally

broke up, the name Meer&vim acquired a more extended

meaning, first embracing alio tLe Neo-MesrAyim of the

western rirf, and ultimately connoting evciybody tiiroogb-

out the entire Delta, but not (except perhape loosely and

popularly) the inhabitants of the Nilotic region* further

south. Hence, in my belief, it is originally from these

Neo-Mwjrttyi m, but eventually from the Ai-Keftiana,

or Egyptians (shortly Keftiaw), of the Delta as a whole,

that the CopU (simply a form of Kelts) were descended :

hence also it is from their language, whatever it was,

that Coptic comev In the Bth oentury B.C., the language

spoken in the eastern twi was the u Language of Canaan w

(/a*, xix. 18). Whatever Xco-Me^r6vie WU, it was
neither that nor old Romic. Of course, however, there

must have been maoy and marked affinitiee between all

three.

Hitherto ancient Egyptian, or as I prefer to call it

Rnenic, Chronology has been notoriously uncertain, one

might almost say fantastic. Tl*re is reason, however,

to believe that, as the result of investigations which I

have recently been making into the constant relations

subsisting between priestly reports, as reooidol on the

monuments and in papjfri, and the Scthic Cycle as leally

cooeeivcd and practically used by the ancient RomiQ,
it is possible now to place Romic Chronology on a fairly

satisfactory footing. On the t**is of the results obtained
by me in these investigations, I give below, in skeleton
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form, a list of the principal dynaeties and of the periods

daring which they respectively flourished. I do not think it

is possible to put the approximate date of the institution of

the Calendar further back than the age of Mfcnfis, as

here stated, for the simple reason that the age of Mini*

bears a certain known relation to that of Khiifil,

the age of KhtLfa again bears a certain known relatiou

to that of the 5th Dynasty ; and of the period, at least

the approximate period, of the 5th Dynasty we are

fairly aeeured. Also them if a between that and

the <5tb D> nasty. Hence, reckoning oar own times as in

the 5th Cycle from A.M. 0, or B.C. 4U04, Men

&

J
a

time was as follows

Pint DjMOtty.

Rm of Minis: A.M. 1095 300/480+ 1 7/480= First

year A.M. 1090 M7/480=6o©v. B.C. £907 113/m
This, then, was approximately tike age when the

Calendar was instituted. Theoretically, of coarse, it

started from the arbitrary [mint A.M. 0.

4th Djnattj.

Era of KhOffl: A.M. 1481 + 1 7/480— First year A M.

1401 7/480=Con?. B.C. £541 473/480.

Period of Djwty: A.M. 1482 7/480—1878 58/480=
Con?. B.C. £641 473/480—£3£5 4££/480.

6th Dynasty.

Cir, A.M. 1538 4G7/480—1694 177/480= Conv. B.C.

£135 213/490—2309 303/480.

6Ik Dynaity,

A.M. 1694 177/480—1883= Coil?. B.C. 2809 303/480

—2121.
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lltk Dynaity.

Cir. A.M. 1+89 1 96/480—1656 835/+80-Conv. B.C.

2514 284/480—23+5 145/+80.

Hyktit Domination.

Indefinitely from about tie end of the 1 1 th Dynasty

till A.M. 24+4 ?0/+80= Conv. B.C. 1559 410/480.

IStA Dynasty.

A.M. 1650 649/480—1561 865, 480= Conv. B.C. 2653

131/480—21+1 115/480;

18tk Dynatty.

A.M. 244+ 70/480-2712 +78/+R0- Conv. B.C. 1559

+10/480—1291 2/480.

19tk Dynatty.

A.M. 2712 +78/480—2845 4+2/+80= Conv. B.C. 1291

1/+80—1158 38/400.

SOtk Dynatty.

A.M. 2846—2948 -Conv. B. C. 1156—1056.

Slit Dynatty.

Gr. A.M. 2927-3057= Conv. B.C. 1077-9+7.

2SnA Dynatty.

A.M. 3025 171/480-3283 29/480=Conr. B.C. 978
309/450-7 *0 451/480.

Tie Etkiopian Supremacy.

This was (tally of Ktkhite (*>, Knarite) origin. Its

active monarch was PiSnlcbi, who reigned dr; A.M.
32+2-6274 29/480«Conv. B.C. 762-729 +51/t80: but
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it began with Kishta, whose period seeme uncertain.

Sbealianq IV of the 22 nd Dynasty, Uiaarkon III of the

23rd Dynasty, and Tefnakhfc of the Siite Dynasty sub-

mitted to Pifinkhi about A.M. 3262= B.C. 742. Bakenranf

aoooeeded Tefnakht, and founded the 24th Dynasty, of

which he was tlw only king : aod in A.M. 6274 M/480,

or B.C. 720 451/460, Piftokhi was eucwded by Shaboka,

ae the first king of the 25th Dynasty, which lasted till

the overthrow of Tanut-Ammon by Aabar-bani-pil, king of

Assyria, fir. A.M. 3M8 — B.C. 666. Thereupon Egypt, a*

the entire country was now called, was administered by

Assyria for 10 years. The complete aod final overthrow of

Egypt, and, above all, the wholesale Deportation of its

inhabitants (Rocniu, Neo-Me«rAyiin, and Egyptians),

occurred in A.M. 6464= B.C. 870, or thereabouts.

Aahruds II (Araaais) reigned with notable prosperity from

A.M. 3438 to A.M. 6479=Conv. B.C. 566-525: and in

the last mentioned year Kambfljlyes (Cittnbyee*) of Perria

effected the conquest of the entire oooutry.

The RomiG and other inhabitants deported to Bahy-

lonia by Nebuchadrezzar never returned to their Home-land.

About B.C. 545-529 they re-appeared in the wild* of

Airyo-Tnrin a* the Wanderer* of Mas, afterward* Hellmismi

into Mai-Sagrtai : and under that name, subsequently

cut down to Gf/ai\ they eventually abandoned Asia, and

finally turned up in Europe as the Goths.
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In my last leotnre, you may remember, I apolce of a

mighty attempted invasion of Khem, iwoing out of

Kilikia (old KeftiQ), and led by a people called the

Palfiaaihti, Pilri-Satiu, or Philistine*. It occurred about

Coot. B.C. 1151, tie 8th regnal yaarof III of

the fcflth Eomic Dvuaatv, having been preceded in B.C.

1 154 by au attack on the western rflW of the Delta, in which

the principal aggie**ors were the Libyan* in the western

l*rt* of North Africa. It wm also followed, in B.C.

1118, bj a iimilar attack on the same /fid, again made

by the Libyans, but this time without allies. Moreover,

in B.C. UM 319/460, the $tli regnal yeai of Mcren-

Ptili of the 19tb Romic Dynasty, there had Ucn a mighty

and even earlier assault, aWo by the Libyans of the Weat.

Tlie entire period {B.C. 1198-1148) is generally called

the epoch of the Groat Sea-Raida. All these attacks

were successfully repulsed, though, as a matter of fact,

one result of the biggest attack of all—that which rolled

up eir. B.C. 1151—was tbe founding of Philistia on the

Canannitish ooast, nay, the rise of that even better known

name—Palestine. But, if we take a wider outlook upon

these tumultuous and intensely dramatic old timee, some-

thing else, immeasurably more momentous than the

triumph of tbe Philistine*, was the real and permanent

outcome of tbe half century of turmoil into which t.He

entire Mediterranean World had been thrown. That more

dominant reality was tbe niter ieUnetU&k of tie old

ethnic, political
,
ond cultural order throughout tie Great

Green Sea, uni the rite of Hello* out of iU lettered and
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•coffered co**Moeul dement*. Poetically, this smashing

op of the old Mediterranean World was subsequently

referred to m (Im " Churoiug of tbe Ocean M
; and the

rise of Hellas was expressed in the exquisite conception

of “Aphrodite, in all her beauty, emerging from the

Foam.”

At last tbe son set, even on Greece ; but only to rise

on Rome, the destined “ Mretrese of the World.”

In those classical days, as they are called, Europe,

both ethnically and culturally, wa* very different from that

lalcr Europe, historical and modern, with which m are

acquainted.

In tbeir earlier days Greece and Rome, each in iU own

way, were mere rdcAomfjc of tbe old preceding A&gtmn,

Minoan, and Rhodoohretan Worlds, all superposed upon

the still older and all-preceding Melanochroian World.

That is to eay, they were special and localised embodiments

or expressions or tire civilisation of what Myras calls

u Mediterranean n man, modified, of courec, as we have

seen that Be wa* from time to time modified.

But outside their borders, all round them, surged the

vanegated old ethnic world of whose divisions, grouping*,

developments, and movements ( have attempted to give

you wore idea in previous Lectures. Shortly stated, up

in the north were the Kflssi-desccnded, i.e. t partly Xantho-

chroic or TOrftoian, partly Melanochroian or Dark-White

Broadheads, Shortheads, Roundheads, or Squareheads, to

whom Myree refers as 11 Alpine
M man, though it is more

especially in Central Europe that be gees by that name,

while elsewhere, say in Asia Minor and the regions there

around, bo is specifically known as “Anatolian,” or

u Armenoid,” man. Id tbe East were Eastern M*.-Lno-

chroi, or Semites, and all the ethnic developments which
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Time lad produced iu connection with them. While id

tiiu South we re tbe E^yptiftiw, tbe Libyans, the Ethiopians

(or Kushibea), and all the Negro and Negroid T*oe* of

Africa. Of ethnoi such aa the Sope-jMTm, the Uaaweynm^

the 3«cida*, and the Kiyuupux, they lad heard, but they

knew ve«*y little atwut them- Also they were aware dial

in tlw Middle East that* was a world of etlinoi—Persians,

Modi*, Sighs, Pirtliiaus, Airriniana, Dahae, and the

like—and that still further East there was another world,

consisting mainly of Indians. But with all these oriental

peoples they were very vaguely acquainted ; Greece having

had more to do with the Persians than with any of the

others, and Rome'* ambitions having brought her mostly

into contact, and not uofrequeutly into disastrous conflict,

with the Pfcrtbuus. With tbe Jews in Palestine aud

ebewhere, they were of coarse intimately acquainted.

Then, in due couch*— from some indefinite time in

th* 2nd oenbiry R.C. till somewhat* about the beginning

of thtf Christian Era—recurred th%t tremendously momen-

tous event, of which nevertheless our historians and other

writers »«*in to have taken little or no notice—lit

(r/etit FolttrKi/ivUruug—by which I mean the sudden

abandonment of Central Asia by the StigbUds or Yu-ti

of S igJiaua and tbe rest of the Sighs scattered through-

out As't&laad (as Airyin was then calleJ), accompanied

by considerable b>diea of Pirtkiana, Medi, and Airjiniaos,

and vast swarm* of Ki-si-desceuded Dahae, implementing not

only the balk of tbe inhabitant* of old Kepbenian Persia, bat

also tlie lees settled denizens of the wilds of Airyo-Tiiian.

All these stampeded westwards, and, settling down in

various countries, and blendinz there with the cthuoi

whom they found already in possession, contributed, each

after it* own fashion, to the building np of Modern Europe,
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id manner more fully described in Rvropta* and Other Race-

Origin*.

But, in tbe meanwhile my from the lfcth century B.C.

and onwards—very great thing* had been happening in

Western Asia : i.e*t uothing lees than the birth, develop-

incut, evanisbnwm 1

^ and mighty though hidden career of

a race which, more tliau any other, is entitled to tbe name

Super-race, because, In virtue of ite physical, mental, and

spiritual endowments, ite achievement* throughout tbe

centuries, its present position amongst the nations, and

the peerless destiny which obviously awaite it, it, more and

better than any other race on Earth, haa carried on the

traditions and embodied the character of the more highly

developed of the original Rosy- Blond stock, and still »o

carries on and embodies them.

Herein, of course, b mystery l bnt it will be no longer

a mystery after you have studied Book II of the work on

which I am now lecturing, and al»o say Beck III of

Aryans and Other Rate- Origin*.

Here I propose to give you a very brief rdium^ of

Booh II of Culture and Kultur Race-Origin*. It ii

entitled
" Hebrew, IsraeKtkh, and Jewish Origin*.’

1

Were I to go about the world to-day, asking the ques-

tion, Who and what are the Jews ? what kind of answer

do you think I would be likely to get T What, for in-

stance, would be your answer ? Would it not ran somewhat

on the following lines t

u Jews ” is the all-embracing name now given almost

everywhere by tbe man in the street to an ancient Semitic

people, still ubiquitous and busy in our midat, who are

also known vaguely aa the
'* Hebrews,” and who in the

remote past were more specifically styled u Tbe Children

of Ierael.” Originally, they consisted of \t " Houses/’ or

16
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agreed that Man it specifically a unity, einoe, be-

tween all so-called spocies af the genus, permanent

fertility is uow recognised at possible. Granting all

this, and all that my friend above quoted says, it is

still necessary to start from toutfwAsre

;

and eo, going

back to what I call Pi^Rhodo-Leokochroie (Boer-Blond)

Man, and speaking very broadly, we may classify him

under <J great Groups

—

(1) Melano-Lenkocbroic Man—dark-white oomplexion,

short and slight in stature, long-headed, with dark hair

and eyes—more or lees autochthonous throughout the

Great Central Zone which runs from Bay the Pyrenees

and Atlas in the west to western Asia and the cask

regions of North Arabia in the East. With Myra we

may call the variety inhabiting the western limits and

the European maritime region* of this Zone " Medi-

terranean
w

man. To the variety inhabiting the extreme

eastern regions we may oonvenitotly apply the old-

fashioned name u Semitic ” man. Similarly we may
call the intermediate variety oo the African side " Pre*

Hamitic " mao. But, however we designate the separate

ethnic divisions thus localised, we must regard them all

(i*-t prior to the advent of the Libyans and other Blond

folk)—the European and African varieties equally with

the Asiatic and Arabian varieties—a* originally and

essentially pm typ* of kumauty— Dark-whites, or Mela-
noehroi :

(fc) Xantbochroic or Yellow Man—round-headed,

broad-beaded, or short-beaded, but sometimes cone-headed,

dark-haired, broad-faced, slant-eyed, in some regions tall and
hefty, in others short of stature, and similarly autochthonous

throughout at least Western and Central Asia—presumably
also throughout Northern and Eastern Asia

; and,
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13 w Tribes
w

(Reuben, Simeon, Levi, Judah, Joeepb

—

subdivided into Ephraim and Naoaaaeb—Asher, Gad, Dan,

Naphtali, Zehulon, Iseachar, and Benjamin), all descen-

dants of tbt \i Ronp of the patriarch Jacob, who was tbe

mo of Isaac, who agaio was the eon of Abraham, or

Abram. From their very beginnings Judah was an inte-

gral constituent of the race, and eventually acquired the

royal status and leadership, to which indeed she wae always

destined. At an early stage of their career— in days

associated with tbe name Jacob—they found themselves

io the Delta of the Nile dwelling under the protection of

the Hykaos, then master* of Khem. There they remained

and multiplied exceedingly, till a new king arose who
Ki knew not Joseph/’ This king is usually supposed to have

been Rimes** II. By him they (in Aeodju called indiffer-

ently 41 tbe Hebrews ” and "the Children of Israel ") were

heavily opprmaod. Meantime, God himself had appeared

to Moms, revealed to bun his great and holy name * Yihveli/

and instructed him haw to effect tbe deliverance of 44
his

people.” In due course they scaped (supposed to have

been in the reign of Mereu-PUh), and, after 40 yearn'

wandering in the wilderness, entered into poweeeion of

Caoian—the " land of Promise. 1

w

Then follow* the more
or less well-known history of the tribes as a united nation

up to the days of Solomon; the revolt of Israel (tbe

Northern 10 Tribes) from the House of David (Judah,
Benjamin, and Levi) early in tbe reign of Rcbolwam, «>.
Coqv. B C. U734 ; the Downfall and Deportation, practically

into the unknown, of the " Northern Ten Tribes ” cit.

Conv. B.C. 720; and finally tbe Downfall of the Kingdom
of Judah and the Deportation of almost the entire people
to Babylon, err. Conv. B.C. 587*. Tbe Return took plaoe

in Conv. B, C. 535*—70 years from tbe leaser captivity
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which Mir the removal of Daniel
*,
the Siege of Jerusalem

l>y Titus was in A.D. 70; and finally came the Great

Dispersion, or Diaspora. At the same time it most never

be forgotten that at the Return very few Jews really went

tack to Palestine. The vast bulk of the community

remained on in the East under the Akhsiinenidae : and it

wae not till the Great Volkerwandening in mj B.C. 150

—

A.D. 1 that they abandoned that East, and then they

poured intol Europe in two main stream*, one of which

accompanied the Medic migrant* into Sarmatiaxi aud

Broodhead Russia, while the other went with the Persian

exodus, and »o ultimately found themreive* inextricably

blended with what, are now known as the Prusso-Gcrmank)

people®. A* for the Beth-8*kb—they vanished completely !

Vaguely, however, they are believed by the conrationally

minded to be lurking in the general Jewish community.

Now, so far as the above answer relates to the ethnic

identity aud beginning* of the various communities who

ultimately, under the name of Israel, flourished for a

time an a united nation under the sceptred away of David

and Solomon, there is hardly a word of troth in it. It

is pure fairy-tale. Particularly must this be said regarding

the alleged identity and early history of Judab.

During the oenturie* which preeoded the Exodus

—

which event occurred in A.M. £513= B.C. 1491, the 4lh

regnal year of Tbothm** II of the 18th Roraie Dynasty,

and no/ some 3 ecuturies afterwards in the reign of Mereu-

PtAh of the 19th Dynasty, as is popularly supposed—there

were no Hebrews in Khem, and there was certainly

no such community as the so-called
14
tribe

u
of Judah.

The genuine and only Hebrews were the *ifa»Aamfi,

M6r-Aunu, Abramu, or Abramitee, of Hebron; and,

save for a brief visit of £ years which they paid to
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the Delta esr. Conv. B.C. 1920-1918, they had been

settled in Hebron for centuries, in amicable league with

some lceal Amenta*. In virtue of this league the

2 confederate communities became eventually widely known

as the Kbabiri. So also, right up to the Exodus, there

had never been in Khem any such eommunitiee as those

eventually called Reuben, Simeon, Dan, Asher, Gad,

Ieeachaj, Zefcukm, Naphtali, and Benjamin. Tbe only

people of genuine Israelitiab descent who had resided in

the Delta for a long but indefinite period before tbe

Exodus, and who alone (with their Levitical attendant*)

constituted tbe " host
' 1 which went out of Khem on that

occasion, were the so-called Joeephites, or “ Childroo of

I-Sarah-EL” As already noticed, they consisted of

2 divisions—the so-called Bphraimitee, and the ^-called

Manaasitee. Originally they were a section of the

multitudinous and far-flung AamQ, or Nomadic Shepherd

Community, of Eastern Melanoohrotc, c>., genuinely

Semitic stock, and more particularly they belonged to a

subdivision which wa» known as the Sarah-Aamfi.

These were a Are-folk, not a Butt-folk, and, having ended

up by worshipping their originally human ancestrese under

the name of I* Sarah-El, they became known as her children,

and bo entered Khem with the rest of the original Aamu
flood. There, however, in course of time, firvt the Manaseites

and eventually the Epbraimit** intermarried extensively

with the Romm, wheae Solar-Deity in those days was the

Zodiacal Young Bull, called by them Met- Ra, or * Child of

Ri,
N though in after ages it became better known as Thirras—

in Semitic, Mr. Like all converts, these Joeephites, or

Israelites, adopted thedr new faith with noticeably perfervid

zeal, aud, on that account, aoquired the distinctive name of

M^rayxm, or Jim, i*., "People of the Young Bull/
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From Oen. xiL 52 we gather that tbe name Ephraim

signifies " Fruitfulness.” This 1 very much doubt. Much

mow probably tbe etymon from which it w derived wm
Epher

% meauing "Calf *: and in this connection I strongly

saspeot that the Joeephites did noi consist of i original

subdivisions, one called Maoasseh and tbe other Ephraim.

Rathit dot* it seem to me highly probable that both name*

connote only one community—Manaaaeh (signifying "For-

getfulnesd ”) representing the stage when the community

was drawing away from its AamQ origins, and Ephraim

(really, like Abiti, signifying 11 People of tbe Epher, Calf,

or Bull ”) representing tbe concluding stage when the

entire community had definitely and finally merged its

identity almost entirely in the Romic name. I say " almost

entirely/' because, in tbe name "Children of I-Sarab-El,

or Israel/
1 there certainly seems to l»ave been a

deliberate attempt to keep np some sort of ooanection with

tbe old AamQ linoagn.

Another wholly haseltsa aspect of the story with which

we are all so familiar relator to the alleged revelation by

God to Moses, err. Conv. B.C. 1462, of his great and holy

name YaAi'tA. All that is stated on this head is utterly

impossible. Tbe name Yfthveli was not known then,

and did not arise till centuries afterwards. Tbe facte and

the argument in proof of this are too elaborate to be set

forth here. They will be found in full detail in my
book.

We next come to the Exodus, and to the entry

of the Children of Israel into Canaan under

Joshua, an event which oocorred in Cour. B.C. 1451.

The fairy-tale we know. The real facts appear to have

been these. After the expulsion of the Hyksos from

Khem, dr. B.C. 1556, the then Pharaoh and b» successors
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deliberately entered upon and steadily canted out the

polk/ of conquering and annexing toe North as for as

the river Euphrates. The object of this was to prevent

the reeurrenoe of any euch calamity as the late long-

enduring ffyksfc Domination. In pursuance of this

policy, it was reoogoi*ed that a wise step would he the

establishment of a Romic eokmy iu KbfcrQ—the then

domic name for Palestine. The commuui tv selected for

this purpose were the Abtri, CkilArtn <if Itrael,

or Jorpkitt*, who, as half-ttomic in blood, and wholly

Romie in ssatimeol, were deemed eminently suitable for

the end in view—the settlement, in the North of an

ethoo* who were qualified and who eould be trusted to act

as a nucleus for the planting and spread throughout tho&e

regions of Romic culture and Rotnic sympathies. A
solemn compact was therefore corns to between the

imperial Crown on the one part and the. Children of Israel

on the other part, whereby, in consideration of the Utter

swearing allegtaoce to tbs u Oreafc God,” and promising to

obey bis laws and observe the social and other ordinances,

manners and ouetoooeof Khscn, the " Great God ” swore to

lead them out of Khem and into Kbirft, to give them that

laod as an inheritance for ever, to put them in poftaeeiion

of il, and, in short, to be their Son and Shield, aud

Strength, and God, as long as the heavens aod the earth

should endure. Hence the well-known expression, “The

Land of Promise.” In the 4th regnal year of Thothmfe

II, it was thought that conditions were favoorablo for the

carrying out of this solemn agreement. Accordingly,

under Imperial auapieee, the Children of Israel marched

forth to realise their destiny. But- the Authorities, it

would seem, bad misjudged the outlook. The North was

still unsafe Hence the wanderings in the wilderness.
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And why was tbe North thus unsafe? Because tbe

military power and activities of the Hykefe were still a

factor to be seriously reckoned with : and, learned with

them, bitterly hostile to Khean, and astonishingly skilled

in all the arte of organised intrigue, the entire Amoriti*

world was stall unsubdued and bubbling over with

rcstlaaaneee and Khemophobia.

At last appeared the <teu* e* **&&**, Tbotbmte

III—the first recorded military genius, worthy to be owned

in the same breath with mighty oonquerors like Alexander

tbe Great, Hannibal, Julius Cswar, Napoleon, and our

own incomparable Marechal Poch. With him all became

changed. From his 22nd regnal year (Coov. B.C. 1458

197/450), almost annually, he organised and earned out

no lew than 17 brilliant campaigns. In his 6th campaign

he captured Kadeeh-on-Oront8s, tbe stronghold of his

principal eoemy, the Hykao-Amorite king : and though

he did not destroy its armed forces, which managed to

withdraw, his operations were eo sncoessfol that be seems

to have felt justified in sending a message to the Children

of Israel, inviting them to abandon their tabernacles in

the wildcrneas and to march north and take poMMlOB of

their promised heritage—KhftKL. At any rate, we

know that on the 10th day of the 1st sacred month,

Nisfta, or Abib (Hebrew Calendar), in the year B.C. 14WJ

141/480 (Thothmte IITt 80th regnal yaar), the Children

of Israel, uoder Joshua, did in fact crow Jordan and

effect their entry into Canaan. Furthermore, in his 8tb

campaign—conducted in hia 33rd regnal year, B.C- 1447

129/4*3—we behold Tbothmfc III triumphant In

N&harTu, betwern the Orouc4e and the Euphrates; and

his 13th campaign—conducted in his 35tb regnal year,

BX3. 1442 85/480—found him once more well up north,
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chastising * district in tbe southern Lebanon called

Nugfis. This, be it observed, was the famous year m
which the ° Promised Land" id said to have been divided

by " lot
w amongst the “ tribes " of tbe Children of Israel

(Joti. xi-xiz). This did not then mean yowwwtt.

In his 17th and bet northera campaign—oondueted

in bis 4fcud regnal year, B.C. 1458 57/480—Thothmte III

operated once more against Kadosh-ou-OrontAs. This

time, however, be changed hre strategy. He approached

it from tbe north, thus depriving the Hyksos of whatever

assistance they might have been relying on from their

allies in that direction. He then assaulted tbe stronghold,

guanhxl against all possibility of evacuation and retire-

ment, anil 90 dealt with its garrison that the Hyksos,

as eueh, tictc&ftmard di$apj^arcd from tic itayt of JUstory.

life, however, does not, cannot die. It only changes tbe

form in which it expresses itself. I wonder, have you

any inkling of whom it was that (in anion with another

unsappraeible ethuce) these crushed bat death-defying

liyksfe transmuted themselves istof

Kbein’s next great adversaria in tbe North were

the Kbati:, Khcta, or Hittitea—a powerful and not

uncivilised, but poanbly barbarous race of very mixed

descent, whose domicile of origin lay deep in the interior

of Asia Minor. Basically they seem to have belonged to

the stock that Myras calls
MAnatolian

>#

mao, but blended,

at least in their eastern and south-eastern territories, with

those Eastern Melaoochroi and other mixed ethnoi who
were settled or led wandering lives in Nabarto and along

the banks of the Euphrates. As an individuated race,

their beginnings probably date from tnine indefinite time

in the early stretch** of the Taurio Era—sav B.C. 4657-

4401 1/5.
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Tbeir advent u an ti>eroaching poorer in the North

finifc b«outi-e6 noticeable in the reign of Thotbraie IV,

BjC. 1380 1*8/480-1371 75/480, at which time also

(probably a* a molt of the Hiu.it* advance) we hear of

strong Amorits settlements being effected in the

Lebanon, sometimes written Lemanon, where in fact

these wonderful people became famous under the

name of “ the Old Lions of the Lebanon."

Next let os observe fn jxMant that all this time the

Me^riyifA, Abiri
,

JoupkiUi, or. CMdrtn qf IrraH
, had

been more or lass ceaselessly engaged against the Amorites

and other ethnoi, fighting their way into actual possession

of that Led which bad been formally made over to them

as an inheritance for ever m B.C. 1445. Also, more or

less «Tfr actively assisting them in this enterprise,

wa* another community wheat name has already

been mentioned—the Hebrettt, Jbra*xii&
t or

Kbabtri, of Hebron—with whom, from now onwards,

the Jcecpbiteet gradually but steadily and at last complete-

ly united. These struggles for the possession of KblrQ

are a special feature of the latter years of the reign of

Amenbotep III aod the whole of the reign of his

successor, Amenhotep IV, or Akb-eo-aten (say B.C. 1550-

the Nimmarlya and Naphkburia of the

Amar^a Tablet*. The view here taken of the identity of

these aggressive bands (namely, that they were none

other than the hali-Romic Mcsrftyim whom the Pharaohs

had bound themselves by oath to establish in the

land), is the ooly possible explanation of two other-

wise inexplicable aspects of the Correspondence just

referred to, t>.
f (1)

the constant reports by loyal vassal

dynasts and faithful Romic governors that the imp*7^
territories were rapidly passing into the hands of

16
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these terrible intruder*, and their frantic appeals far. the

dUpatch of succouring troops ere it should prove too late,

and (i) the invariably calm unconcern with which these

reports and appeals were received by the Pharaoh, and hardly

ever attended to. It it not therefore obvious that both

Amnhotap III and Araeohotep IV were perfectly well

aware of the mtuation, that they knew very well who the

Abiri and their fneode the KUbtri were, and that, at a

.matter of fact, the imperial Roroic Crown was secretly

haod-in-glove with these ferocious land-grabbers, who

were really carrying out the Crown's own age-long policy

with regard to KbSra t

Well, time rolled on, and event followed hard upon

event, just a* events do to-day. Kbem had become ioore-

dibij rich and splendid—*o touch so, indeed, that the whole

outside Mediterranean World was buxxing with the fact.

But thst same outside world had also acquired the fixed

belief that Kbem was hopelessly effete in a military sense,

and that with a little organisation and a little audacity she

and all her wealth might become theirs. Hence the firat

great aaaaoJc which was made upon the western r%d of the

Delta by the Libyans in tbe West, assisted by some

w*-faring allies from the nations on the opposite, or

lianivu (northern) shores of tbe Great Green Sea. It

occurred in B.C. 1197 318/480, the 5th regnal year of

Merco-Ptib of tbe 1 9th Dynasty, who successfully

repulsed it. Just two years before that great triumph, he

had had to dispatch an expedition into KhM to supprew a

rising there. It is recorded to have so u desolated M a

community called Jjr-a-u/ that “ their seed is not,” and to

baTe left Kliarft in what is described as a state of "widow-

hood as regards Kbem. It has been stated (notably by

Breasted I that thus occurring on the monuments,
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ia the first Authentic mention that we bare of the

Children of Israel. There is no ground whatever for this

statement The name prolably stands, not for hnvl at

all, but for Jeareel near Etam in the Sooth—an Amorit*

centre. In view of what I hare said npn

i

regarding the

mutual relations subsisting between the Pharaohs and the

half-Romie Israelites, this expedition oould not have

been directed against them. They would never have risen

against benehcent Khem. Moreover, the above remark

regarding the enwidowing of Kbiro, is uot the kind of

langaage in wh<*h any Pharaoh or Romic Official is likely

to have indulged m reaped of bis own colonial relativee

—

for that ifl what the UracliUrs were. But if we assume

that the rising was one ou the part of the Amoritas in and

around Khiru, all is readily underrtandable. And that is

what, aa a matter of fact, the then situation boils down to.

At last the throne of Kbera was occupied by Riinew*

III of the 20th Dynaaty—the Pharaoh in wbcae 6th regnal

year, B.C. 1151, occurred that big attempted invasion of

Khem from the north, led by the Pnlieathu of old Keftifc,

to which I hare already alluded. Amorite6 wen*

everywhere in Kbemt northern empire, from Nftharfn in

the north to Jezreel and Brain in the south ; and, ae we

have seen, about the time of Tbotiuxi& TV, as a mult

of the Hit tit* advance, they bad become particularly

strong in the Lebanon. Nevertheless, despito the repeated

military successes of Tbotfamte III, they still remained

in considerable strength in and around their old-time

borne-land in tbe north 1 IkAs. But in B.C. 1151 the

in-rushing PGlfcathii evidently looked upon both the

Hittitcs and the Amorites of those northern region*

as more in sympathy with Khem than inclined to

turn against her. And very likely this was in fact the
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(3) Black Mau—long-beaded, with curly or frizzy

black hair and thick lip*, often tall and magoifioently

built, but often al»o abort, sometime* even diminutive,

in stature, and autochthonous in nearly all Africa and

in all Southern Aria save Arabia, where, however, he

was not wholly unrepresented, but gradually merged into

the Eastern McUooehroi.

We might, of oourse, add a 4th Group, namely, Red

Man, practically ooufined to what we call the New World,

though he i* probably only a variety resulting from a

bleud : and there is also the type represented by the abori-

gines of Australia. But, for preeeot purpose*, we

may neglect both of these.

For millions of years, no doubt, each of these 3 Main

Stock* kept well within the limits of its own sphere of

characterisation. When, at laet, over particular local

areas, their margins began to overlap and intermix, sub-

stocks gradually came into existence; and as, with lapse

of time, these began to enter upon their own respective

count* of special development, further and more hetero-

geneous varieties arose.

Prominent among theee new sub-stocks wet*, of course,

the Brown Race*, represented in Africa by say the

Nubians, in India by say the faces that intervened

between the Yellows in the North and the Blacks in the

South, prior to the birth of the Dravidians, and, in Further

India, by eay the Malayans.

Eventually, in consequence of geological and climatic

changes, aud for various other reasons too, migratory

movements on the part-, not indeed of the 3 great Main

Groups, as groups, but of the marginal sub-stocks and

variation, began to set in—the fairer the race, the greater

apparently being the degree of it* mobility and enterprise.
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situation just then—in Tirtac of a famous Treaty of Peace

which had been solemnly negotiated between K*ma»es II

and Khetas&r, king of the Hittites, in B.C. 1*49 195/460.

Be this ae it may, the Pdiaeathu swept through Nftharto

with the force and effect of a hurricane, completely

smashing up local Hittite power, and also ejecting the

Amoritee from their aforesaid home-land, Yadai.

As yon will learn in due lime, many of theee dispoaoess-

cd ethnoi streamed off in an easterly direction, acenm-

panied, strange to say, by considerable bodies of the

Plllfeiallia themselves : bat, for the moment, we are net

concerned with the fortunes of these fugitives.

What more immediately interests us m the fact that

well-nigh the entire Amorite race, certainly- those in

Yadai, and probably the balk of the "Old Lions of the

Lebanon/ 9
together with the remnants of the broken

Hittitcs of the north, were irresistibly swept down
sooth, like leaves before a gale. Vary far south were they

driven, e?en bo the most southerly territories of Kh4rt
;

and it would even seero that, in the general rough-and-

tumble of the times, a section of the Abramo-Jusepfaitea,

or Hebro-I**etit« in Northern Ktrfrii (that half-Romic
colony which for centuries had berm the special

care of the Pharaohs), got ehipped off, and was hustled

down south with the rest of the stampeding
ethnoi, and there (though always remaining politically

attached to the Bsth-94kb) became eventually known
m the * tribe

M
of 8*m*&*.

Now, what really was this above-mentioned country of
yadai, or, as it fe sometime* written, Ja'dt T

We shall consider this most interesting subject in our
next Loom re.
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Away back in remote old MclaLoehruiau times, just

m, throughout the Great Central Zone, but especially

throughout the Mediterranean World, the dominant divine

name was El, ia all its formal variants—Ad, IlQ, R*,

LA, and so forth, so, in succeeding, but still for us well'

oigh immeasurably ancient Rhodochroian times, the

dominant divine name throughout practically the same

old Mediterranean regions was I<3, in all ite formal variants,

masculine and feminine—Zeds-Pater, Jupiter, Dion*, Juno,

and the like.

But if we analyse 15, we shall find that it also was

further divisible into a masculine I and a feminine 6. Nor

must we imagine for a moment that there was anything

gross in this way of regarding the Godhead. Tree, periods

did arrive wherein, throughout specific are** inhabited by

degenerate or evofutionally immature ethnoi, conceptions

which were originally spiritual and pure, became objecti-

vism! and debased, aud, under tbe guise of religion, horrors

aud obscenities too revolting for words acquired a ubi-

quitoi* vogue. But these were temporary and local

lapses or imperfections. In itself, aud essentially, the

idea of the divine biunity—and therefore of biunity, as a

living principle, permeating tbe entire kosmos—was a

refinement Properly understood, it was and k tbe pro-

foundeet of mysteries (in the oon-prieetly eeniej—being

nothing Jew than the substantive and operative basis of

Life, whether regarded as tfateigteno? or as Aristence.

Out of thsfc aspect of Io in which it may be regarded

as having embodied or enshrined the mystic conception
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of the Divine ItaecuUn*, evolved in couree of time such

natim « Z«is-Pater, Jupiter, and, amongst the early

Rbodochroic migrant* in the further East, Dyadsh-PitA.

So, out of that aspect of the same lo in which it may
be regard*! a* having, enshrined the mystic conception of

the Divine Feminine, evolved in course of time such name*

as Dtijne, Juno, and, iu the early Rbodochroic East afore-

said, YOni.

The iuittal D that is inherent in all these uaoies

—

even in Zeou, Jupiter, and Juno—must be looked opon

as the surviving remnant of an archaic etyinouie epithet,

once indicative of the divine nature of the original basic

name, or the subject that bore it* but which eventually

became almost wholly merged in tbe name itself. Thus,

all masculine Dames in say Era* lbi*t lhio, D-it , «/», and

the like, really stood for an original Divine I, or “ Divine Io
”

(roasc.). So Also Di&n*. Juno, and the like, really stood

for an original n Divine 0/1 ” Divine I* ” (fem.), or

" Divine Ion*.”

But yet another evolutional aspect of these archaic

Rbodocliroian divine name* is to be found in Yiran, which

•imply meant tbe da, or ini, m., w country ” of YivaR,
and in the later Ionia, which, if not an outgrowth from

D-/d**, wa* merely a transfer to maritime Western Asia

Minor and peronificattoo of the name YSvftn, under the

form Ion, plus the suffix to, signifying 14 country.

”

Now, this name Yftvio, I suggest and submit, was

already in existence in the old Mediterranean Work! in

those remote days to which I alluded in a former lecture,

when one of the streams of Rosy-Blond migration, which

iwued from Rhodoehroia and went off in an easterly

direction, settled down perpianeotly in Nibarln, in that

part of the OrontA* Valley,, just below Amantis, which
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was Anciently called Amor* {Jutarre, Ah**), and there

became known aa the Amorites {jfsrwrrg} of Y«lfii. Yadai

appeals to hare been identical with the region aubsejpifnitJy

called Sainal, or Samalla (modem Senjirli). It is quite

possible that theee particular Rosy- Blond migrant* from

Rhodoolir»ia came direct from Yfirfoi, and that, so origina-

ting, they brought fcboiice with them the local)}' dominant

old oak of Yir, ot Io. I further suggest and submit tfcat,

jutt a* Kal-^a, Kar-dJ or Ka*w& [afterward* CkaiAora),

wafi the name of the da, del, di, or dii, •>., “ country, ")

of a oonquering branch of tbe Kini from ElSm, or u
Aga-<W (Akkad) was the “ country of tbe height*,”

the " Highlands,' 1

or * Upland*," so tMe original okl

western A«abe home-land of the earliest Roay-Blond

migrant* from tlve Old Mediterranean World was in reality

once known a* Yih-dS, tfc, dek, or Hi, or YihWft, dSt

tUh, or dot, i>., tbe original YfthOdeh, or Judah
; becauw

it was tlie “ country ” of Y*v, Id, Yfthtl (perhaps Ydh-u),

or Yftk ; and that, a* a matter of fact—a fact, however,

which either disappeared for a Ume from historic ken, or

else was deliberately suppressed— ire inhabitants, those

Amorites who for so long and so b*tterij opposed and

intrigued against Klirm and allied themselves with

Kbcm's ona-time oppressors, tbe Hybrid, mutt, even

before they were openly acknowledged as “Judah,”

and as such were actually incorporated into u
Israel

”

in its wide political sense, hav«* been known as

the people of that northern country, u.f as tbe Yihdfl,

or Y4biklu= Yihds, or Y’thuds—afrefwards, in Hebrew,

Yahud-7w, or YihCkLr*, and now by ns rendered Judahitts,

or more commonly Jews.

For many centuries they remained in Yidfc—for so long,

indeed, that all reoolleotion of tbeir identity as a European
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echnoe hailing originally from tie Old Mediterranean World

Lad been completely Icet, not only by tie nations around

them, but even by themselves. Either so, or else it was all

deliberately blotted out by Ezra. Bat in B.C. 1151, as

we have seen, both they and some of the Hittites of

Nihartn were burled out of tbe North and swept into tie

most Motherly parts of Kbiru.

In brief—and here we have a fact which, while it may
startle you, will also go far to revolutionise our ideas of

tie past, and even of tie present—it was out of these

refugees of B.C. 1151 that the ao-called “ LriUs
M

of Judah

and Beniamin were ertifictnUy contiructeii about a century

afterwards—never having been heard of before under those

name*, except in eo far as this, that “ J udah ” is, and

was, and always had been, identical with the old, old name

YAhftdi, or Yidal, so long familiar to tbe Romill

and their friends and cncmice as the original Asiatic home-

land of the Amontes.

These, theo, forscoth, are the ethnos whom we have

been taught for generations to look upon as Semites,

Hebrews, defendants of Abraham, an integral constituent,

nay, the leading member*, of tbe race of Israel f These are

the people with regard to whom Ezra, tbe u ready scribe,

*

has successfully gulled the whole world into tic belief

thet they were heavily oppressed in Kbem by the Pharaohs;

that they were miraculously delivered from that “ house

of bondage ” by Y'ibveh himself
;
that it was to them

that the u Land of Promise " was given by that same

Y'fthveh, to be held by them ae an inheritance forever;

that he is and ever was their God in a sense whieh can

apply to no other people on earth
;
and that they, the

Jews—for to-day the reet of the "
tribes * do not count
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—are, and arc destined ever to remain, aa they ever were

in tbe past (as written up by Ezra), hie Peculiar People t

They aie not Semite* : they are not Hebrew® : Abraham

was not their ancestor: they were abeolatcly distinct,

ethnically, from the Israelite* : they were never oppressed

by the Pharaohs, were never brought out thei>oe “ with a

high hand,
0

either by Yihveh or anybody else, in fact

were never in Khein at all : and they never even came

into existence, as "Judah/* were never even heard

of under that name, till some tame in the 11 th century

B.C. ;
and, a* for their alleged “ royal " status, all that

they ever attained in that connection they owed to that

very earthly suzerain at whose majestic and beoevoleot

head Ezra hurls so much venomous vituperation—imperial

old Khecn 1

You may remember that in the earlier stages of tbe

career of David, the “sweet pealmist of Israel/’ there

came a day when be deemed it advisable to flee from Saul

and seek refuge at the court of Acb^h, the King of Oath

(1 xxi. 10). Before that period almost- every name

in the region or community which the Bible represents

as “Judah” was compounded with El, Ab, Acb,

Sbemesh, On, Am, Baal, or the like. Hardly one

is to br found into whioh Tsi, or Jlh, enters. That is

believed to have been somewhere about Conv. B.C. lOfifc.

Bat, after David's return, and his accession to tbe tbrooe

of Judah, c*r. B.C. 1054, lo, there are scarcely any proper

names into which Jfth does not enter! Tbe explana-

tion of this given in Dr. Inman’s Ancient Faith is that

David had learnt the name Jih say from bis friend

Hiram, during tbe period of his enforced exile from Judah.

This implies that before those days the name had been

absolutely, or at least practically, unknown to the people

l?
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of “Judah." Such & elate of affair* i* perfectly incredible.

Bat the point thu* raised throw* a Jaucxliag light upon a

particular!) obscure oorner of Jewish History. Up
till Cody. B.C. 1054, David, then SO year* old, was simply

a young A monte adventurer, Itwding a picturesque but

precarious existence. It was not as King of aay u Judah ”

(as that name is now understood) that be wan first crowned

at Hebron (£ Sam. ii, 1-4). It was really as king uf his

own countrymen, the YAdll Amoritea in that part of the

country. Hence, the u Judah " over whom he first reigned

having been in fact no other thau the ancient historical

Amoritcs, then partly consisting of “the Old Lions of

Lebanon,'* ws cannot but assume that before David's flight

from Saul th«y had been as well acquainted with the name

YAh (J4h) as they were after his return. On the same

basis, it is also clear that the name YSh must bavo entered

into the composition of Amorite names before throe days

as freely as it did afterwards. Look at the matter another

way. The name originated amongst the A months, M.,

amongst the people of YAdAi. Some time—say a century

—^fter B.C. 1151, settled as a drift from the North, they

evolve in southern KhAru into fcbe “ tribe " of Judah.

We art asked to believe that, up to my B.C. 1054, they,

as JwUh, were ignorant of YAh, and their cogoonvene were

all compounded with El, Ab, Ach, On, etc., though, after

B.C. 1054, as by a miracle, hardly a cognomen can be

found amongst them into which YAh does ««/ enter. All

which, if urn-, means that there must have been a long

stretch of thei* previous history during which, as Amoritea*

they had wholly forgotten the name YAh— nay, their

own name Yahudu : whence the necessity of supposing, as

In.nan does, that David introduced the name into Judah

on his return from Pbilistia. It is altogether too this.
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If, Wore B C. 1054, almost every Dame in tie oommuuity

that lbe O. T. represent* m 44 Judah M
«-m compounded

with El, Ab, Aeh, Sbemeab, On, Am, Baal, and tie like,

it only shows that the community that poeseawd theee

name® mat %oi in faei Judah in the biblical feme. It

above that tbe people into whoar names Yib did freely

enter, «>-, the Amorites of Southern Khiru, had not yet

declared ihemtelcet at Judah, or been acknowledged

as such by tbe Abcaroo-Joacphites, or Hebro-Iatael-

ites, and incorporated with the latter at one of their

" tribes/' It show* that, on David's return from exile in

Philistia, i\e., hii return to the territories of the El, Ah,

Ach, Baal, etc., community in B. C. 1054-, tbe people

with the Yfh names, *.s., tlie people allegwl to have been

w Judah M
in the O. T. renee, but really up till then known

as the Amoricee of Southern Khllru, only thenfuny in

their hi with him
,
organised themselves into a political

entity, assumed publicly tb«r own age-old name of “ths

people of Yih-l/' i/., the Yihfld-fur, or Jndah-itea, and

were in due ewirw, •>., tome nevec and a half vrar» later,

in B. C. 10464, formally admitted into the genrral fold of

tbe newly erected nation at the to-<sallfd
11 tribe

” of Judah

(* Sam. V 1—5).

From our chronological adjustments of Romic hiatoiy,

based on the Sdthic Cycle, we learn that, in the days of

David's first coronation, as kiog of his own Amoritas, in

B. C- 1054, Ncsubeoebded of the Elat Romic Dynasty was

reigning at Tanis, but with the mysterious and powerful

Hrihor, High-Priest of Ammon-RA, pulling the string* in the

background from Thebes : and when David aoceded to the

throne of Israel in B. C. 1046^, the Phareoh, or "Gnat

God/' or “Good God,* of Kbem must have been Peeib-

kbenno I. We are giT«n to understand that on both tbcae
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occasions Dmrid *5 attainment of royal status w a matter

of popular choice. Nevertheless there is reason to believe

that, iis in the days of Saul (the
14 naked for"), so in those

of David, Khiru was a dependency of Khcm, and, an well

de facto as de /are, Pharaoh was her Suzerain, whatever

he may then have been in regard to the entire North as

far a* Euphrates. We mar therefore take it for granted

that the foundation of the “ House of David " is to be

found in Imperial KJiera. litre 2ay “ the Strength of

Israel,” and it was to Pharaoh («.*., to no invented Yfthveh)

that David looked as unto hi* Liege Lord and hie
" God.”

Nay, it is in the light of these consideration* that, reading

between the lines, we must now study the words that God

is represented as having spoken to David in the passage

2 Sam. vii. 8-16, and the words of David’s alleged reply

u recorded in mate 18-20. That Khem'e effective suzer-

ainty did in those days, and even later, extend right up

to the Euphrates, though stopping short in the west at the

frontiers of Pbilistta, is rendered probable by the statement

regarding the local limits of the sway of her vassal king,

Solomon, as recorded in 1 Ktnpi, iv. 21 and 24s

Yet another thing that, by way of buttressing up the

Exraie account, we are commonly asked to believe, is that

the names Yih (Jih) and Yfthveh (the Tetragrammaton

JHVH) arc identical—tbs former being merely ao

abbreviated and poetical form of the latter. But ae/r, itW«

—it is not so. At the same time, the subject it too big a

one, and my arguments in connection with it too intricate

and long, to be gone into here. I therefore pa» on to the

cowdcration of something else.

Thus far we have seen that the real and only Hebrews

were the '/Jr-AamO, 'Abr-AamQ, ‘Abramtl, or Abramites,

of Hebron, dating at least from the 20tb century B.C.,
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and still under historic ootioe in the 14th ccotary B.C.
;

that the so-called "tribe" of Benjamin were tbr broken

Hittite* driven down south from Nihartn by the Puliaathu

in B.C- Ilf] ; that the so-called "tribe
M

of Judah were

the old Araoritc* of Yfclfti. similarly driven down south

on the same famous oeeasion ; and that the Israelites of

Northern Palestine were indeed genuine Israelites, bnt even

as sueh they were only partially of Eastern Vtelanochroic,

ox Semitic origin, th® other part—a good half—being none

other than Roroic, they having been the J6tn, or Mesrfyim,

ti.! " People of tbe Zodiacal Bull," yet amalgamated now

with the aforesaid Abramitrs, Kkabxri, or Hebrews, for-

merly of Hebron, and therefore styled tbe Abmmo-Joseph-

ites, or Hebro-Israelites. Yet another uame by which

they were specially distinguished, was or Him*

qf Itaat, which came to them after they Itad taken posses-

sion of Canaan, upon the completion of the amalgamation

just referred to, say some time between B.C. 1451 and

B.C. 10464.

But what abont the other constituent members of the

new national organism— Reuben, Gad, Dau. Asher, Zebulon,

Isaacbar, Leri, Simeon, and Napbtali ? Doe* not Eira tell

ns that from the very beginning they, like Judah, were all

integral parts of the Hebrew, if., the Israelitisb, rsoe
;

that, in tbe persons of the«r respective progenitors and

trihal eponyma, they went down to " Egypt M with their

common father Jacob, tfi>. B.C. 1706 ? He doa. But there

is not a word of truth in tbe story : it is all fudge and

fairy-tale.

The Levito were never really a “Tribe,” erco from the

Ezro point of view. They were a humble claas of attendants,

of uncertain ethnic identity, who had always, even in Kbem,

been in the service of the Josephite MtfrMjim as a kind of
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So numerous and complex have been these movement*

and mterblendiog8, and so vast ii the stretch of time

daring which they hare been going on, that outside

the 3 Great Original Stock*—and omitting for

the present all reference to the race that I call the Rhodo-

Leukochroi, or, shortly, the Rhodochroi (Roey-Bionds)

—

it may practically be said that no iuch 'entity a* a pare

" Race " exists at all.

What I am interested in is merely the development*,

movements, and vicissitude* of fortune of certain more

or less definite and organised aggregates of men who,

in different local areas, at different historical periods,

and under various names distinguishing them at divers

times from other aggregates, were possessed of (I re-

frain from saying " Race-Characteristics/' but I do say)

“ Group-Characteristics ” which were special to themselves

as aggregate*, and played their several parts on the

kaleidoscopic etAge of history as we think we are acquaint-

ed with it—aggregate*, groups, races, peoples, nations,

communities, call them what we will, whose descendants,

under various nominal and other disguises, eventually

turned up as constituent elements of that Wilderness of

Peoples in the W«*t which was the final outcome of the

Great VolirTKMxderuaf, and are now known a* the

dominant nations and * races
99

of Modem Europe.

For me, therefore,—unless I am speaking in an obvi-

ously anthropological connection—the woid “ Race 99
is a

merely appellative term, a kind of label, whereby I am
enabled conveniently to distinguish from other groups of

humanity the particular group about which I may bappen

to be speaking. Further than this I do not wish it to

be understood that I am 41 hunting about for race

beginnings/’ or a* maintaining that the various
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domestic ministers connect*! with the ceremonies of their

Mee-Ri-ic religion. At the Fiodns they accompanied the

families to which they were attached* and subsequently

their fortunes and tbesr statu* in
“
Israel ” were inch as

are described in the O. T.

The basic ethnic identity of the 8raicnDVtee is equally

obscure. Originally they dwelt in the north, baring

apparently been a community politically incorporated, or

more or lew definitely associated, with the Hebro-Israelitea
;

but in the downward avalanche of Amorites and Uittites

which resulted from the tornado-like advent of the

Pfclfaathu in B.C. 1151, they worn to have been knocked

roughly from their ba« and carried away in the rash, and

depca-.ted in the territories in the extreme south wherein

the 0. T. reveals them. At first they were a noticeably

uuprolifie community. Bat in eubaequeut ages, after

they had abandoned their own “tribal” allotment, and

amalgamated with other people? (1 CAron. iv. 80-4-1),

apparently of Amorite, u, <«f blond, etoek, they became

exceedingly mnltitudinoue, and eventually took their place

id hiatory ae the Oimirrii, or I have traced their

wanderings and fortunes in European and OtAer Race-

OrifiMi. Grmirrii was merely the Babylonian equivalent

of Ae*yrian Bit-KAfmri, which was the name given iu

Nineveh to the Beth-Sikb, or Northern Israelites—derived

from one of their kings, 'Omri. Hence there is very

little uncertainty regarding the ethnic identity of the

Kimmeriaos.

The Dsn itee were none other than the Dfiiniuna men-

tioned in Romic record*, sometime* alone, sometimes in

association with the Pulieatbu. Like the latter, they were

a very ancient seafanog folk of the Eastern Mediterranean

basin, and, again like the PuimthC, they had repeatedly
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*nd persistently striven to secure a foothold on tlie

Canaanitiah coast.

The Issacharitei certainly, the Asberite* probably, and

the Zebalouites possibly, wens all much of the aame type,

and were very likely even akin to the Pdlteatbfi aud

Diir.inn* : though, with regard to all these marauding

communities, ethnically they undoubtedly exhibited a very

considerable admixture. Neverttalew, the main-stocks to

which they could possibly have belonged were three, and

three only—that of the old Melanochroi, that of the lata

ancient but still old Rhodochroi, and that of what My res

calls * Alpine ” man. Some races, like the Hittites, others,

like the PfllisathO, were a blend of some, or all, of these.

As regard*, therefore, th<ne Danites, Wchanto (who

were almost certainly the old ZfikkAru), Ashtritee (quite

possibly the old Uishashi), and Zebulunite*, this is about

all that we cao say—except that, wliatcver they were, they

were Europeans.

The case of Naphtah is peculiar. Unite pcsaibly she too

consisted to some extent of drifts from the Sea ; but sereral

considerations point to other quarter* as the main source of

her ethnic origins. In association with the name Bilhab, she

first come* before us, not as an integral p*rt of the alleged

nation*! race from its very beginnings, but in the character

of whst is known as a “ hand-maid tribe,* #.r, an outside

community incorporated into the Hebro-Israelitieh Con-

federacy. Also, there is reason to believe tbst, like

Issachar, ZebuIon, Asher, and Dan, ah* did not attain

even that status till after the memorable events of 8. C.

1151. Perhaps the most significant indication of her

racial affinities is to be seen in the name by which the

region wherein her territories lay liad been known from

indefinitely ancient tin**,—Gdti Haggoy tbs 4r Circle
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of the Nation! M anwhat the Romin would have called the

"District of the Satin M=wbat eventually was commonly

styled u Galilee of the Gentiles.” It is this t!tat give*

us our clue. We remember Cashan-n*hathaim, king of

Mesopotamia in the early regnal years of Ameahotep II.

cf>. B. C. 1423, end we jecoguiae that in that name we

have nothing more or less than the phrase “ KusbAn,

Prince (/tori) of the Gentile* (&M).” Nay, going even

farther back to the 20th century, do we not also recollect

‘"Tidal king of Nations?” Both these potentates seem

to have really bailed from the am« country—Mittuo,

Mitauui, politically, ethnically, culturally, aud territorially

the eventual nucleus, or concentrated resultant of the

much mon* extensive area to which in ptevious lectures

I alluded under the arbitrary name of Rhodo-THrinia.

It was the true cunabub—the deliberately choaen domi-

cile of origin, or home-land—of Abram and the elder

I*triarch*
,

prior to their crowrag of the Euphrates

and their Mb*! as Hebrew*. (Gem. xii, 1; xxiv. 4;

xxviii, 2 ;
Ltevt xxtL)

(5) We may therefore take it that in the main the

Napbtalite* were Khodo-TtM titans, t.#., practically of

Rcsy-Blood, or at any rate qwui Rosy- Blond stock.

There remaio only Reuben and Gad. There can be

little or no doubt that in the former we behold, with a

certain infwon of Amoritic blood, merely tbe surviving

remnant of tbe ancient RGtennu, or people of lot, or

Lotci—probably a blend of aboriginal Proto-Mclanochroa

of Kh&rd and immigrant primitive Aam(L They were

doubtless a big, burly, mixed fair and dark, bonest-featured

folk; hut apparently tbci* was something lacking in

their ethno* which prevented them from boldiog tbeir own

in bbtory.
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TIm Gadites mast hare consisted very largely of the

same (all, blond, bine-eyed slock as the Simeonitee. Basi-

cally they were probably of AamG lineage ; but we may

take it for granted that the old Amorite population east

of Jordan in the midst of which they settled was even-

tually absorbed into the tribal community. At the

same time there is reason to suspect that small Hittite

settlements flourished here and there within tbeir terri-

torial bounds.

As an ethnical unity, therefore, all these conununities

thus confederate with the original Abiamo-Josephita, or

Hebro-I*T*elit«, were glaringly different from the House of

Judah in the south, «*, the people* of Judah and Benjamin,

including Levi. It was in virtue of I his glaring difference

that they acquired the distinctive name of the M4-AU, or

ffouu of /woe—a name in which (with all its implica-

tions of deeoent from Mitannian, *4., Rbodo-Totunian

Abram, or in other words, of Hebrew lineage) the Judaic

ito* 6*4 Btmjaminite* had no pari or lot tcAxierar.

True, some of the incorporated communities belonging to

tbe Northern Confederacy seem to have been as heavily

charged as the Judehitee with Amorite blood. Never-

theless there was all the difference in tbe world

between the two great Houses. What was that due

to? To the one all-dominating fact that JudaA

wtniwdlj aborted Benjamin. Now, Benjamin was

pure, unadulterated Hittitee—one of ihe roost hideous

stocks known to ethnography. Result—a certain wide-

spread, stocky, snooty, evil-looking type of the modern

Jew whose personal appearance and character an? as familiar

to os as they are repulsive.

With tbe history of tbe House of Judah after the

seoeeeion of tbe Beth-Slkh from tbe House of David

18
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about B.C. 97 8 1, their Downfall and Deportation to

Babylon about B.C. 578$, the •to-called Returns in tbe

8th century B.C., and the extraordinary role that has

since been sustained by tbe Di&tp&r* in almost every

country in the world, yon are all more or Ins intimately

acquainted. As regards, however, the vicissitudes of for-

tune experienced, and tbe even mightier rile sustained,

by the BctkJJ&ki, since the epoch of their Downfall and

Deportation to the u
cities of the Males ” in the 8th

century B.C., I doubt whether all, or even many, of you

an? equally well informed. * Suffice it to jay that* about a

centeiry and a quarter after their captivity, they were

once more free men, nay, under the name of the $*khi

(or, as they called themselves, tbe Sfikh-Gel5ths), they

were even solidly established as an independent and power-

ful State in SAkhwani, or Sftkhland, in Arardhu, north

of the river Anu or Kdr. To the Assyrians, who spoke

of them as their
M former captives, the Sikhl," they had

previously been known aa tbe Blt-KlSmri. It wus they

who, after having indicted a decisive defeat ou KyaxtrAs

of Media, captured, sacked, and burnt Nineveh in B.C.

6£?i. Thereafter, for about a generation, they lorded it

over all Western Asia
; but shortly after the second and

has wonderful but better known disaster to Nineveh at

the hands of Kymxirfls of Media and Nabopola«ar of

Babylon, and in view probably of the alliance about that

time effected between Babylon, Media, and Lydia* they

abandoned Sakhknd and migrated weet, driving the

Kimmerians out of their seats along the northern shores

of the Black Sea, and eveotually settling at Arsareth in

the river Seretb country (the regions now known as

BtLkhovloa), where, in course of time, they became known

to tbe Ionian Greeks as tbe “ Descendants of Sikh
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Hellenised under the well-known name %*\fa,

their own name of SAkh-Gelotbs becoming transmuted

into the form SJMotoi. But before these great changes

happened, they bad effected a mighty and memorable

achievement in Airyo-Ttlrtn. So rapidly had their popu-

lation incretued in Sfikhland, that in coarse of time stream

after stream of migrants issued thence, and, trekking

east, planted amongst ite smiting oases colony after colooy,

each of which eventually developed into a sort of inde-

pendent State, becoming known collectively aa theS&khs or

Sigh* of Airyo-Turdn, and, from the religioo they founded,

the Asbivd-Danghavo, or 11 People of JLahA : aleo, irf parti-

cular, bs the Sugbods—a name iimilar in meaning to the

weetern and later Skuthai. It wai from them that, first the

Medea, and afterwards the Persian*, acquired the culture

that is conventionally associated with their respective name*.

It waa aleo from them that the Kftflai-deecended Wolf-

communities, TokBs, Dahae, Dahyfe, and all like

barbarous denizens of the surrounding wilds, acquired,

though in somewhat caricature guise, snob rudiment*

of civilisation a# they were severally capable of

assimilating—inclusive of a corrupted form of the Sikbian

language, and modified forms of the Sikbian f%t£ofk.

Many of these Sighs—especially thoee dwelling in

Sfcgheetan or modern SSistto—eventually found their way

into India as the original Sikfia, or and, as well

culturally as politically and ethnically, contributed much

to the early history of that great country : but this is a

subject iu which I cannot enter now. In a word, from the

beginning of the 7th century B.C. onwards, thece Sighs of

Airyo-Ttlrin were undoubtedly the supermen and culture-

race of Central Asia—which, indeed, obtained from them

its very uame. In this there is nothing to be lorprieed
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at : lodged, it is only what might have been exported.

A* a group of partly European
,

partly Rhodo-TtWnian,

partly Aamll ethnoi, blended with and welded into a

nucleus of Hebro- Israelites wbo were at least balf-Romic

in origin—the whole further amalgamated with all that

remained of that physically splendid atock, the Rosy-

Blond Amorites of Niharln, Zibi, and Kbirn—the Betb-

S&kh, or Khflmrl, or Sftgha, or Skiithai (however we

c.hcose to call them), were indubitably the finset flower

of development in human evolution. In them wa* no

K&uity attain, no Hittite strain s they were wholly free

from any taint of a barbaric origin : whatever its sources,

their lineage was always traceable buck to the cultured,

or at least to the culturable, root* : and, above and beyond

all else, in the main it was rooted in a Bbodo-Leukoohroic,

s.e., a Rosy-Blond, anc«trv.

It is unnecessary to do more than allude to the effect

upon the Eart, and especially upon the Sighian world in

Central Asia, of the conquering career of Alexander the

Great. It is also unnecessary to do more than mention

again tbe sudden abandonment of Asia by the entire

Sighian "World abouu the close of the 2nd century B.C.,

and their eventual settlement in Russia and in North-

Western Europe under well-known names, such u tbe

Aaeo, tbe Saxons, the Angles, and tbe Ydta, or Jutes,

aooompanied nevertheless by clouds of barbarous* and other

ethnoi. Nor need I switch off to the migrations and

exploits of the two great bodies into which the Kimme-

rians (of the same ethnic stock as the Sighs) divided

them wires after sav B.C. 596—namely, the Kyrari

(Kymry, Brythons, and Lloegrwya) and the Kimbrl, nor

describe how, long however before tbe Sighs, they too

found their way into tbe “iBleaof the West," and there
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contributed to the formation of the British Race. Having

said this, I have said enough to show that in the conven-

tionally learned world which knowB nothing of many, and

may poeeibly amile at most, of the statement* as of fact

and the various hypotheses propounded or discuaed in

these Lectures, oonoepbons regarding the past, ami there-

fore many aspect* of their outlook upon the present, are

exactly upside-down. Moreover, it is about time that

this should be stated oprnly, and rubbed well in.
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Up to dow these Lectures—the*! Attempt* to expound

the contents of Culture and Kullur Race* OriginM—hkVt

been Almost exclusively oonfinid to thAt Aspect of the

took which concerns iteelf with Raue-Origios and Develop-

ments, primary and otherwise (principally otherwise),

and with those numerous and more or lees momentous

Race-Movements which did so much to make the Past

what it was, and which, when exhaustively traced out,

are found to be equally responsible for the Present—but

in a manner rather different from that which we read of

m the text-books, or hear aboat in circles where discussion

proceeds on conventional linee.

Race-Origins, Race- Developments, and Race-Move-

ments makn up, indeed, the greater part of my subject-

matter. They are the basis upon which everything else

has been built i but, as yoa are now in a position to see,

«o big a thing is this foundation, that all our time has

hitherto been taken up, not indeed in an exhaustive inves-

tigation and exposition of its materials and construction,

bat in the merest sketch of its general w lay-out.”

Here and there, however, throughout the book—ii.t

whenever they appeared to be relevant, or wherever it

seemed most convenient to insert them—there are chapters

an other subjects, such as the Mythologies of the old

vanished Mediterranean World, Comparative Philology,

Religious Beliefs, Systems of Philosophy, Fraudulent

Ethnological Theories advanced by the Germans, tbe

true relations submitting between the so-called Semitic
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and Ham i tic Languages, and various excursuses on Spiri-

tuality, Character, Civilisation and Barbarism, Yah a, Jfth,

and Ylhveh (JHVH), and other theme* more or less explana-

tory of, or in some way or ocher connected with, the

general argument.

For instance, in connection with Ethnic and Cultural

Origins and Developments in the valleys of the Euphrates

and Tigris, Chapter III comes in as a r.ew interpretation

of the Babylonian Story of Bel auJ the Dragon, and its pen-

dant, the S/ory of Croation, which, in my belief—though

ostensibly works of kosmogonioal, theological, and poetical

art—are really to a great extent based on actual histori-

cal events, and ns such are well worth studying from

that point of view. I therefore proceed to show that

in the myth of Tiawash's conspiracy against the Gods

(whatever else may be its possible implications), we really

have a poetically and otherwise veiled account of some

vast and terrible Old-World Upheaval on the part of

Barbarism against Civilisation*—some mighty and villain-

ous effort by the Ktai (the Prumo-Germaos of Anti-

quity) to overwhelm the Culture-Races of their day.

Further, I explain how, in the story of Merodach and his

exploits—poetically elaborated on the linee contained in

the Tablet of ike ftfty-one jStmts, and susceptible of the

usual more or lees fanciful interpretations—we really see

vaguely enshrined memories of the advent and triumph

throughout the Tigro-Buphrates country of the power

and civilisation of the Rbodo-Turfcntaos, and the ethnic

and cultural metamorphosis which thereupon ensued

throughout " Babylonia,” first in Agad4, and eventually

also in SQmer. In this connection I point out how, all

over " Babylonia,” nay, throughout Western Aria, Hu

or some variant thereof—the equivalent, amongst the
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communities to whom 1 have occasion to refer, perhaps

sometimes as “races/’ were really or at any rate always,

“races,” in the strict, scientific, biologic*} eenee of the

term.

Wo have now to ascertain aud tm« out the various

morphological and physiological developments and trans-

mutations from time to time and in dirers geographical

areas undergone by these three groat Main-Stoeks, or

any of them, and also their migratory diffusions, or

those of any of the new varieties which evolved out

of them.

First, however, let us have a clear understanding of

whet the conventional view in this connection has hither-

to been.

The main difficulty has always b«eu to formulate,

and if possible verify, a satisfactory theory regarding

the practically sudden and mysterious appearance amongst

tlwae Dark-White, Yellow, and Black Main-Stocks, of

the more progressive and in every way superior (or at

any rate wholly different or unique) stock which for the

present we may call Blond Man.

For a long time the entire mentality of scbolarabip

was dominated by what is known as the Aryan Hypothesis.

Was there ever, whether “somewhere in Asia” or

" somewhere in Europe,” any such ethnos as that which

was once so frequently referred to as the Aryan Race?

Or was there only, whether in Europe or in Asia, some

community which 9poke the Parent-Language to which

are ultimately traceable all thaw language* now and for

centuries past spoken by a numerous company of widely

sundered races, some of whom may have been, aud may

still be, ethnically related, but many of whom an; cer-

tainly not, and never have been, so related, and which, so fax

2
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Eastern Melanoehroi, of that old divine name El which

in remote days was dominant from end to end of the Great

Central Zone—was the generic name for * God/' save

that in Sumer the TxiifcnianB spoke of or

filmth* IlUmtu of Damatcius ; how, with lapee of time,

arose the expression Abu-Ilu (Patter AJ), or Ab-El,

whence the shortened form Bel—the natnral complement

in those regions of the similar rise of A/?-HXux or A/frAiot,

in the Mediterranean West ; and how, just ae in that

Mediterranean West, a distinction subsisted between

Trojan AniAw and Greek A^-HAm* or a£«X*« (the former

really deriving from 44 Father On,” through Ab-Al*&-Qn),

so, amongst the Eaatec.i Melanoehroi, a distinction

eventually grew up bstweeo an Older Bel and a Younger

Bel, noticed in the myth of that Me rod*, h (A&&- t/s)

whose first attempt at a Creation 1
' is said to have failed,

and that Bel-Merodarh, or Bela* (really the Rhodo-

Turinian poorer personified), who in a later age i* said to

hare succeeded in that great emprise.

Then, in connection with the ethnic origins of the

Pruwo-German nation, or rather populations, I plunge into

what, I fear, is a somewhat forbiddingly metaphysical dis-

quisition on the subjects of Character and Spirituality,

at least in the sent** in which I wish it to be under-

stood that I am employing the terms. By Character 1 do

not mean Mentality, either in iCa intellectual or ita intui-

tional aspects. I mean a enper-mental state, which may
be described as that attitude on the port of the Real or

Higher Self towards life, as an object of true perception

and a sphere of active duty, which the Higher Self natur-

ally and inevitably assumes whon it realise? once and for

ex«r that it is tteentially one with eternal, u., real, Sub-

sifltent Life. This super-mental state I call Spirituality,
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the state of Essential Being : and I maintain that it is

the only seas j in which we can properly make use of the

world w Spirituality.” When, therefore, I say that an

individual or ethnoe has or has not Character, I mean

that that individual or ethnos has or has not Spirituality,

in this sen**. He or it has or has not realised the mystery

of his or its essentially Divine Nature (and all that it

implies in the way of foray and of conduct) ; has or has not

the power to apprehend eternal Verities, or subatanding

Realities ; and therefore doos or does not order his or its

ooaduot, whether in thought, word, or deed, ia accordance

therewith. In brief, his or its Essential Being—both

substantially and operatively—is still iuvoluiiondUy bur red

or hidden from tight. For these reasons I assert that the

Prusso-Germaos, as an ethnoe, and even, so far as recent

indications show, individually, are possessed of do Charao-

ter, no Spirituality, whatever. Intellect, of a sort, they

undoubtedly have. Also intuitional faculties—functioning,

however, only within the limits of au vriateotia) environ-

ment- Thus endow*!, they h *ve undeniably acquired a

wonderful mastery over what are called the resourms of

Civilisation. Neverthelew they are utter Barbarians.

Why ? Because, highly developed though they are, their

development is merely that of the Involationary, or

Downward, Are of Progress. In that very Progress they

have never been able to sec any thing but the opportunity

for an unlimited indulgence in their natural brute in-

tincts ;
in the resources of Civilisation anything but the

means whereby more effectively to conduct agaioat tbeir

neighbours some deeply-thought-out campaign of wide-

spread and overwhelming desolation and misery ; and in

what they apprehend of Culture (by them transmuted into

Ktdlur) aught but an excuse for blatant self-glorification,

19
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Absolutely incapable of profiting morally from the leswns

of *xperionce, all down the centuries, from K&esi to

Bocbes, they bare bwn ever the same—congenitally ill-

conditioned and eavage, a predatory folk, a wild-beast

ethnos, enemies of the hamao race.

Closely connected with this subject ars the far-reach-

ing and deep-laid plots on tb® part of “ Scientific
M

Teutonia to obtain a general acknowledgment that,

as individuals—physically* mentally, and even, ye geds I

spiritually—tbe Praa*>Germans are the supermen of

the Earth, and, as a nation, are destined to nniversa)

hegemony and overlortship. Knowing full well that

these first-mentioned honours already belong, as of right*

to tbe Englishman (using that term in its widest

sense)* their initial efforts in this subtle campaign of

fraud were directed to an establishmrr.t of the belief that

the English and the Germans were ethnically identical

—

“ooumdb,” as tb® phrase once wrnt. In this they

succeeded to a marvel : British M Scholarship ” swallow-

ing the concoction wholesale, especially in early Victorian

days. Next, Berlin and other professor* tried to make

out that of this wonderful super-race they, tbe Germans,

were tbe main-stock—the trank, so to speak, of the ethnic

tree—cbe English being only branches, if not mere twigs.

The last move in the game has been a u Hass "-inspired

assertion that the English are a mongrel, half-Keltic breed

—accompanied, nevertheless, in tbe verj same breath, by

the accusation that, in entering the Great War against

them, after they had carefully decided that by reason,

of oor inherent poltroonery we would stand sside, we have

been goilty of an act of Race- Treachery I A particularly

impudent, particularly ridiculous, yet highly amusing

s>de-*bow, or development, out of these exploded artifices
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on the part of Prusso-German it to be found

in the " highbrow " lucubrations of ths egregious HerT

Houston Stewart Chamberlain, on the subject of what

be calls "a very delicately constructed, many-jointsd

organism ”—the German Idea. The real nature, howe-

ver, of this delicacy of construction is itself a delicate

subject : and, as Chamberlain is himself too delicate to

refer to it openly, I have ventured, as you will see, to do

the needful for bim.

One of the most important factors, outgrowths, or

expressions, of Culture, in the Past, even as it

remains in the Present—perliape the moat important—is

Religion : though unfortunately this is a term which,

(as understood by humanity in all stages of development

abort of the highest, as reachsd, not even by the meet

oomplexly evolved races, but only by the more spiritually

developed amongst these), has been lamentably miseouotiv-

ed and misapplied, and Las probably betn responsible for

more misery in the woild than any other cause. As

regards the remote Past, all that seems to have come down

to us is a number of so-called Divine Names, moving

as it were in' groups—each group beiog specially aasociat.

ed with some particular age and geographical area.

What specific doctrines were represented by these Names

has been forgotten. As the unrecorded Past merged

gradually into the recorded Past, or the beginnings of

what we call historical times, and these again into the

Present, wo find ourselves still confronted by some of these

Divine Names, or thetr gboete. And all tbs time, as

the centuries roll along, we see systems of belief, and

more or loss elaborate ceremonies and practices, gradually

accreting round these Names, and what art called the

great ReLigions of tbc world springing up, flourishing for
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a time, and then pitting out of vogue—only to be succeeded

by others, all apparently doomed to the same destiny.

One feature they all seem to have in common. All begin

os pure faiths (at least that is the tradition regarding

every one of them) : but all end as questionable tt&Uric

cults, with questioning esoteric cults in the background,

of which the “ man in the street
n

is invariably eitbex

ashamed or ofpaid to confess himself an adherent* What

does this mean ? What really lies behind it? Some sort,

of answer to this question—tome sort of explanation

—

I hare endeavoured to give, or rather to suggest, in

Chapter XV.—“Esoteric Pantheism, Old Exoteric Cults,

and Mithroism.” In this connection I have even ventured

on au enquiry into the nature of Life, and into the real

value of all the various speculations in which humanity

has indulged, and still indulge*, on the subject of what

is called
" Immortality,” and the hopes and fears in

which that idea is canopiod, as though in clouds, more

or less gilded. And the conclusion I come to is that

Existence—that which we call Life in this ever-metamor-

phosing kaleidoscope of Time, Space and Causality— is noi

Life. Life is eternal. It cannot die. And we ? Eueniially

we are one with Life. And therefore, provided we realise

this fact fttatty—provided that we are really a* it*—what-

ever experiences of alternate objective consciousness and

unconsciousness await us in the realm of mere Fa\*tence,

in reality, os solf-rsdeistent beings, essentially one with

SJf-8iiis«t«ut Divinity, like God himself, by and in aud

through hi* Manifesto! and Manifestation, the Koemio

Christ, we live—not in Time and Space and Causality

—

there we merely change our forms and states and undergo

experience*—but in the Eternal Now. We are: and

therefore we can never not It.
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This, I affirm, was the basic doctrine, not only of

Mithraiam and Ancient Pantheism, bat also of all the old

religious eult*. This, I affirm, is al*o the solid rock on

which all present religion, that really is religion, it or

ought to be founded.

I further maintain that, a* a heritage—the moet

priceless of all our heritages—it baa come down to us

through the ages, by the ethnic streams described in my
book, from oar Rbodo-Leukocbroian ancestors.

Another matter which Ideal with as and when it comes

along is the Argument from Philology. Hitherto, largely

on the authority of Max M tiller, it has been held, more or

le« dogmatically, that the linguistic foundations of Europe

ta we know it (or imagine that we know it) are discover-

able in a heterogeneous crowd of ethnoi vaguely referred to

ae the Aryan-Speaking Kacee—peoples who, whatever

their physical type or types (and, at the back of our beads,

there is always a lurking conviction that they were fair,

and even blond), were originally domiciled in tho East,

tome oven as far east ae the primitive homeland of the

Vedic Aryas (usually called Aryans), but who, at various

epochs in the past, and by divers routes, all streamed

westwards, and, settling down in Europe, eventually gave

rise there to what are called the Indo-European, nay, some-

times even tbs Tndo-Gtrmanu, languages.

Against this I protest. The truth was exactly the

other way about. I do oot deny that many of our

linguistic possessions came to us from the East ; bat I

say that we ourselvee, in the persons of some of our proge-

nitors, brought them with us from that East, say vaguely

daring the comparatively modern period B.C. 115-A.D. 1,

in the days of the great niktrwudtrung, when the Sighs,

the Dahae, and other Central Asian races, abandoned
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Airyo-Turin, and poured like a flood into Europe. I

further say that, age* beforo then, Mediterranean dialects

—together with Mediterranean divine name*, institutions,

traditions, faiths, and philosophies—had found their way

into the East from the West : taken there bj those migrant

Roey.Blonds of whom I hare already said so much in tbeae

leetaiee.

Thos, for instance, I say that DjmUl-P$U found its

way into Arya-varta, haying developed from the very same

etymon as that out of which Zein-Paltr and Jupxltr had

developed in the West. Thus also, I say, FarK&a found

its way into Mitanni, or rather into early Rhodo-Turania,

and theooe wandered further cast—hating developed from

the same etymoo as that out of which Ouranos bid developed

in the Mediterranean World. Thus also, springing

originally from the same etymon, aro«e those developments

which, remaining in the Old Mediterranean West* pix>

doeed TrGjao AraW and Greek a £-H\ios and a 0-«Auk,

but, being carried away eastwarJs by tbe eastward-migra-

ting Roer-Blonds, eventually appeared in such forms as

SBrya (through Srarja) and .i/ja-w-yaa, or Apa-val-yan.

Thus also, from tbe same common old etymon (whatever

it was) arose those developments which, remaining in the

old Mediterranean West, gave tbe ancient Greeks their well-

known old QuXamm, and, carried away east by the migrant

Bhodochroi, gave the Rhodo-Tuiftnians, and eventually

the Babylonians, or rather Chaldaeans, that essentially

identical bnt by no means so well known old game,

Tbeafti (Tiamat). All these, except the last (which as an

equation, seems never to have been noticed hitherto by

any one), arc said to hare come to the West from the East.

Pft contra, I aay that they went to the East from the

We*t
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Lastly, there Are several important ethnic group*, now

recognised os Europeans, wbo6e original habitat* were

nevertheless " somewhere in Asia,
w as Max Muller would

bavc said. Of these we may mention (1) the Gotha,

who, through the Mas-Sagetai, were lineal descendant# of

those Romu, Mefrftyim, and Egyptians who had been

deported wholesale to Babylonia by Nebuchadrezzar in the

6tb century B.C., but who afterwards tom up as a free

people waudering about in the wilderness** of Airyo-Turto

;

(*) the Kjmri, Brytbons, and Lloegrwye (on# division),

and the Kimbri of the Chenonittu Oimbhc* (another

division), who together were once known aa tbe of

B.C. 598, and these again as the still earlier Giminfii;

($) the settled on the banks of the Volga, once

known further east as tbe Northern Medee j (4) the Saxons,

Asen, and Yota—lineal descendants of the SughOds, or

Yu-'R, and the Sighs of Ashiland in Airyin, (5) the

AInmanic and other kindred German*—lineal desoesidaots

of the Kfcsi-deri voi Persians and tbe Dabae of tbe

Airyo-TfcHkuao wilds; (6) Sllvs, representing tbe residue

of tbe Midi

;

and (7) the drii of Livonia, descendants

of the old Airy&aians of B&khdhi. All these last-

mentioned communities, as I trust you havs now

thoroughly grasped, were denizens of Central Asia up

till as late as some indefinite time towards the dose

of tbe ind century B.C., when, led by tbs Sughods

and Sfigbs, they stampeded west, and eventually settled

down in Earope. Of course they all, as also tbe earlier

Goths, brought their languages with them, and it is

very natural to recognise that many of the words in those

languages must have revealed evidences of au origin

similar to many words gay in tbe Hellenic or Italic linguis-

tic areas.
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Indeed it k this which deceived the old philologists,

nud led them to enunciate tboee theories to which modem
scholarship still seems to ding like grim death. Also,

when tbeee stampeded races settled down amongst or

north-west of the barbarous Broadhead and other abori-

gines of Europe, there was much give and take in the

matter of languages, dialects, and what are called loan

words. Hence, to some limited extent, it is perfectly

true that the languages of Europe, in their ultimate

developments, do reveal signs of having had an original

cunahula “ somewhere in Asia But this is the explana-

tion of the fact. Lituaaian or Lettish (the language of

the people called by the Romans the Jru, and who were

wally the migrated Airyftnians of B&khdhi) will give ua

several instances of this. So also will German—for the

Germans are to a very great extent the lineal descendants

of those crowds of barbaron6 Dahae (as well Persian

as Unsettled) who, when in Central Asia, had acquired

theiT language and also their ftlbork (or rather corrupt

forms of both) from the cultured Sighs, and had simply

followed in the wake of the latter when they abandoned

Airjin and migrated west*

In the way of linguistics yet another problem which

I tackle is that of the true relations subsisting between

what are commonly called the Semitic and the Hamitic

Languages. Owing to the trend of thought induced

in the minds of our elden by the statement* contained in

Gtumt X, it used to be believed that these languages

were quite separate and distinct. Gradually, however,

the suspicion arose that some mysterious connection

subsisted between them
; but it was of so elusive a nature,

and so little was really known about the subject, and

other subjects also, not then reoagnised as involved therein,
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that no very definite theory w&g formulate! The

position at present taken up by philologist* ia, I

understand, that both languages were originally a unity,

having onoe had a common area of development, which,

it is assumed, was probably s* Arabia ; that the Hamitic

group were probably the outcome of an original intrusion

/torn Arabia ini# Africa, nperpottd upon indigenous Ungvagts

tiers; that there are still some investigators who believe

they can trace connecting links between the two groups ;

but that these later views have not yet been pat upon a

basis sufficiently firm to justify definite and fins! adop-

tion.

Shortly stated, the conclusion I come to in the CDurse

of a long and elaborate enquiry is this. If, for the

moment, we discard the terms 44 Semitio 99 and 41 Hamitic ”,

and reoognise that the peoples and languages so called

were, like thoee of eouthern Europe from the Pyrenees

eastward into Western Asia, merely particular develop-

ments, in different geographical areas and in different ages,

of one practically Aomopeusous Mslonoeirtie World that from

times inconceivably remote had been associated with the

Great Central Zone, all difficulties will, I think, subside,

or at least weaken : for the rest .may be summed up in

the idea of special and local development*, here rapid

and complex, there slow, sleepy, and simple, in the course

of subsequent evolution—developments which, as it hap-

pens, have since bwro ineiadicably associated with what are

now historically known as the Semitic, the Hamitic, and

the Pelaagian Worlds. Further than this these expressions

have, as the saying is,
" no scientific value 99 whatever.

One of the most elaborate and difficult chapters

—

certainly the longest chapter—in the book is that in which 1

enquire into the true origin of the Tetragrammatoo, JH VII,

SO
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w the Bust is concerned, are called the LufaAtyau Lan-

|Mfni wd, so fax as the Weefc is concerned, hare been

failed, sometimes the fodo-Buropta^ and sometimes for-

sooth the Inio-Gcrmanic, Languaga ?

It is now generally agreed that there never was any

Aryan Race, the common progenitor of all the subse-

quent ractfl who spoke and apeak the ludo-Aryao and

Indo-European Languages. It is believed, however,

that there was a bkxid-eosnp-exioned Community who ori-

ginally fashioned and spoke the Parent-Speech whence

these various and now numerous languages gradually and

under different conditions erolved. In saying this, how-

ever, I ought perhaps to except ac least Professor Sergi,

the eminent Italian specialist, who according to J. M.

Robertson (author of Tht Qtmans) posits a hlond race in

North-Weefon Eutope which originally hailed from North

Africa and waa really driven up into the North-West afore-

said by a mighty inrush of Aryan Savages who poured into

Europe from the Ruarian and Asiatic steppes by way of

the Danube. Dr. Keane, too, seems, " agrees that tall,

fair, long-headed peoples bad spread from North Africa to

Scandinavia before auy Aryans arrived. They wen? thus

not originally speakers of Teutonic language*, no Aryan

language* having therefore existed in Europe u
( fie Ger.

man*, p. *8).

The question that we have to answer is. Where was the

habitat of the blond-oomplexioned community first above

referral to? Was it somewhere in Europe? Or somewhere

in Asia ? Or somewhere in Africa ? As far as I can gather

and subject porhape to the Eurafrican hypothesis of Sergi

and Keane just alluded to—scholars are now inclined to

hold that it was somewhere in Europe : and, by a process

of elimination, the tendency seems to be to fix on the Baltic
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or YShveh, the distinction between it and Jfib, Yfib,

or YSh-i, and the relations that subsisted between the

two. As is well known, YAHVEH, the name, is alleged to

have been revealed by God himself to Motes for the first

time in B.C. 1492, either in the knd of Midiao or in

K be in, it is not quite clear which. We are ako naked

to believe that, in a very particular and exclusive sense,

Yihveh was the God not only of Abraham, Isaac, and

Jacob, but alio of their descendants, the Hebrews or

Children of Israel, then in bondage and affliction under

the rod of the Pharaoh for the time being of Khem ; that,

in virtue of a promise made by Yihveh to Abrabsun, and

also to Isaac, in whom Abraham's seed were to be called,

Canaan or Palestine (as it was eventually called) belonged

as of divine right to the national race of Israel, parti-

cularly including the Jews ; that the Hebrews or Children

of Israel were in fact brought up by Yihveh out of Khem

and placed in possession of the Land of Promise
;
that

if was Yibreh who established David upon hie throne,

and swore that it should endure “ until the coming of

Shiloh whatever that may mean; and finally that

Ylbveh and JAH or YAH (Yih-I) were not two distinct

divine pereonalitios or names, but one and the same divine

personality or name. All this, for ths reasons and in

virtue of the facte set forth in Boot II, Chapter IX,

I deny.

Yihveh may have been, and probably was, a development

on esoteric lira oat of Yih, or YSh-fi. But that develop-

ment occurred at a comparatively late date—certainly long

after the days of David and Solomon, neither of whom (»ald

ever have heard of the name Yihveh. NotJHVH but

Y'ihn, or Yiho, Yh-fi, or Yh-5, was the divine

name which, according to Dr. Inman, is said to have
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come up like a flood about Conv. B.C. 1055, to enter as a

noticeable element into the nomenclature of ihe inhabi-

tant* of " J ndah ” (i the Ainontee of southern Kbarii)

on David’s return from hi* enforced sojourn in Pbilistia

and Pbcanieia—almost every Jewish” name having

previously been compounded with KI
r
Ab, Ach, Shemeab,

On, Am, Baal, “ or some word indicating 4 life/ * exis-

tence/ 4 brilliancy/ 4 might/ • glory/ etc." (Jncitnt

Faith*, Vol. I, pp. 60J>, 610). This YAh, of course, was

simply the old, old Yv, or 15, of the Amorites of Yadai.

The suggestion that it was Yfihveh [of which we are to

suppose that Yah (Jib) was merely a poetical variant or

abbreviation], is simply a very astntc attempt on the part

of Ezra, or whoever or whatever that name oonnotos, to

transfer by way of credit to YAhveh all that, in respect

of antiquity, genuinely attached to the undoubtedly old

name YAb, so as to establish the belief that the origin

of Yfihveh, as the great and holy name of the God of

the Children of Israel, was in fact what in Ezra

solemnly assures as it was.

Whether, as early as the 7th century B.C.—t.g., the

days when IknUronoviy is said to have been so mar-

vellously
41 discovered "—there was an esoteric cult

learned enough and enterprising enough to fashion the

TetragrmiuinabHi onfc of the old Amoritec Ylb-Q, and to

adopt it as a sort of shrine for the doctrines which it waa

their ambition to establish, ifc were perhaps at present

impo»ihle to say. This, however, is certain, that in the

6tb century B.C. and onward, YAhveh was taken in hand

by the Judaising clique, and boost*! for all that it was

worth—being even assigned its own very special rvU in

that new writing np of the Past which Ezra ao audaciously

undertook to attempt, and in the actual achievement of
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which he met with such astounding success. JEHOVAH
ii a very modem form indeed of the name.

Here I conclude theee Lectures. What I hare placed

before joa is of coarse a mere synopsis of the book

which it about to be published. fiat from this

mere synopsis you will, I trust, be able to take

away with yon one definite dominant idea—and that

it, that in remote antiquity the main trend of

ethnical and cultural developments, in their more import-

ant aspects, was not, as we have hitherto been taught to

believe, from a distant East, about which we know praeti*

cally nothing, bo a very dimly adumbrated West, but from

a West about which we arc rapidly learning more and

more, and already know a very great deal— immeasurably

more, for instance, than our elders knew a generation or

two back—to an East with regard to which, if anything

can be asserted with confidence, it is this, that the greater

part of what we have heretofore imagined we knew about

it is not knowledge. In other words, it is in many respects

either fudge or a nebulous chaos of more or lean weirdly

illumined hallucination—in any oase absolutely and

indubitably wrong.

Perhaps you will think that this is a very bold thing

to say. My answer is that we are living in days when

bold things haTe to he said, sod said boldly. As Mr.

Lioyd Georgs but recently declared, tic Old World mutt

go—not only a* regards the things to which he was speci-

fically alluding, but also, to a very great extent, in the

realm of Learning so-called.
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ahoree Mid Southern Scandinavia as the supposed area of

characterisation of the community in quartion. 1 contest

this.

Pint let us finish with Professor Sergi and his views,

and then pass on to others- According to Sergi

—

u
Ifc if an error to maintain that tho German* and the

Scandinavian*, blond dolichocephals or king-head*. ..are

Aryan* ; they are Eurafrioanf of the Nordic viriety. The

Aryans are of Asiatic origin, and constitute a variety of the

E*ratiatic specie*
;
the physical characters of their skeletons

are different from those of the Eumfricaos. The two

classic cirilisatioos, Greek awl Latin, were not Aryan but

Mediterranean. Tbe Aryans were savage* when the}' in-

vaded Europe ; they destroyed in part the saperior civilisa-

tion of the Neolithic populations, and could not have

created the Graoo- Latin civilisation. In the ooune of the

Aryan invasions the languages of the Eurafrican species in

Europe were transformed in Italy, Greece, and elsewhere
;

Celtic, German, Slavonic, etc., being genuine branches of

the Aryan tongue.* (Quoted from Tie Germans, p. 49.)

This is a queer jumble of gropings after the truth, and

presents views that are amusingly distorted if not absolutely

unsound.

In the first place, the Germans are certainly not
" blond

doliebooephala." Secondly, no such substantive as

“Aryans" exbts. Tbe real substantive is “Aryas”;

and 4i Aryan ” is simply its adjectival form. A small

matter, but a mistake that is very often met with.

What concrete ethnos Profmu r Sergi precisely mean*

by three so-called 41 Aryans,” I doubt whether be himself or

even heaven knows. As we shall see later on, the Aryas

were a specific subdivision, dwelling in the Zarah-Lakc

country (Sfistfn) of the AirySnians—these latter having
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been the final repreeentativee, settled in and around

Airyavu-Vaeja (Bfictria country), of that- eastward-

migrated folk whom I call the Roey-Blonds, or Rho-

dochrm, and with whom I shall deal in due course.

Flora the Zan&h-Lake country the Aryai gradually pass-

ed into the Land of the Seven Riven (Sapta-Sindha-

vah, say some time not long after B.C. 1151. They

were meat assuredly not savages : and most assuredly also

they never wee* to Bnrope, e.t.her in the so-called Neolithic

Age or at any other time- Indeed, from the above allusion

to this alleged ethnos as 14 savages,” and from a statement

of the learned professor found elsewhere (pp. S0&-7 of

his book The MediUrftneo* foe*) to the effect that—
u The Aryans who invaded Italy pa*c**ed bmchycepha-

lie heads of various shapes—spheroidal, sphenoidal, and

platycephalic.

it is very clear that the folk whom he really had to bis

mind, without knowing it, was the tamely barbarouB race

whom I call the Broadheads, Roundheads, Shortheads, or

Squareheads (an offshoot of the Kauai), who did pour into

Central Europe from the East in the so-called Neolithic

Age, and of whom I shall have to treat at length in due

course. True, Sergi speaks of them as having “ destroyed

in part the superior civilisation of the Neolithic popula-

tions
w—which is rather confusing, not only because the

civilisation of the Neolithic Age, such as it was, was in reali-

ty the civilisation introduced into Central Europe by the

Eroadieods Mrmetof, bat also beams* whatever civilisation

they destroyed on their arrival could only, one would think,

have been that of small, slight, dark PaLeolitbic man, with

here and there, perhaps, a “ Zeue-Pater-deeeendod ” Colony.

But no : according to Sergi, the Eurmfricans—of whom the

long-headed Scandinavians and *xmlled Teutons an;
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reprinted as sectione—wore already in *it* when the

u Aryan ” iurnah took place- Nay, it was they—people®

reminding as of Prof. G. F. Scott Elliot’* Aurignac’.c-

Magd&lent&na, or returned Cbelleans, not Rendall’s little

dark Pakeolithians at all—who were tbe ethnoi driven into

tiie North bjr that inrasb of Barbarism. At that time

these ethnoi were speaking »ome language or languages of

their own, of which we know nothing, except that it was

certainly not that branch of tbe so-called ** Aryan 17 ayeiem

of linguistic® which some people are no food c.f styling

" Teuton ic.”

Then tbe miracle of miracles bappeni ! These savage

41 Aryan " intruders—who, aoeonling to Dr. Keane,

were not even very numerous—imposed their barbarous

language upon their new ethnic environment, far

superior though it was to their own ! Far aud wide this oe-

ourrod : for from now onwacxls arose and flourished nothing

less than the Indo*European Lsinpufe*.

If, therefore, in Sergi’s Eumfricans wu recognise out-

lying colonial representative* of the Rosy- Blond Medi-

terranean race of whom I propose to speak in another

lecture, and in bis Aryan Savage® nothing more or less

than my K&ssi-descended Bread heads, Roundheads,

Shorthands, or Squareheads, we may keep this Sergian

hypothesis by us, duly labelled as we like, for future refer-

ence. Otherwise we must reject it out of hand.

Pass now to what German professors would have us

believe.

On p. £34, YoL I, of bis Ifawdstioui, " Herr n

Chamberlain baa a note which runs thus

—

" G. Schrader ... cornea to the conclusion, 4 It is proved

that the Indo-Teutonio peoples were settled in Europe at

a very ancient period
9

; Johannes Kacfce ... ia of opinion
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that it is now an established fact that at least a great part

of the population of Europe were Aryans aa early aa the

stone age
;
and Virobow . . . »y* that from anatomical dis-

coveries ooe may asaert that f the oldest troglodytes of

Europe were of Aryan descent
9 (quo tod from Ranke, Der

Mensch. tf. 578).”

Not, be it understood, that they were of such descent

in the sens* of having originated from Arya* autoch-

thoDOusly settled in the East, whence there had been

migrations into Europe ; nor that th«© troglodytes were

merely “ Aryan "-speaking communities of some other,

non-" Aryan 19 ethnic stock : bat, flatly, that they tbc«n-

selvM were “ Aryans ” autochthonous in Europe. For

oo p. 681 Chamberlain myu :

—

“ Some authorities hold that we have no strong reason

for believing in the immigration of the Indo-European.

It is their opinion that he was already there in the stone

age, was even then distinguished by his long skull from

another short-sknlled race, and struggled with it for the

mastery ; that this Long-skull of the stone age was no

other than the Germanic individual! Virchow’s view,

based upon anatomical material, is, that even the oldest

Troglodytes of Europe might have been of Aryan descent,

at least that no one could prove the contrary."

Indeed, in a further note cn p. 615, Chamberlain boldly

declares that

—

" During the last years the conviction w growing

amongst the learned that the Germanic peoples did not

emigrate from Asia to Europe, but were settled in Europe

from the earlieat times (roe Wilser, etc., etc.)."

These German tenets, convictions, and conclusions

alleged to be more or less established—ot of which, at

least, no one is supposed capable of proving the contrary—
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1 morely mention for the present. Later on it will be

seen bow painfully wide of the mark they really are

—

though what JHt Qelehnamkeit of the Fatherland ha* bee*

driving at b of course fairly obvious, like roost of their

stupid attempts to hoodwink the outside world. It is

nothing lees than to confound the Rosy- Blond Super-

Race* of North-Western Europe with their own egre-

giuuely " boosted ” Germanic Peoples, then bo allege that

these Germanic Peoplee (meaning themselves, are the

main-stock and leading representative* of the Super- Race*

aforesaid, and finally, aa it were automatically, to appro-

priate and arrogate to themselves anything that they

think they hare proved, or have got the outside world to

swallow, regarding these Super-Racee—provided, of

course, that it is something wonderful, and hence, for

them, something in respect of which they can boast and

swagger. It is a very simple swindle, but very effective

and far-reaching, so long as it is not exposed. How the

bottom » knocked out of it, will be seen later on. In

particular, when we eome to learn (1) to what race the

Long-skull of Palijolibhio and Neolithic times really

belonged, and (£) the kind of skull-formation that is

actually most prevalent in the Fatherland of to-day, whe-

ther amongst Germans or Prussians, we shall be in a poei-

tioo smilingly to place in its true category the naive

“ Teutonic
n suggestion that that Long-skull was u no

other than the Germanic individual.” We now come to a

consideration of the hypothesis regarding the “ Blond

Northman/' as expounded, for example, in The Cradle of

He Aryant, by Professor Gerald H. Kendall, M.A. But

this I must reserve for Lecture II.
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After mentioning that the evidence tends to reveal a

not very ancient Europe sparsely peopled by a few well

differentiated types (practically identical, as we shall see,

with those described by Professor J. L. Myree), Kendall

remark* that

—

“ It seems a scarcely insoluble problem to identify with

approximate certainty the founders of Indo-European

speech—if once a European origin can be established from

the internal evidence of language— with one out of the few

alternatives open for choice
M

(pp. 40, 41).

Then follow* an exposition of the theory that the raoe

with whom we most amceiate the origination of Ihdo-

JSnrope** Sjtcek did hare its cnnabula in Europe, and that

this race was Penka's blond, dolichocephalic,
* North-

Earopean Race ”= My re*’* * Boreal * man Ripley's

u Nordks r, =Sergi's * Eurafricans of the Nordic variety *

= Deoiker's m Teutons”

We may also, 1 suppose, equate it ethnically, though

not of course in point of time, with Pinkerton’s general

notion of a " generic family/' consisting of " the German,

Scythian, and Gothic nations ”—chat terrible array of

cloudy generalities' (that delightfully jumbled collection of

wholly unrelated etbnoi) with which, in the day* of Sharon

Turner, the first-line trenches of the Warned world, and oar

dear old grandfathers and giaiximothers of the Victorian

period, were so effectively
“ gassed originally, no doabt,

from the cbcmico-ethoologicai factories of the Fatherland.
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It is the one stock, proceeds Kendall, which gives unity on

the phytiohpic&l side to the speakers of Aryan laoguagas.

Is there not a likelihood, then, that from it too originated

the phi'Utopia

l

unity ?

Where does the writer find this stock ? Answer : in

Southern Scandinavia and the shores of the Baltic Sea.

Alone among races, he asserts, it can claim continuity

of European development It* cranial index is dolicho-

cephalic. This take* os lack to the Quaternary Period and

to Paleolithic man. Primitive man, be admits, was not

blood. But, be argues, in the Glacial Epoch, when all

north-eastern Europe from Mecklenburg: to Russia was an

uninhabitable wilderness of ioe, the etern environment of

Paleolithic man, then dwelling in Southern and Central

Europe, slowly deprived him of his original subcutaneous

pigmentation, and from a dark animal turned him into

Penka's " Bloud Northman ’*
1

Now, you will remember that, some time early in the

so-called Neolithic Age, there ww an inrush into Centiul

Europe from Russia and the East of a big-framed race of

dirtv-eomplexioned, dark-haired Yellowy-Whites whom I

have referred to as tbo Broadbeads. Iu appearance the**?

Leuko-Xantbochroi must have been much nearer Rendall's

hypothetical Blonds than littie dark long-headed Paleoli-

thic man aver could have beeu. However possibly gorilla-

skulled, like some of the Prusso-Gcnuans, and slant-eyed,

they were at least big and fair, albeit their fairness, again

like some of the Pru»o-Gennaus, was only of the kiud

that came from the yellow complexions of their TtLrinian

ancestry. Well, is it from theee hefty intruders that

Kendall and bb school ask us to recognise that Peuka’s

“ Blond Giant M originated? Oh no : it is from Palaeolithic

man !

a
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Hon*, then, does Rcndail get any such being up into

those northern latitndes ? Very easily : he simply pntt him

there. Thus

—

" At the dose of the glacial epoch man, it would seem,

like the flora irhich helped him to eke out subsistence, and

the reindeer which was his one animal friend, rwred uorM.

vwrd. Sue l, at leuti, it tit inference dratenfnm the

difficult problem kuo#* at tke Hint** 99

(p. 50).

The italics are mine. Here, then, we have arrived at

the era* of the whole matter. Between Palaeolithic man
and Neolithic man there yawns a gulf. We are confronted

with an advance that means a gap of centuries. All is

changed

!

“ In some localities, in parte of France, for instance,

in macb, if not all of Germany and Switzerland, in

Austria, and as some too will have it, in Britain, the gap

see ui- absolute; ia others it is imperfectly bridged, a* for

instance by the Cro-Magnon men 99
(classed by Conder

among the Neolithic types). * When Neolithic man

appear*, not only hie acquisitions and his habits, but he

too himaelf is of a different type. The luog-bcaded skull

of the quaternary drift is replaced by the short-headed of

Neolithic times ” (p. 50).

True : but, granted that Kendall successfully bridges

this gulf, do all his difficulties vanish ? Far from it. Of
the res/ trouble that awaited him he seems to have been

artlessly unconscious. Only now is he approaching it : for,

as a rontUr of fact, gulf suooeeds gulf. In short, what

brings him to a full stop is, not so much the gap that

separated Paleolithic man from Neolithic man, as the one

that has to be negotiated before lie can hope to catch tbo

faiutest glimpse of that great detidcnUum—bis Gigantic

Blond Northman.
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The simple truth U this. By the almost maliciously

inconsiderate intrusion of Broad-headed Humanity from

the East (though, according to Conder, several of the

Neolithic types were Long-headed), the whole of Europe

south <f Scandinavia, during the entire stage </ the

Neolithic Culture, is ahsohdctg dosed against Prqfessor

Rcndati and kit reboot, for the purpoeet vf their theory

regarding Blond Northern Man. It is really too

bad.

To eali this a mere “ difficulty, ” hardly meets the case.

It is a rout—a disaster, complete and irretrievable.

Heroic souls, however, are not a monopoly of our

battlefields. They are also to be found in the Learned

World. As already seen, the next step for 14 Science
”

is

quietly and calmly to transfer (by way of 14 general

inference ”) short, dark, long-headed Paleolithic man,

with bis faithful reindeer and all the flora that he loved,

to the more northerly regions out of which it is a matter of

life or death for Rendall, by some means, magic or other-

wise, to cause Blond Man eventually to spring up.

It is not even a case of Paleolithic man having been driven

up into the North by those more powerful intruders whose

advent is associated with the Neolithic Age. The sugges-

tion is that, like the flora and the reindeer, he voluntarily

moved northwards.

But what are the probabilities of the case?

As glacial condition* gradually receded further and

further north, abort dark long headed Paleolithic man had

3 alternative courses that he could adopt

—

(1) To follow the retreating ioe-ctp, and continue to

struggle for life amid the awful discomforts of the Glacial

Age;
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(2) To star iu the mach pleasanter regions from which

thoso terrible conditions bad happily lifted, or were

lifting ; and,

(8) To move down southward into still more alluring

latitude—latitudes that bad ever been hie natural domain.

What eboioe » be thereupon mo$i Uhcly to have made?

Nor are we really any “forwarder” if we assume that,

Kol#xt some at least, of hi* community were forced

north by tbe advent of the Broadbead*. The bulk were

much more likely to have retired south. Yet quite possibly

a few were splashed up into the North. Even eo, still the

problem would remain—How did multitudinous, tall,

big-limbed Blond Man develop out of tht*c comparatively

few, forcibly extruded little dark men (some of whom
may not impossibly have been tbe pygmy Negroids spoken

of by SeoLt Elliot in Prehistoric Man amJ Hit Story
, 1915,

p. 122), who only possessed in <wmmon with Blond Man
one distinguishing characteristic—hi* dolichocephalic

index ?

But now, haring traus/erred bis short dark long-headed

man North, let ns see what Rcndall does with bim.
" In one region of Europe and one alone,” he preceods

triumphantly, * there is evidence of a continuous develop-

ment—in Scandinavia. This country presents the

arebBiologist with problems to which different solutions

have been given. From grey antiquity we find there an

admixtore of skulk, partly of brachjcephalic, partly of

dolichocephalic formation ” (p. 51).

Once it was assumed that these brarhycrphalic remains

—whieh were only about 10 per oent. of tbe total—belong-

ed to tbe primeval denizens, progenitors of the Lapps and
Finns. But sounder research, says Rcodall, coneludre that

the dolichooephala were there first, nay, were of the same
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order as the long-beads associated with the Paleolithic

Age, and that the Lapp* entered by a northern route

which had sines become impassable. The braehycephalic

shall*, we are told, probably represent, either a pristine

population that bad died out, or a Mongolian infusion

who were merely the serfs of the community represented

by the long-heads.

And what is this
14 sounder rewta rob ” that Renda 11

refens to ? Quite seriously, as we gaze upou these mounds

of dolichocephalic skulls, we are asked to believe that,

just as, looting htrlwirtis, they must be regarded as

belonging to the Palaeolithic Age, so tooting /orirard, we

ace in them the “ indubitable representatives of tbe

medieval Frank and tbe modern Swede !
n

This, bear in mind, ie the scientific altitude, solemnly

announced, without the quiver of an eye-lid.

In other words, we are asked to imagine some * job

sequence as this. All Europe, up to the southern limits

of the ice-cap, was, at the end of Paleolithic times,

inhabited by short, slight, dark dolicbocephala. Right in

amongst them, avalanche-like, buret from the East tbe

Broadbeodixl, dirty-yellowy-white race of Neolitbio times.

Over an area that includes say Austria, Switzerland, parts

of Prance, nearly all Germany, and perhaps also Britain,

little dark long-headed Paleolithic man is for centuries

wiped out. Tbe hoik of the race is pushed down amongst

their brethren in Southern Europe. 8ome of them,

however, are driven up into Scandinavia. Either this, or

they had already vlnntwilf tnottd north, with the reindeer

and flora. The Neolithic Age rolls on, and, by tbe time it

ended, depigmentation, forsooth, had set in to such an

extent amongst these comparatively few Scandinavian

refugees or settlers, and their new environment had hod
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such a modifying effect upon them, that ficm an originally

shoit, perhaps pygmy, flight, hrunet-oomplexkmed, dark-

eyed, black and wavy-haired, delicately formed race, they

were transmuted into tall, brawny, rosy-blond c*m-

plexjoned, golden-haired, blue-eyed Khodochrci, and their

new habitat had become a sort of regia* et ojfici-a gentium,

I the sheath and factory of nations 1

9 u

Lo, thru, in these magically motamorpheaed little

Dark-Whites, and in their Scandinavian home, the

locators and cunabula of the mighty and multitudinous

II Aryan * Stock generally, and in particular the found-

ers of Iurfo-Ewopeax *perc& ! There lie their heads on that

mound. They are all alike : but, if you are thinking of

times before my the Neolithic Age, you mutt accept

them as the skulls of little dark men, perhaps pygmies

;

and, if you are thinking of times after that Age, you must

look on those same heads as the heads of blue-eyed,

goldeu-bai red, divinely tall Blond Northmen 1

As to the necessarily accompanying paychological

metamorphosis—the mental differences and completely

transmuted character of the new ethnic phenomenon, I

say notbiog. What we have already been given to digest

is quite enough to go on with.

Pace now to the teachings of Professor J. L. Myree,

as set forth in his fascinating little book, We Doten of

Hittorg,

Investigating the remote pant, to discover what he

can regarding the origius, distribution, and movements

of mankind, and limiting his outlook to the north-west

quadrant of the Old World, be deals firet with ita physico-

geographical features, and then, at p. &>, he tells ns that

—

* Within this region of the world, ami under these

conditions of climate and vegetation, three principal kinds
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of men arc found to lire. Though seldom to be observed in

isolation and typical purity, they may yet be dtttinguisbcd,

as true animal breeds, from whose rich inner variety and

marginal intermixture all actual human group* within the

region have been formed. They are commonly known as

* Mediterranean,’ 'Alpine/ and Northern or 4 Horeal * man.”

Of Northern or 94 Boreal " man he shortly afterwards

speaks as " blonde giants "

—

44 whose place of origin, and pares t survivals still,

are round the shores of the Baltic, and in all southern

Scandinavia.”

Thus, at the very outeet, with ivspect tn Blood Man,

Myres adopts in bulk the hypothesis with wh^h, as stated

by Kendall, I have just been dealing. Let us now see what

he has to say regarding his 3 ty|K?s of Dark-White man.

1. Mbditrikaxmx Mix

His physical pharact fistics*, being practically the

same as those of Rend all's short dark long-hnadod Paleoli-

thic man, need not be repeated. The western Mediterra-

nean is almost wholly his : but in the eastern basin he is

only found along the noithcm coast lands, He was

certainly, however, established at an early date in the

.Egean islands and in Kreto. Were these in

existence in Paleolithic time* ?). In all probability,

thinks Myres, he was an intruder from the South (p. *0).

Outside the Mediterranean he spreads away in three

main directions

—

(1) S.-uthwards, it seems, he domiuaU* the habitable

lands of Northern Africa until the advent of the Arabs

—

“ *o that the Egyptian’s portrait of his western neigh-

bour, th*‘ Libyan, shows him almost indistinguishable

from his contemporaries ‘ within the Great Sea Vf
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This practical identification of 6mall melanochroic

“Mediterranean” mau with the Libyan—*.c., with men

like the Tahcnnu, Taraehu, Amontw, etc.—makes one

jump. I at lead have always understood that tbo latter

were tall, big-limbed. Quasi*Blonds.

(£) East wait), we are told,
u Mediterranean 99 man

links up vflty closely with the Arab, the difference being

rather facial than structural, 44 just as the physical breach

of continuity between Arabia and Africa is a very late in-

cident of thear geological story ” (p. 41).

Here, again, what definite thought are we asked to

take away 7 The statement is quite understandable if w©

take "Mediterranean ” man to have been as originally

defined. In fact, it is on all fours with what I have

already said about the Great Central Zone, and the diffu-

sion throughout that area of the far- flung race that I call

the Melanochroi. But when Myree comes in like this,

and raws np “ Mediterranean ” man with the rufous or

quasi-blond Libyan, we simply don't know where we are!

The confusion introduced is on a par with that wrought

by King when he calls the Axnorites the Western Semites,

aod represents them ns the “ Semitic ” invaders of the

Kupbrates-Tigris valley. Who is it that thus “ links np ”

with the Arab? Short, dark, long-headed man ? Or the

type of mao represented by that Libyan to whom Myree

refers so disconcertingly 7

The autochthonous inhabitants of the Great Central

Zone, though all coming in under the head of Melanochroi,

were of course not all exactly of the same type. Percep-

tible difference! certainly subsisted between those dwelling

at the extreme ends, cast and weet, ej., those dwelling

round Atlas and the Pyrenees and tboee inhabiting the

Haurin. Half-way between these—flay in regions that
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included JChem and the territories immediately w«t of

her—the difference* would naturally have been lees

perceptible. For there, flourished comm unities whose race-

characteristics must in some respect* have resembled those

of their kindred on both sides, i/., the Europeans and

Atlauteans west, and the Asiatics and Arabians east, of

them. Unquestionably these are the peoples whom we

must regard as the real, racial " link* that originally con-

nected 41 Mediterranean” man and Myrcs's Arab. In a

later age, owing to the advent in the Mediterranean wotW

of Rosy-Blond or Rbodocbroic man (a Wonder type even

than tbe Libyan), and to his diffusion (together with some-

what similar Libyan man) in, amongst, others, a south-

eastward direction, there arose, it is true, rougbly within

that central area, the rar*-type that was known to oar

fatbere nn<l grancl-fatliew umler tbe old-fashioned name

of tbe Hamites—a handsome and variegated ethnos

that exhibited the characteristics of all its contribu-

tory stocks. But that does not eonstitnte either Rbodo-

chroic man or Libyan man tbe link between

eastern and western Melanochroic man in the true,

biological sense. Much leas reasonably can we so

regard Libyan man by tbe mere process, seemingly

adopted by Myrea unleee I have misunderstood him, of

practically including him under the head of 11 Mediter-

ranean
99 man, from whom he was absolutely distinct* It

is as if / were to include him under the head of Melano-

chroic man. (3) lastly

—

“to the north-west, in proportion as the Atlantic

sca-board enjoys a milder climate, and is at the same

time rendered more accessible from the Mediterranean,

round tbe flanks of the Pyrenees tbe Mediterranean

types, popularly grouped as * Iberian
1 have long been

4
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propagated as far north as wr ow'd islands, aud

tastwards as far as the Rhino and Upper Danube"

(pw 42).

Here, with reference to the name *
Iberian,* I moat warn

you against one of the biggest pit-falls into which it is

possible for the student of the past to stumble. This par-

ticular " popular group ” it one of a not inconsiderable

number of ancient names which, somehow or other, have

attracted a moot dangerous accretion of history-confusing

ambiguities—a sort of foggy oireumambienoe, in whioh

bowem even better informed people than tbe general

reader have not seldom lost their bearings.

There were, in fact, Are very distinct classee of so-called
4 Iberians '—{1) a short, dark type, who were Meiauochroic

autochthons, M., " Mediterranean ” mao proper, wmetimes
also spoken of as 4 Silurian**; oivl (*) a later, dominant

type, with characteristics apptoachiug three of the Rbodo-

chioi : in short, ethnoi of Sakbiau stock, who settled as

explorers and colonists in the western peninsula some time

during tbe II ebro- Phoenician Em (id fact, it was then that

that peninsula acquired its name " Iberia
H

from these enter-

prising /fen), hut migrated thence to southern Britain say

about a century before the arrival there of the Senoucs,

Brythons, and Uoegrwys. The wooBy-mindedn«s which

mixes up these two types of "Iberians” and practically

regards hti as of Dark-White, " Mediterranean” stock, is

very widespread and common. Even specialists seem to be

ignorant in this matter.

I'm*, we must be mj core of what we really mean
by tbe term “ Iberaai." And when we speak of Henan
“Mediterranean” man, we must recollect that there was
once another kind of " Iberian” wbo did not tome UDder

tbe head of “ Mediterranean” man at ail.
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2. Alpis i Man

A brunet, like “ Mediterranean” man, he differs from

the latter, according to Mvies, in that he is broader-headed,

hifl face is shorter, and he is parchment-eldoned and aalW.

Also, he is sometimes tall. The type is mainly distributed

along the Alpine Radge, and far ont into its northward

forelands. It also presses Hard upon the sea along the

Riviera, and hss appreciably affected Lombardy. It ha*

penetrated along the entire eastern Adriatic, and thence

southward to the Gulf of Corinth. (From Albania to

Trieste the considerable Yugo-SIftv overlay that now exists

is possibly different only in name). In the Morea, too, the

u Alpine
0
type is strongly established, and even in the

islands and in Kre&e trac« of its presence in Neolithic

times are said to have bean found. This, Myret thinks,

indicates that, as early as the close of the Stone Age,

” Alpine” man was already in force on the neighbouring

mainlands. Further, the permeable barrier of the Red

Sea, between Africa and Arabia, is answered north of

Akahah, by a promontory of u East-Alpine ” (sometimes

called “Anatolian” or H Anneooid ”) types,

“which run out from Eastern Asia Minor, down the

Syrian hills, to their Palestinian extremity, cutting off

the Arab from the Mediterranean and from Africa in

a highly significant tvar” (p. 41).

Thus, from a very remote antiquity,

14 4 Alpine’ man reveal* himself more and more dearly

now, as a longitudinal immigrant from the east, along

the Mountain Zone ” (p. 51).

Here may be as convenient a place as any other to

explain that theae u Alpine ” men of Myrea's were nothing
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more or leas than the descendant* of my Xantbochroic

Broadheads, za to whom I shall have consxlerably more to

say when I come to speak of the Kfissi.

3. Bohral ob Nobthibx Maw

Of thi* hypothetical type Mjlti speak* thus-—

With the«e ‘blonde giant* %i< we shall have little to do, till

the latter pail of our story, when we find them penetrating

the moan tain barrier at several distinct points. We have to

note, however, that there is considerable probability that in

early times they (or near kinsmen of thein) held at Itast

the weetera half of the northern graaslaud: and the legends

if blonde invaders of Northern India suggest that once

they ranged over the whole. In any case, there seems no

reason to believe that the ooming of Mongol folk into this

region is other than quits recent ” (p. 43).

In due (worse we shall see exactly how much evidenoe

there is in support of this widely advertised idea that

Bloud man came down from the North ,

41 penetrating the

mountain barrier at several distinct points.” As for his

“near kinsmen” who once dwelt in the Northern Grassland

(regions with which Myra and his school are perpetually

making very great play), we shall learn presently who

these were, and also who the Blond Race of whom they

were “ near kinsmen” were : we shall discover that they

were certainly uoi Boreal Man: and, incidentally, the true

origin and identity, not only of the Judo-Aryas proper,*

but also of those so-called “ Aryan” ethnoi who were

known as the " Five Races 1’—P&teUJ—Ak, or Jlangtya-

JdtaHi—will also rather unexpectedly reveal itself

to us.
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Now kt me skticb oat, as briefly as may bsr

the |>Ofiit:on I myself take up rrganling the identity

and origin (bo far as we need to enquire into this)

of that unique and superior division of white Humanity

whom I am calling the Rbodochroi. They were really

Rosy- Bloods : «o that, striotly speaking, Rhodocbroi

)9 not a precisely appropriate name for them. But to

long as it is clearly understood to carry the signification

just alluded to, it will serve as a convenient abbreviation.

As regards their origin, from a biological or anthropo-

logical point of view, tbeir evolution from some pre-

existing specie* of the genus Man, or as regards the

geographical area within the limits of which that evolu-

tion took place— well, let us coufau outright that we

know nothing whatever about either. We simply JSud

them flourishing in the old Mediterranean World, in what

we have long looked upon as Mythological time*, super-

posed upon an older race—the Mclanochroi, t.e., Myres 's

“Mediterranean” man just dealt with— whom it suits os

to call the autochthons of those regions. Naturally tbeee

Rc*v-Blonde most haT® come from town?here—eomewkert

eUr . Bat where that somewhere else was, or when they

came from it, we do not know—or rather, we have no

conventionally positive, concrete, tangible evidence. Hav-

ing said this, by way of oonceseion to the carping preju-

dice, of “Exact scientists” of a certain type, I now

propose to proceed upon my own lines.

In the Introduction to European and Other Race Orifint

I spoke of Lemuria and Atlantis, and, in connection

with the latter, I alluded to the theory of Atlantoan

colonies, established in different regions of the Old World,

us constituting the actual basis of the artificial system of
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ethnography set forth iu Gsuetis X—which venerable

document Sir H. H. Johnston is pleased to thick I accept

literally. There, the Atlentean hypothesis was not put

forward as a fact which is Bappooed to require no further

verification. Who, of woman tom, really knows anything

about those inconceivably remote ages? At the same time,

to reject with lofty scorn such a theory, nay, such a vorhi-

tradiUoM, as that of the existence and glory of Atlantis,

merely because it is not proved by tire nretbale of proof

which alone Carey conviction to minds of the Sir II. H.

Johnston type, is just as silly as to swallow it blindfold

—

certainly sillier than to believe it in a broad general way

after considerable study of the evidence.

Verified or not, 1 take mv stand upon it as—whet shall

I say ? A particularly convenient and picturesque jumping-

off board ? Well, let it go at that—eveu at the risk of again

ruffling the somewhat smug placidity of inadequately

equipped would-be critics who, like the Jews, “
require a

sign ” before they will believe any tiling that is not strictly

in accord with their own petty experience, their own
conventional little shibboleths.

A word, however, regarding my reference to the Atlan-

taan Settlements in the Introduction aforesaid. There, I

spoke of a succession of Colonial waves issuing from an

Atlantis which the reader may very naturally have identi-

fied a8 the Island-Continent so faaciuatingly described by

Plato, PosekWnrs. The wording of the reference was

not very happy, as Poseidon is is not really the Atlantis

implied in the hypothesis. For uncountable ages before the

appearance of that fair Lie—I am repeating the story as told

by those who are responsible for it, aod for whom Atlantis

is much more tlmo a hypothesis—Atlantis flourished
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over an enormous area, oo-extensive in fact with what

we now call Europe, Asia, Arabia, and perhaps the northern

mass of Africa—all of which was then one continuous

stretch of land. Indeed, before the reuding aaander of

the Old and New Worlds, and the forming of the Atlantic

Ocean, the territories of Atlantis arc said to have included

even the two Americas, or at least a great portion of them.

In those remote days, and under those extraordinary

conditions, we must imagine 4 principal Race-Stocks

—White, Yellow, Red, and Black humanity—as haring

originated and aa having perpetuated themselves, genera-

tion after generation, each in its own special geographical

area of characterisation, as already roughly indicated.

Eventually are said to have oocurred those colossal geological

disturbances which left the proportions and appearances

of the land and sea surfaced of the globe much as we see

them now. When all was once more calm, Atlantis, as one

huge homogeneous area, no longer existed. The continents

and seas looked very much as they look to-day—and Atlan-

tcan humanity, in it* various kinds, was distributed over

the new land-areas in what «mm/ to be Settlements, the

Reds in the Western Hemisphere, the Yellows in the

northern stretches, and the Blacks in the southern stretches

of the Eastern Hemisphere, wbilo the Blacks were also in

the remains of old Lemons and Africa.

Meanwhile, R is averred, somewhere in what would

now be called the north-west shoulder of Africa, there had

been evolving, presumably out of the Melanoehroi, or

Dark-Whites, there settled, a new and beautiful species, or

perhaps freak-Tariety, of the genus—Blood Man. Mean-

while, also, Poeeid&nis bad arisen in the Atlantic, connected

by a series of islets, not only with north-weat Africa,

but also with north-east South America.
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Posekiflaia, tl*refore, represented only the very last

phase of the history of Atlantis, during and aub—qo>P t

to the great geological changes above referred to.

Then came the next great epochal change in the

evolutionary career of man—hot of this I shall treat in my
next Lecture.
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We have s*sn that, as it were spontaneously, out of

the Melanochroi dwelling somewhere in the north-west

regions of Africa, there had sprung a new variety, or

freak-development, afterward* known aa Blond man.

Here, il seems, the new growth remained, and in course

of time developed into the Quasi-blond race eventually

known as the Atarentee, or Atlanta*, of the Alla* country

—commonly called the Libyan*. Bat oat of thii, again,

a still finer flower ha I to evolve ; and for thii uo/tff<V*

wa* necessary. How was that effected ? Again I repeat

the story me told by thoee who assume to know.

Crossing by one of the chains of islet* before men-

tioned—probably the chain now represented by the Azores

—certain of eheje African Blond* pawed over into the

island-continent of Posetddni*, and there, in the course

of ages of special development, evolved into those beauti-

ful, tall, blue-eyed, golden-haired rosy-blond* who became

tbs dominant race, not only in Atlantis (as Poaeidflnis

was eventually called) but throughout the world. As long

as that peerless isle remained their dwelling-plaoe, no

Blood race whatever existed in Europe, not even in

Scandinavia, or indeed anywhere else in the world—save

of course in that part of oorth-we*t Africa wherein, as

already stated, the primitive representalives of the type

are supposed to have had their cunahula.

Throughout Europe and Asia, White man was only

represented, on the former continent by Myrcs'a paleoli-

thic u Mediterranean " Brunets, who were diffused as far

north as the lower reaches of the lee-cap, and towards,

5
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perhaps in, my Western Asia and part* of Arabia by

irbat ivm merely ao extension in those direction* of the

«axnft type—the Melanoohroi, or, ag they came to be

called, the M
Semite* " associated with that part of the

world.

A* regard* that other type, also called " White ” by

Myra—but whose complexion waa really a pa*ty, paich-

menty, dirty, Yellowy- White—there ia this to aay. Some-

where in and around the Caucasus-country, at a period

long anterior to the advent of the Rhodoohroi (Roey-

Blonda) in the Mediterranean, and aa the result of a

gradual but mighty amalgamation between the Yellow

Turinians of Western Asia on the one part, and the

Melanochroi of the Great Central Zone running from

Atlas and the Pyrenees in the west to Western Asia and

part* of Arabia in the east on the other part, there had

arisen a low-grade but very multitudinous Leuko-Xan-

tbochroic brood whose name is found under various forms,

such as Kissi, Ki«hi, Kusia, Kusbitcs, and the KQsa Race,

and who diffused themselves far and wide over the Earth.

Keeping mainly to the great mountain-systems of the

Old World, they not only spread over Asia under divers

names, but penetrated into Africa as the KQshites, and

also poured into Europe as the Broadheads, i.*., as Myra's

"Alpine/' and u East-Alpine," otherwise "Anatolian”

or “Arroenoid ” man I shall treat of them more fully

later on.

Then, in all likelihood, followed an age when, over

the area now represented by Greece, Krefcr, the Archipe-

lago, and Asia Midot, there flourished a long-enduring

form of civilisation of which all recollection has been lost,

save as much of it as we can recover intuitionally by read-

ing between the lines of the legend that has come down
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to of concerning the dethronement of O’uranda by 6 of

the Titans haded by Krdnos, who thereupon assumed

the government and fixed his wit at Olymjxs. These

mart bare been the days when the Melanoehroi of the

Great Central Ziine were at the zenith of their power

and glory. They were also the days when the policy of

the Atlantans in Poseiddnis was one of persistent and

far-reaching aggrtasiou—a policy that doubtless expressed

itself in various ways, by efforts at colonisation,

alliances with selected States, anti-dynastic intrigue*,

fierce commercial rivalries, and frequent warfare.

For O’urands, therefore, we may read tbe Imperial

Melanochroian Government, with its seat probably estab-

lished somewhere in the vicinity of the present dEgean,

which was possibly no sea at all then. For Kr6nos, the

aggressive AtIanlean Power. And, for bis Titan allies,

representatives of that far-flung barbarous race, the Kim,

with whom he seems to have come to an understanding,

who dwelt menacingly on the eastern frontiers of “ O'nra-

nia,” and whose name of Titans had possibly descended

in some devious but forgotten way from that of the river

near which the original Kara must have dwelt for time

out of mind—the Daily*, or Daitii, since known as the

Kur, the Aimxte, and the Am*.

At last, however, came the epoch when, in connection

with the majestic name of Zeds, an entirely new type of

humanity (so far as the Melanochroian World was con-

cerned) took possession of tbe stage, and the old, old

Melanochroian, or O'uranian order, even as modified by

the Krdnian rjyine, made way for one that was infinitely

superior.

I have spoken of efforts at colonisation a& part of the

scheme of Krdnian aggression* or let ns say AtlanUan
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external policy. These must have beon going ou for a long

time, probably centuries. We are practically forced to

imagine the advent in PuaeidSnis of a stage of development

tvben that wondrous »land-oontin«nt bad to rid bmdf of

htr surplus Rosy- Blood population. Accordingly, ship-load

after ship-load of emigrants may be pictured issuing for

many decades from her busy harbours. But whither did

they go? What did they take with them? They went

—

first, it may be, to the old Atlas Home-land, but even-

tually, there can be little or do doubt—to the shorts of the

Great Midland Sea, perhaps both north and south, bat

certainly north.

Thus it may possibly be that the Libyan World bad

its origins in these early out-ponriug* from Poeeidfluia.

It is much more probable, however, that the Libyaos were

the descendants of such of the primitive ancestors of Blond

freak-man
,
originating ia the Atlas country, as perchance

never passed over from there into Pwiddnis.

The Rosy-Blond Newcomers, however, did not arrive

m the Mediterranean as open aggressors against the Civili-

sation that bad flourished so long there under Oipwt

and fyevoe. It was probably a long-drawn-out period

of slow, almost imperceptible development, the immigniot

Roey-Bkmds establishing themselves unobtrusively in

TariooB coastland settlements, and, by virtue of attending

mainly to their own affairs, their industrial enterprise,

their well-ordered lives, and tbeir individual and communal

agacity, gradually but surely attaining to wealth, influ-

ence, and eventually political (following naturally on

economical) power, at first local and personal, but by

degrees more and ever more general. This seems implied

in the story of the " concealment of the birth of Zeus.”
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A similar legend » associated with the bdrth of Manco

Capsc, and others.

Then, in doe time, occurred the Titaoomachia, revolt-

ing in an over-whelming victory for the forces of enlight-

ened and progressive Civilisation, i.e., for Zeus, the down-

fall of Kr6nos, and the thrusting of the Titans into Tar-

tarus—in other words, the complete ascendancy of Culture

and Progress, represented by the Mediterranean Rosy-

Blonds, or Rbodocbroi, the overthrow of selfish and aggres-

sive Kultur, represented by the reactionary Atlantan

intruding dynasty, and the expulsion from Europe of the

Daitya Race, or Kasss (Anatolian braooh), tbe Teuto-

Oennar.s of their day, who were now driven back into

those eastern regions whence they had originally emerged.

In that remote age the pbyeiographical aspect of the

Eastern Mediterranean was somewhat different from what

it is to-day. Kandia, or Krete, the Kvkladte and Spo-

radic and tbe J3g**n Sea north of them, vreie all yoesibly

then yvey**, or mainland. It is here, on the side of

the old Atlo-Daityau State, that I suggest these Rosy-

Blonds founded what for oonveninelK‘e
,

sake, I propose

to call Rhodocbroia—auperpoeing tbemselvea on the short,

dark-eyed, black-and wavy-haired, dolichocephalic, brunet-

eoxnplexkmcd, delicately formed, marvellously artistic,

and in other ways even then highly civilised and not un-

cultured Melanoebroi—building up an entirely new and

better Civilisation, introducing loftier ideals, and estab-

lishing a still more brilliant and powerful State, which

preceded and possibly gave birth to Mntfao, or Kretan

Civilisation, and the so-called .Egean World generally.

Khem, or Tomeri (commonly called Ancient Egypt)—
geographically and in other ways isolated—I regard as a

«I*cial development and survival of the old Melnaochroian
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Civilisation, though Rbodoebroian Civilisation and Culture

must assuredly bare exerted a considerable modifying

influence on the lines along which she actually developed.

Now, when we speak of a race like these Rosy- Blonds

superposing themselves upon a race like the older Melauo-

chroi, what does that mean ? Are not the implications

these—that, after many ages of interblending, there must

have resulted a type of humanity which exhibited indivi-

duals who, in {Msrsonal apj>ear*nce, not only took after

their fair or their dark progenitors, but alao combined the

distinguishing characteristics of each? Henceforth,

therefore, when thinking of our Bo6y-Blonds, or Rhodo-

ehroi, do not let us only summon up in our minds the

picture of a tall, big-limbed race, with pink and white

complexions, blue eyes, and golden hair. Let us recognise

that, with all tliat was characteristic of his Rbodochroian

ancestor in the matter of purity of complexion—roses and

lilies, or ivory flashed with roaef as it is sometimes des-

cribed—our Rbodochroic individual may quite possibly

have been more or less slightly built, and may have pos-

sessed brown or grey eyes, and brown or even blue-black

hair. Or ponwhly his or her looks or treesee may have

been of that mysterious, bat woodrotisly beautiful,

*' byacinthine " colouring that we read of iu the Hocnerio

writings. In short, do we not here see the reed historic

origin of that particular family of mankind which oar

fathers and grandfathers were wont to speak of as the

Hamitee ?

One specially distinguishing feature of these Roay-

Blonds wu the remarkable straighUlinedness of their

profile, down forehead and nose. Amongst the ancient

Romifi it was looked upon as a mark of aristocratic descent.

It was strikingly typical of the ideal Greek face- Nay,
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amongst the Toltcca, Miztees. and Ax tees of ancient Cen-

tral America, mothora wore in the habit of artificially

compressing the beads of tbeir infants in order to produce

this extraordinarily admired and desired facial trait

Now, if we believe the Great Tradition, Poeektenis, before

her tragic on gaitmeat, had attained an almost unimaginably

lofty pinnacle of intuitional, intellectual, and material

progress. Be it remarked, however, that this inclusion of

the epithet “ intuitional
w

is quite compatible with the

tradition that in those days her ruling classes were indes-

cribably wicked. Much of her peerless renown is enshrined

in the cloudy but surpassingly beautiful mythologies of

later age*—indefinite memories of the Past, haunting tho

poetical souls of Mediterranean ethnoi who still lived on In

the old, though changed, localities. It is simply incredible

that these wundrous mythologies could ever have arisen,

had there not been some soul of truth in the story of

Poseidfais. That it has come down to ua in that shape

—

in the lovely guise of these mate bias legends, vague,

illusive, and allegorical, but profoundly pregnant, splendidly

poetical, often majestically impressive—and not in the

form of a fatuous attempt at exact, u
scientific

w
state-

ment, duly vouched by contemporary eye-witnesses, and

countersigned by individuals living in every one of the

generations that have intervened between then and now

—

in short, such material and formal evidence as would alone

carry conviction to the ultra-" scientific " souls of some of

my late critics—does but enhance its value as the genuine

record of a real past, the details of which have been for-

gotten . It is the natural form in which an intelligent being

would expect the dim memory of *ueb a Vanished World

to survive. So regarded, Poseidams—Queen of the Alias

Isles—-was an ineffable fact : her almost incredibly lofty
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civilisation, her well-nigh eSnic splendours, her matchless

aebievemenw all over the Earth, are the dream of a a till

dazrled world. But of course I do not ask everybody to view

it all in Uiat light, unlaw he wishes to. Nothing, or very

little, of what I haTe been saying on the subject is prop&J,

from the correct, orthodox, ‘'scientific,” purely intellec-

tual and objective, Police-Court Pleader standpoint. Never-

theless—granted the undoubted fact that, associated with

times that are conventionally atyled mythological, we do

find the above-mentioned Rosy-Blonds, or Rhodocbroi,

actually present in and dominant throughout the basically

Melaocchroian Mediterranean World—I boldly maintain

that the foregoing hypotheses as to where they originated

and how they came to the Mediterranean, based though

they be on an intuitional appreciation of the probabilities,

yet also on a certain modicum of objective evidence, are

just ae reasonable and satisfying as aoything that the
u scientific ” mind has hitherto contribute! on the subject,

perchance better. It must be remembered that all that is

entitled to be called " Knowledge M
doe* not, is the mere

Scientist fondly imagines, consist of that which is nakedly

objective and is acquired by means of the intellectual

faculties alone, and the very limited all that they demand

in the way of evidentiary procedure. Give me good

intuitional faculties, and I will refuse to break a lance with

nobody.

Tn Kissi

Before proceeding to unfold the theories which I build

upon this undoubted fact of a dominant Rhodocbroic, or

Rosy-Blond, race in the Mediterranean World in what are

now regarded as mythological times, I must interpose a
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statement; of my Ttews regarding the origin and diffusion

of the Kfiaei.

In and about the Caucasus (Kavkass)—a word wherein

their name still possibly lingers, as also the w Kappa ” of

Kappodokia, and the “ Kel H
of Keftiu—tbcee Melano-

Xanthoebroi long remained known a a Kfcei. It moat have

been while settled there that, by mingling freely with

some special type of Eastern Melauochroi in Asia Minor

and Nibarln (
rt Rivera Coontry ”), they gave birth to the

sub-race recently revealed as the Khatti, Kbeta, Hittitee,

or Children of Heth—a people wboee beginnings, judging

by some of tlieir monuments, aw probably a«oc*able,

through the "Bull” link, with the Tauric Era= Conven-

tional B. C. 4537-2401 1/S. They may, however, have

been only a variety of the u East Alpine” stock presently

to be noticed.

At some indefinite epoch—but whether before or after

the birth of the Khatti it were difficult to say—mow
another offshoot of the original K&eit* Race, very multi-

tudinous, whom we find pouring into Central Europe as

tl»e yellowy-white Broadlusads, Roundhead*, Shortheods, or

Squwrebrads, of so-called Neolithic times—taking with

them the custom of bftr.ttny iheir deadj and leaving memo-

rial* of them in the famous Round- Barrows. Tbeee people

are the real concrete basis for those imaginary w Aryan

oarages " who, aocoTding to Professor Sergi, broke into

what be calls Neolithic Central Europe, but which

really late Paleolithic Central Europe, destroyed its vi-

lisation, and laid the basis for those " Alpine * et noi

spoken of by Myres who to-day form in fact the bulk of the

Prusso-Germantc populations, and enter largely into the

composition of the dark, inferior clement* of the far-flung

Slivie race.

6
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A third beaneh, diffusing themselves over the Taurus

and the mountainous interior of Asia Minor, and also along

the A manes, and so down through the hills of Syria and

Palestine, became known as the nuse whom Myree calls

“ East-Alpine/' otherwise 14 Anatolian ” or " Armenoid n

man. Needlssa to say, none of these names—Aria Minor,

Syria, Palestine, Anatolia, Armenia—were then in eiis-

tone*. Syria and Palestine (Zibi and RbirO) were

probably then inhabited by a dark-white, low-grade,

aboriginal stock with whom the Mclanocbroio RfibeonG

were perhaps already amalgamating.

Doubtless pushed out of their original settlements by

pressure from the north, gome of these 14 East-Alpine* "

trekked still farther south, and, penetrating into Africa

as far as the great bend of the Nile between say Widi
Ilalfeh and Abtt llamld, founded the State anciently

known a* Cosh, or Kush. The first mention we have of

it oecurs in the days of Mereoif 1 of the 6th Romic

Dynasty, cay A. M. 1749 75/450- 1 758 1 03/480= Cofiv.

B. C. 2254 405/480-8250 S7T/480. The last important

mention is about A. M. 3242-3274 29/480= Conv.

B. C- 762-729 451/480, u., during the reign of Piftnkhi,

in the days of the 90*cnUtd Ethiopian Supremaey.

A fourth wave spread themsehe* down the Z&groe

highlands—in which regions, long afterwards, their name
is found echoing in such words as KardZcki, the Greek

Kouaioi, and the modern KSrdi; and so into that part

of Ntan-Mi, or “ Wolf-Country ” (in Hitrite Si-Nim),

which was known as Elim, or lather E-i-lim
(

w High-

lands," or "Uplands"), and eventually into Aga-D£,

or Akkad (also
41
Highlands,” or M Uplands *), part of

which became known for a time as Karrioniash ; SOmer, and

the Country of the Sea on the shores of the Persian Gulf,
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where it wia (hy who introduced the name Kardi,

Kashdfi, or Kaldfi, etymon of our old familiar friend

Ckelddbi. We bear of them raiding into the Tigris-

Euphrat« Valley from as early as some indefinite time

in tie 3rd millennium 13. C. We alto know of the

Babylonian Dynasty that was founded by Kandasb in

the 16th century B. C. And, of course, every one is

familiar with the famou« name of Nebuchadrezzar, ciV.

A. M. 8398-34434 = Conv. B.C. 600-500*.

Yet other streams from the primitive foru H origo

in the Caucasus sought their fortunes in the regions now
known as Central Asia, occupying the jVflwuiJ, Sintm,

or JW-faui (A-i-r&m, or A-i-rikn, whence Imo)—f>., origi-

nally 44Wolf-Lands ” and subsequently n Highlands ”—of

that part of the world. There, they probably intermixed

further with the ethnoi of Tfiitn there, throughout the

ages during which the country was known as * Wolf-

Lands/’ they adopted or were given the name of the

People of the Wolf, their special habitat perhaps being

the region afterwards actually known as Fekrk-s*i
t and

Ferghana—whence we can imagine them haviog been

spoken of, in Avestau times, as the Fekrlaro- Dauglavo :

but there also, when the idea of 14 Highlands* got

imported into tie above generic names for the country

aa a whole, they acquired the name of “ The Tokb,” or
n People of the Snowy Ranges/'

It was apparently an outflow of these Tokh* who,

pouring through the north-west passes of the country

known to as as India, at some period long anterior to the

advent there of the huhh or ivitgam Zarah-L&ke Aryas,

U, long before Conv. B. C. 1151-700, aud pushing

their way down to the southernmost extremity of the

peninsula, united there with the aboriginal black Nio&das,
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mid so gave birth to tbe Dr&vtfiao luce. Seme evideuce

of this* i emote eveut is |>erebaoee discernible in tbe

Driviijian wi»fd Kura, 11 King/1 which teems to lurk

behind the Vedic name A'irtU (whence Knmi'as, or

Krivii), nod was doubtlto* related to the “ Akkadian 19

and Hittite Kuri, ''Governor/
1
and the Flittit* Kuri-kH,

“Gorertrin? prince.” Compare also tbe name bj which

the Oiflooe of ChQtia Nagpur call tbemeelvee KuruM.
Jumping the oentnriee to aay Conv. B. C. 160-A. D

W, we find the repreeen retires of these name Tokha in

Tiirftn and the regions bordering on or immixed with

Airrin (Saghiao Ashiland in C.ntral Asia), and even in

tbe countries now known ;u Afghanistan and India,

kwling a eemi-eettled and often aggressive existence

under divers derived name*— Dabyfts, Aam, or Dakae

(DagWs), Ta-Hra, Tokh-5n (or ‘'Dominant TokLs "),

Tokb-orj (or “Descendants of the Tokbs”), Tu*h-Jr5

(Sanskrit for Toth-srS), Kuahlna, and KhSsfe (Kaahie)?—

in all which, however, is traceable the name whereby
tbi» barbarous ethnos had ever been distinctively known,

i.r., Peo[ile of the Snows, or Hills. ZAiJ/fi* was Airyinian,

and afterwerds ArseUn. In Sapla-Sindbavah it appeared
under the form Aw/b. This was quite distinct from

the somewhat similar V«dic word Datai, which meant
“ Slavee."

As Tokha, or Dahyus, these “ People of the Wolf," or
" People of the Snow*,” fwmti in Akkaim^iian tim*i a
eouiderakU wetwa of Ikt Kephenian o» Persian population;
becoming, duriug s»v Conv. B. C. 700-100, speakers of a

form of the Sikbian, or Sighian, language of Airyin,
and acquiring also a form of the Sighian Fmkork, or

al]>habet. Who, you will ask, were these Sikhs or Sighs of

Airyin? That is a big and interesting subject, which would
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require a lecture, or several lectures, all to itself. Suffice

it to my that they were tlic ancestors, in Central Asia,

of the English people, or at least of some of them.

There in Airjan, they were the cult tiresrace of their day,

though hitherto the learned world hae been deplorably

ignorant of the fact. In the above name Kepheniaus W6

can trace a very obvious connection with the names

CaHWVUi Kapp*(hhia9 Kefltb, *tC-—pointing of course to

the Kfiasite descent of the people who bore it.

It is from these Ahriylc*, or Central Awan, and

Kepbexiun, or Persian sub-biaiiobea of the eastern Kissi,

through the later baghi, baoi, and bait, or baa (all

forms of the old name,

4i Hill-people and through the

raxne peoples under yet another name with the same

meaning, t.e., the Al&tuin of early Europe, and still

a third name, which may mean “ Brothers/* »>.,

tlie German i of Tacitcan times—and also, of course,

as already noticed, from the related Broad heads, or

Alpines,” of Central Europe—that the bulk of the modern

Deutscbeu are lineally descended : while even the Prus-

sians—of a different lineage, ao far a& regards the com-

paratively small minority who are really Teutonic (*>.,

of BortUsi-Sharakyoiin aiK?estTy)—are very heavily charged

with the same Broadbead (dark Silvio) blood, mixed,

nevertheless, fortunately for them, with strains of infinitely

superior Letto-Litnanian (old Bikhdhi-Airyinian) and

Huguenot blood.

From their earliest beginning* the Kiaii and the

various sub-stacks that came of them have always been

more or lev asacciatod with hilly reytowr—a fact which

eloquently differentiate* them throughout the ages from

wliat is called the Civilised, or rather the Cultured (a

a

distinguished from the Kultuned) world. I do not mean
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to *ay that they have always actually dwelt in hill-country,

because they have not. Bat originally and naturally they

were denizens of the Great Central Mountain-range* : and in

their robattjuent historical moe-uamee—

€

y., Tobhs, Dahae,

AltoJUi, and the like, perchance even in the name Albochea

—this great significant tradition has usually been preserved.

Pre-eminently distinguished in every age and clime for

their unlovely characteristics, and tbeir utter incapacity

to profit by the lesson* of ex|ierienee (at least from a moral

point of view), we can jodge what Antiquity thought of

them by the fact that, so far as in her lay, always and

everywhere she kept them penned up in their highland

fastnesses, or restricted to the more desolate habitations of

the Earth—save only for those historic interludes daring

which—a* in Babylonia of the 16th century B.C., the

so-called Ethiopian Supremacy ia Kbem and Egypt

during the Sth century B.C., and later on in Northern

India in the days of Tllshftran, Kfehioiao and Huna

supremacy, tbeir ravaging hordes swarmed irresistibly forth

and imposed their bideoa* yoke upon a shuddering Civilised

world.

Not always or everywhere have they been what i*

called Uncivilised. Sometimes, as in the dajs of Chaldwui

Nebuchadrezzar, and even in our own day, they hare

actually been extraordinarily proficient in the art* and

science#
:
yet, nevertheless, all down the ccoturies, from

Kaewi to Boebes, they have been ever the same—essentially

ill-oonditioued and savage, a predatory folk, a wild-bcost

othne*, enemies of the human race. Never have they

succeeded in ridding themselves of this roogeoital taint.

Prosperity, indeed, ha# ever revealed them at their vorrt.

And why? Because in Progress they have never boon

able to recognise anything but the opportunity for an
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unlimited indulgeooe in their natural brute instinct*—in

Civilisation nothing but the means whereby more effect-

ively to conduct against tbeir neighbours some deeply-

though trout campaign of widespread and overwhelming

agony and desolation, over which they have been brooding,

and the ocgiaeal joys whereof they have been gloatingly

dreaming of, for generations ; and, in * bat they appre-

beoid of Cnltar* (by them transmuted into £*lhir),

nothing but an excuse for blatant but baselees self-glori-

fication—Sulfur being simply the deliberate perversion of

psychology, natural science, politics, and material progress

to fiendishly infamous ends.

Apart from what 1 have said in my book about the

KOssi and all the various sub-stocks who derived from

them, on Ike lines above sketched out, I have also special

chapters on Character, particularly in relation to Spiri-

tuality as distinguished from mere Intellectuality and even

the Intuitional faculties. I treat of the so-called Civilised

and Uncivilised races, and I show how an ethnos may be

either, and yet be Barbarous or not Barbarous. And, with

regard to the Kfissi and all eab-stacks derived therefrom,

I devote a chapter to the subject of their Character, and

I show bow, from the remote day* when they had their

birth as a race op to present times, they are and have ever

been, par eMllttct, the representatives of Barbarism.

I shall now proceed to deal with the much more inter-

eating, if more complicated, subject of the origins,

developments, and diffusion* of the so-called Culture-Race*.

To this end we must revert to the remote old Medi-

terranean World, and in particular to Rhcdochioia and

its dominant inhabitants, the Rosy-Blonde.
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A* already remarked, wc arc it liberty to believe or not

to believe ill or moat thifc ha* gone before on the subject

of the Rosy- Blond nee, tlie rise and glory of Atlantis,

and the founding or Rhodochroia in the remote old

Mediterranean world. It is a matter of mental tempera-

ment, and, whichever course we adopt, no greet Harm is

done.

But, at and from the moment tbit we know for i fact

that i beautiful ind energetic Rosy- Blond nee did flourish

and were even for i§ib domininl throughout the

Mediterranean World during the times that we are

accustomed to regaixl as Mythological, the situation

completely changes. Wr feel that we are on firmer

ground ;
no longer need we wince in the pTewnoe of the

“scientific expert critic " with bis supercilious demand for

“ proof w ; we can now go full steam ahead.

For, |XMweo*al of a goodly array of facts regarding the

Put—more or lees definite, more or less indefinite—we

are just as much entitled ns he is to draw therefrom our

owd conclusions. And if those conclnsions are different

from his, the world must judge as to which axe the more

worthy of acceptance—his viewe, or ours.

In a former Lecture 1 spoke to von of Poseidflnis—that

imperial and wondrous island continent which is alleged to

have sunk bodily beneath the Atlantic ware somewhere

about B. C. 9000- Of her fabulously ancient djnaatie*—

her M immortal * kings and exquiaite queens—we hear

again as the gods and goddesses
;
of her mighty captains

arid other renowned personalities, as the heroes and
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heroines ; of her innumerable host of leaser, bat, in their

sever*! ways, intensely fascinating characters, male and

female, goddess-born or earth-born, as the divinities,

nymphs, naiads, dryads, satyrs, fauns, monatcni, aud

mortals of both sexes, young and old, of every kind and

degree ; of K retail, Romic, Hellenic, Western Asiatic,

Airyinian, Indo-Aryan, nay, even Central American and

other world-wide lore. Her armies dominated every land.

Her navies were supreme at sea. She ia even said to have

conquered the air. In the art* and scieoce* generally ber

triumphs were well-nigh incredible. And lastly, in regard

to philosophy, despite her ineffable wickedness, must it not

have been she—the Master \Tmds, the Royal Souls, who

were in hex midst—who whispered to their earliest migrant

possessors the marvellous secrets, the fascinatingly profound

mysteries, of Ancient Pantheism, and what, ages after-

wards, came to be once more revealed as that matchlessly

daring flight of human thought—the doctrine of the

Atmaft, properly understood ?

Rhodochhoia

It was from a source such as we are almost bxmd thiu

to reconstruct in imagination, that Rhodochroia drew

her life. Perchance we catch a glimpse of the effulgent

era that then irradiated the Mediterranean World iu the

following words wherewith, on his return from Egypt,

SolCn is said to have related the story told to him by the

priests of Sftia

—

" There existed an ancient and celebrated race of

people in Greece, the wisdom of whose law*, aud the fame

of whose valour, are renowned in the sacred writioge and

ancient annals of Egypt. This heroic race were as highly

7
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oelebratei for their exploit* by sea as by land, as was

evident in their arduous contests with the mighty nation

who formerly inhabited the vast island of Atlantis, now

buried :n tbe ocean which bears its name.,...,. In

uroeoding ages, owing to prodigious earthquakes and

inundations, all the parts of Grew** which your ancestors

inhabited were desolated and submerged, and the Atlantic

island itself, beiug suddenly absorbed into the bosom of

the ocean, entirely disappeared/
1

Of course, here the expressions “ Greece " and u your

ancestors ” were absolute misnomers ; for tbe age of which

tbe S4itk priests were speaking ante-dated the period of

the birth of Hellas and the origin of tbe Hellenes by

thousands and thousands of jean

.

Now let us try to envisage Rhodocbroia and the

environing world in the midst of which, jewel-like, she

was set. The area occupied by the principal seat or centre

of her power and glory was profcabey conterminous vaguely

with that now covered by tbe j£geaa sea and tbe ter-

ritories more immediately surrounding it. There sbe

developed into maturity, and theooe sbe diffused her

activities far and wide into the outlying countries in every

direction. But, as with all other great Civilisations,

population increased, and eventually began to press upon

the means of subsistence. At last, just as had happened

in tbe case of Poeiddnia, as happened subsequently in that

of Utor Hellas, nay, as bas also happened in our own
national experience, there arrived for Rhodocbroia a stage

of evolution—a period lasting who shall say how long?—
during which she also sent forth stream after stream,

first of adventurers and explorers, then of emigrants : tall,

rosy-blond, enterprising dolicbooephala, who, taking with

them some at lmst of tbe cultural treasures of their
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unique race—its peerless traditions, its dialects, adenose,

and arts, its philosophies and faiths, all its distinguishing

characteristics, physical, intellectual, intuitional, and spiri-

tual,and (from a worldly point of view, perhaps more valuable

than aught else) its pie-eminent capacity for profiting

by the lessons of experience—issued forth into what was

assuredly for many of them "The Unknown.” Here, I

submit—and not in any fancied ethnic diffusions northward*,

either on the linea of Sergi's Eurafrican cum Nonlir hypo-

thesis, or on those of RendaJl’* still mom fanciful transmuta-

tion of magical Ij iwrthward-transferred Paleolithic man,

abort, slight, and dark, into the big-limbed, golden-haired,

blue-eyed, blond-coinplexioned pcraonality of Boreal man—
we must look for an explanation of the fact that in the dai-

ries we do undoubtedly find hints, and more than hints, of

the existence in regions of Europe which for ancient Greek

writers would hare represented 11 the North,” and in days

which to thoae writers were remote, of flourishing blond

races, tall and heavily built, with fair hair, and eyes that

if not blue were at least grey. Take, for instance, the

so-called Z«ds- Pater-descended worshippers of Hyperborean

Apollo. In Zctfs-Pater—really the apotheosis of an Age,

connected with either PoseiddDis or Kbodoehroia—we have

a eonenption equating etymologically with that expressed

in the Vedic Dy*M Wff. Hence, just as we shall see

that the An a* were an eventual subdivision of migrant

Roey-Blonds who bad originally dwelt in Rbrdocbroia, (u$*,

their anceetors had), perhaps as subjects of the mighty

and glorious Personification whose memory was subsequent-

ly deified under these and similar names, so tlitse new-

comers from the r#A*f«r* north, t.c., Central Europe, to the

estent of tbeiT connection through the Zeds-Pater tradition,

were simply returned communities of Rosy- Blond stock
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whole ancestor*, some time in the remote past, bid simi-

larly migrated from Rhodoehroia, but had gone “ North ”

instead of East, settling in Central Europe, where, of

course, they had mixed with the local Broadheads, or

* Alpine w man, and had also, in a much later age, fallen

in with, or rather bad probably been joined by, the people

who brought with them from the East the etymon there-

out eventually aroec the name KeXm. In Apollo, again

—

apart from the epithet u Hyperborean/’ and os distinguish-

ed from the very different AtoXW that derive*, like Apa-

Var-Yan, from Ab-Alah-On=“ Mighty Father On *'—we

poaibly see the equivalent of oertain aspects of the Aryan

Suu-god. On this subject, however, 1 will not further

dilate. In my book it is only ieferred to incidentally in

connection with the advent of the kitiorioil, as distinguish-

ed from the Homeric, Acb»aoe—an event which 1 put at

uot very modi earlier than B.C. 578.

Ruodochroic

Eisrrr.x Ouoira axd Dp.vslopuint*

But apart altogether from Rhodoekroiau development*

and diffusions in Europe itself, including perhaps the

northern shores of Africa weet of Khem, what in my book

I am mainly oonceroi'd to expound is the all-dominating

and all -revolutionising fact that the various partially Blond

races of the Hast, as familiarly koown to us since the

so-called 41 Dawn of History," and which we have always

hitherto regarded as immemorially, and never anything

bnt» acUcripli in the East, were really the result of

the eastward diffusion of migrant hosts of these old

Mediterranean Rosy-Blond*, or Rhodoohroi, and their

amalgamation in that East with the TMnian and
" Semitic ” (*>., Eastern Melanochroic) race* whom they



found already in poi

inhabitant*: that, ap

made by tbe Melaoocl

by these old West*

" Semites
M

to tbe world's general stock of Culture, tbe

above-mentioned Roey-Blonde of Mediterranean Rbodo-

chroia were tbe original and sole custodians of everything

that enters into wr conception of Civilisation and Spiri-

tuality : that some of this original Culture they planted in

tbe territories and imparted to tbe ethnoi more immediately

around them : bat that much of it—more than if generally

supposed—baa come, even to us Western Europeans a* we

call ourselves, through tin: hitherto wholly unnoticed, if

even known, channels of Return-Wave* from the East

—

#>* through wealward-migrating race* (some of them our

own unrealised ancestors) who in tbe East had sprung, or

rather polarised gradually, into being, from amalgamations

effected between those Culture-laden, eastward-migrated

Koey- Blonds who had bad to abandon Rhcdochroia as allud-

ed to ja/mw, and tbe autochthonous old posaeisoni of

the East, whether Yellow TurfUiians or Eastern Melano-

chroi. And some, of course, as we hare wen, also found

its way back to Hellas (though doubtlfs* very much trans-

mogrified) from tbe more or less remote parte of Die

Relative " North,” i.*., Central Europe, whereto it had

anciently wandered.

In other word*—and here wc recall the Zeik-Pater-

descended worshippers of * Hyperborean ” Apollo—to

some extent what Myres call* “ Indo- European speech/'
u names of men and gods,” and " institutions of northern

origin,” bat what were really the original dialect* of

Rhodochroia, names of Rhodochroian fangs and other cele-

brities, and institutions then organically connected with
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and expressive of actual Rhodochroian life, spread in very

remote times from Mediterranean Rhodochroia straight

into the (a* we now gay) European region*—probably tbe

Grassland stretches—more or lea= immediately eurround-

ing that once glorious ©entie of Power and picturesque

Culture.

On the other hand, a vast deal of the above-mentioned

Culture (dialects, divine and other names, institution*, etc.)

went East—borne thither by migrant tiooda which from

time to time welled forth from that same glorious

fountain-head iu the eastern basis of tie Groat Midland

Sea. Yet, in after ages, some of it found its way

hack again into Europe—not, however, in one stream,

not at the same time, and not in exactly tie same forms

a* those in which it bad originally gone abroad, but at

various historical epochs, in divers disguises, by different

routes, to destination* sometime* far separated : in short,

by routes, at tiroes, and in manners wholly and absolutely

different from those that we have hitherto had vaguely at

the back of our heads in connection with the old, once

dominant hypothesis, or rather dogma, of everything in

the shape of iangaage, beliefs, and culture generally having

come to us on the “Aryan” flood, from the distant East,

and in times so remote that nobody has ever troubled to

assign to them any thing like a definite date.

We must not forget that iu those days—the days when

migration into tbe East was in progress from Rhodochroia

—

the world was just as big and active and dramatio a

place at it ts to-day. Many more or lees momentous

happenings were occurring—several more or le&s brilliant

and mighty Civilisations, in more or lees widely separated

geographical areas, were in course of development, either

oo the upward or the downward grade—perchance more
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than one more or less portentous race-movement or ethnic

amalgamation was in progress—at the same time. It is

impossible to envisage and trace theoe oat all together.

We must take them separately. And the one to which in

particular I would now invite your attention, is the mighty

flood of migration, or series of migrations, on the part of

Rosy-Blood humanity, which, at a critical but probably

very long-drawn-out stage of their national evolution,

streamed forth from Rbodochroia into Western Asia and

the East in general, completely transmuting the latter

from whatever it had been before, into that which it was

at the time when we first become, as we have hitherto

thought, mure or leas familiarly acquainted with it.

Of these forth-streaming bodies, some, as we have seen,

appear to have trekked northward into Central Europe

—

to come back later on to a completely transformed Medi-

terranean World in connection with the •'Aehican" name ;

others perhaps pushed north through later Thessaly,

Balkan La, and the Kiminertan Land
;
while others certainly

migrated vid Asia Minor into Western Asia. What drove

them forth f Adventure ? The pursuit of wealth ?

Organised colonial enterprise ? Political, social, and/or

economical disorders T Or was it some great oonvnleion or

convulsions of Nature ?

Perchance tboee days were none other than the epoch

of the so-called Dtokalion Deluge W« can imagine the

mainland (7 TfT.ip*) extending before that as far

south as Krcte itself, which obviously was at one time

not an island at all, but the southern boundary of an

earlier continental mass. Huxley, it is true, rejects the

idea that sudden, widespread, and overwhelming disaster

overtook the regions now occupied by the Grecian Aiclii-

pclago and metamorphosed them into thesr present broken-up,
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iilaodic aspect. Yet even bo, the possibility of such

a catastrophe as that which we are now contemplating—

one, or a series, sharp enough and prolonged enough to

crumple up the central scat of ordered Rhodocbroie National

Life, wherever that .may hare been, and to bring about

ome of the popular dispersion* to which I haTe alluded

—

is in no way excluded. Huxley’s remarks (see //tutjoint's

J/iveufnn) have reference to a very wide geographical area ;

much wider than that which I have in view for the

purposes of my hypothesis regarding Rhodochroian migra-

tions. Also, in regard to time, his observations reaoh back

to a period much more arcluean than any with which we
need concern ourselves here. For these reason*, therefore,

the total rejection of the idea of some memorable disaster

or disasters in the past in pre-JEgean regions wins to m«
unnecessary on the evidence, if not indeed impossible. I

do not see why local subsidences aiul other disconcerting

changes could not have taken place throughout that area,

»y somewhere about B. C. 9000, eveu assuming that the

present geological formation of the Balkan peninsula, the

.Egeau, and Asia Minor is the result of imperceptibly slow

atmospheric, stream, and other natural action, extending

back into a very much remoter age.

Try we now to follow this eastward-flowing stream of

assumed Rhodochroian migration. But first let us picture

to oanelTe* the nature and aspect of that East for which

it wu bound. Most of us, I expect, an* firmly convinced

that the East and its ethnoi have ever been what we
hare always imagined them to be, that is, very much
what they are to-day, or at least very much what we have

been led to believe them to have been since tim« within

the memory of man. If so, we shall have to execute a

complete voU+/ac*. In the distant days to which we are
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dow going back, save for one race which 1 shall name

presently, the entire Eastern Hemisphere was occupied by

two, and only two, distinct race-stock?—in the northern

latitudes by the Yellow TtMaiaos, and in the southern

Latitudes by that type of Black humanity which in India

is known as the Af

i*5d*m, or autochthons. But here, os

elsewhere, haunting the great mountain-range* whose

ramifications extend all oTsr the country, dwelt also the

Kftssi, that barbarous and unspeakable ethnos of whose

origin and diffusions I have already treated. And, of

course, in Western Asia, and perhaps also parts of Arabia,

there were the Eastern Melanochroi, or so-called “Semites
1 ’

—out of whose blendings with the TQrfaiians of Western

Asia the horrible Kfcsi bod originated at some toriy but

untroceable date.

But these were all. There were no Babylonians, no

Modes, no Persians, no Airyinians, no Aryoa, no Sannatians,

no Cathayans—in short, none of the great historic races

with whose names and fortune* we haTe all, more or less,

been familiar from our Tery childhood. Why t Because

they were all then unborn. Hitherto nine out of every ten

of us have probably been under the impression that these

familiar races hare alvaji been in existence, ever since the

dawn of Time. That ib a great mistake. I now propose

to lift the veil from the long-obscured conditions under

which they, or at least some of them, sprang into being.

The eastward-bound stream of Rhodochroic migration

above referred to seems to have consisted of two distinct

branches. Perhaps those who went north wd Thessaly

eventually turned eastward, and so formed one of these two

branches, the other being represented by the migrants who

elected to journey rid Asia Minor. Or perchance there

was originally only one eastwordly-moving stream—the

6
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Lut-mentioned group—which, when it reached the Amanue,

bifurcated. In »ny ease, it ii dear that one of these two

branches got very little further than N&harfn, or the

" Rivers-Country,” in Northern Syria, where, settling

down, and maintaining mote or lees the purity of its blood,

it derelopd into the Araoritea of Vfidai. The other and

Apparently more numerous branch was more enterprising,

and pasted on into the region* lying on the other ado of

Euphrates.

Developing their woodland nomenclature at they went

—

whether by wav of Asia Minor and so straight iuto Western

Asia, or rid the Tbesmliau *' grassland " and so round in the

same direction—these migrant Rosy- Blonds diffused them-

selves over the various park-lands to which Myres is so

fend of referring, eventually losing all memory of the Sea,

which, in PorZ-Yedic India, was only represented by the

term &*mrWft» or M Gathering of Waters beyond Euphra-

tes penetrating in amongst the multitudinous yellow-skinned

TQrinians of those parts, and, further sooth, coming into

contact with the Eastern Melanoehroi, or Dark Whites,

afterwards known as-the Semites.

Thera, in the Wilderness of the Western Orient—either

in search of subsistence, or incited by dreams of commercial

prosperity, perchance of so-called glory following oo for-

cible conquest—they made new homes for themselves under

strange and distant skies, forgetting for ever in course of

time their Mediterranean origin, and oompletalj identify-

ing themselves with their Eastern surrounding*.

As they advanced (I am not now speaking of the Amo-
rite swarm,) they eojoarned fora time, mom or Ies6 lengthy,

in particular regions
; or considerable numbers of them

even settled down more or less permanently amongst the
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Tutftaian aborigine*, while the main maw went on and

on, ever Eastwanl.

Each ench sojourn or settlement—never, be it observed,

amongst the Kiw: of the lull* or the wilderness-tract*, but

alwavi amongst the more civilised and cultured peoples of

the opeu country or the valkfl—malted, of course, in an

amalgamation more or lees complete, thus giving rise, ac-

cording to the stock from whom the Rosy- Blonds took

wives, or to whom, perhaps more larely, they gave their

daughters, to an absolutely new and handsome race-type.

It* language was Data rally a blend, lased largely on the

mother-tongue, which was usually Turinian, though occa-

sionally Rhodocbroian, and in any oa*e with a strong ten-

dency to conform more and more to the language of the

country.

Prior, however, to these Rosy- Blond settlements and

developments, there must already hare been considerable

interblendings amongst Turintans, Ki&i, and Eastern Me-

lanocbroi, along the lines of their mutually overlapping

margins. Of tl>ese, the birth of the Hittite Race (say

some time during the Tauric Era, B.C. 1557-2101 1/3)

was no doubt one of the most noticeable outcomes. Pos-

sibly these dates are about 95 2/3 years too high.

Zaorecs

The earliest tradition of these eastward-flowing streams

of the Rosy-Blond emigration from Rhodocbroia—probably

connected with times preceding the final break-op of that

great fountain-head of ethnic and cultural development*—

appears to be enshrined in the legend at Zagreus, the

" Horned Child,” son of Zeds by his own daughter Pera£-

pbonS. For Zeus, of course, we must read Rhodocbroia

:
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and for Persephone an early colony issuing thereout, and

planted somewhere in the neighbourhood of the Zagros

highlands. Zagreus was a Statelet that evolved out of this

narlv settlement, and no doubt gave its name to the adja-

cent hili-iange and the Titans who destroyed it, and

whom Zeds subsequently " el ruck down ” for their crime,

were fcbe barUrous KJUri, then dwelling in “ Tartarus ”

—

probably the not very distant wilds of Tnritu. From the

fact that Zagrcus is surnamed the lt Horned Child
w we may

•

t
K»rhn|is not unreasonably infer that the State so named

was founded early iu the Taurie Era. The connected le-

gend of Typhoeue evidently preservee the tradition of the

rise and overthrow of some Neo-Tilauuui ethnos which

Rhodoobroia had fooh'dily allowed to evolve out of the con-

ditions created by the great Titan <U6acle which had ended

the Titanomachia. In tbie uv pomibiy see some early act

of aggression ou the part of die newly arisen Hi trite*.

Eventually Zagreus ie bom again under the form of

Dionyeoe, eon of ZeOs by Smite or tome other fair frailty.

In other words, further streams of colonists bad issued

from Rhodocbraia These must have been tbo god-

like
99
invadeis who, according to Ind's perhaps oldest tradi-

tion, found their way into that distant lard, and there in-

troduced the Vine, at a period long anterior to tl>e occupa-

tion of the Paujab by tbs Yedic Ary as.

Mtravxi an Maxim

Apart from anything more or less solid that may-

be represented by the foregoing two ancient Hellenic

myths, the first great amalgamation effected by the mi-

grant Rosy -Blonds from Rhodochroia with the XauLho-

chroic TUrfmans of Western Asia, seems to have taken

place somewhere in the regions stretching between the
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Euphrates (penhaucc even the Balya) and the oouthcrn

end of the KolzOm, or Caspian Sea, and (o have pro-

duced the ancestors of the people known to the B. C.

15th century RomiQ as the Mitanoians, and to the

later Assyrians as the Midi, or Mldli, the Medt>6

Mcrrox, JWt).

In this oonnootion, however, we must be particularly

cautious and circumspect, because the communities of

sort? who eventually went by this last name were not

all of one ethnos, nor did they always ox all speak the

same language, as we shall see iu due time.

What is perhaps our first glimpse of this great sub-

stock—the Rhixlo-TSmaians—as an ethnos hailing from

the regions where «e hypoiktoi they originated, is in con-

nection with the epochal ethnic aoi political change*

that went o«i in originally Mclanochroian, 4*., Semitic,

Agodc, and to a leaser extent iu Tfiriuo-Melonoebroian

Sfliner, during say B. C. 2800-11000, when Sb£n*u-Ol and

Sbfir-Gant-Shftrrl entered the country and reorganised it,

and inaugurated there an absolutely new era, ethni-

cally, politically, and culturally. I shall have to recur

to this later on. Suffice it here to say that it is in

this connection that King and others commit tbeir huge

mistake of eonfouudiog the Amorites with the Semites,

and so give oat an entirely wrong idea of “ Babylo-

nian ” origins and developments.

Our next glimpse of the Rhodo-T aril ions—at the

time when they are conventionally thought to have

effected the uMttecard trend of their diffusion as the

Medes, or rather Proto-Med e*, originating further cost

—

is in the reign of Tbothmcs I (Coov. B.C. 1516-1495),

in whose records mention is mode of a country called

Mathtn, Mathftna, or Mitonm, lying within and cost
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of tb* great bead of Euphrates near Niy, thus oorros-

ponding with Paddan-Arftm, ArXui-N£har£iw, or Lt$r

Upper Mesopotamia, and adjoining the region more

specifically known to tie Romifl as Xftbarin, or the

u Rims-Country,” between Euphrates and Oroote*.

In a subsequent Lecture we shall see bow, later on, this

region gave birth to the famous names Hap/a Heiuiu and

8qota Sitdbureh.

M/TO represents these Mitanniana as jjart of a wide-

spread raid of “ Indo-European speaking, 44 Iranian u

folk, m&viitg teesixard from the Persian plateau. Accord-

ing to BreastoJ

—

" It was tlve earliest and westernmost outpost of the

Aryan raoe as vet disclosed to us....The inflqesice and

language of Mitanni extended westward to Tnnip in the

Orontfe valley and eastward to Nincreh. They formed a

powerful and cultivated state Assyria was as yet but a

new and insignificant city-kingdom {Hitt. <fEgypt, p. 2U3).

Note tlw expression, “ tbe Aryan race.” No mean-

tng can possibly attach to it here, a?, after the people

who alone were distinctively known as the 94 Aryaa w

(the blond ethnos dwelling round Lake Zamb up to

B. 0. 1153) acquired that name, fbcj wtro otrtr hard

of xcetl of those regions, urban* they nndoftbtedly ptested info,

owl as oudonbUMy Merer ftjl, India f

Lt.-Col. Cornier, who looks on Mitauni and JIalttot

as identical, and equates Mitaunian with (lie Minvan

language, speaks of

—

u tbe whole region of Matieue between Lake Van

and Syria being then,” i.e., the 13th century B. C.,

4i known to the Semitic tribes as the Land of A'ta»i-

rateat, perhaps meaning 4
of the many khans * or Mongol

kings ” {Tbs RitUtes, p. 20).
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The name SfafiHS, however, belong to a much later

•ge, and then seem* to hare denoted only the country

immediately east of the Zagros and south of Late

tfrumljeh. Perchance the solution is that in the time

say of Tbothmfe I the entire ooantrj from Niy to the

Ronth-wfbitern shores of the Caspian belonged to MHanoiv

and that in fact M.tanni meant “ Country of the

Mode*," which is also obviously the meaning of .Valient.

Bat Conder goes further, lie identifies the Mitan-

nian* with the Minyans, #>., the Mamiii of Manna.

“ North of Babylonia and Assyria,” he says, u the

region of Mttanni strafe-had between Erzerum and the

great Lake Van, and even extern!ed at one time to

the river Halva. It ia called Matiene by Herodotus,

and its inhabitants in 1500 B. C. were Minui or Mi-

nrans *(iA p. 100).

i»iauh*iutuce—thd .Medee Awfcmiiig in nine—1» *uuau

im the Hairs in Asia were at one time diffused fn

rontte, and thence light Minoi to Tunip o«i liw C

lia (
ij Uty&a ) proper. I away eastward into later Met

xlestanding by “ Mcdcs * •» qnite willing to agree— ui

of the MHaantan*. But the Rhodo-Tflr&nian ancestors

laJys idea lias originated

he long subsequent events

e&s, it by no means follows

Vlinnt were identical. The

i the Minni) were a small

ttv of their own in the

lmlyeh, and southeast of

rtainly there in the days

and Sfrgoo II {B

.

C. 701)

MtlzSzir. In the absence,

contrary, tbe presumption

I wonder whether Condor's 1

out of data connected with I

of Kyaxar&'s reign ! Newtha
that the Mitannians and the

Matin&i of Mannu (who wen

people who had a little cone

hill-territory south-west of Ur
Via. At least, they were ce

of TigJath-PilSser (B. C. 734)

when tbeir capital was called

therefore, of evidence to the
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Culture and Kultur Race-Origins

or

The Past Unveiled

LECTURE I

The book in respect of which, by graoe of the Univer-

sity Authorities, I am about to deliver a few lecturee,

is hy do means a recast cf European ami other Race-Origin*

(London, 1915)—mv first attempt at an independent inves-

tigation of what, under the guise of e* cathedra teach-

ing, we have hitherto been asked, or rather directed, to

believe regarding the p»t—a sort of preliminary cantor

round, principally undertaken for the purpose of relueing

to printed expression a number of ideas, room or leas

clear, more or less indefinite, which had been floating about

in my mind from early youth onwards. No, this book is

an entirely new work. True, like its predecessor, it deals

with race-origins, race-developments, and raoe-movcment*,

though I put a limit on what I mean by the term

« race.” But, striking out into the inexhaustible snbjoct

of Culture, it also essays a more or less extemsive, and,

as I submit, original, survey of remote Antiquity—its

literary and monumental records, its mythologies, tradi-

tions, religious and philosophical beliefs, ethnological and

philological problems, and so forth. It corrcQU errors
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ifl that that bad always been their *cat. Whence it follows

that if oot ethnically, at any rate politically, they

were distinct from the Mitannians, who were a much

more widely spread ethnos, and may in fact be regard-

ed as the Proto-Medea.

Doubtleas, in aupport of hie view, Gander relies on

the letter written by D&rfttta of Mitanni to Amen-

tatep III (Cody. B. C. 1 37i- 1341), of which he gives

a copy and a translation in The UittiUi, App. II, pp.

192-194. With due reaped, however, far hie expert

knowledge, I Tenture to think that he ha* misread this

document. If my reading be sounder, it throws a new

light on the situation, and eonhrma my view that, in the

14th century B. C., Mitanni and Manna were separate and

distinct states—the latter much smaller than, and iudoed

subordinate to, the former. Also, wc must, no longer

call the language of Mitanni Mioyan.

We are now confronted with a very oarions situation,

the correct understanding of which will not only reveal to

us how very muddled are the ideas of conventional scholar-

ship in this particular connection, bnt will also dissipate

from our own path whatever obeenritie* may seem to hang

around it*

For we are now approaching the great problem, Who
were the AirvJoians ? Who were the Mede* ? Who were

the Persians ? Were the Medea and the Persians ethnically

identical ? Were both or either of them Airyiniana ? And

lastly, were any of these people*—Airyftnians, Medea, Per-

sians—eastern ethnoi who in course of time trended west-

ward ? Or was the troth exactly the other way about ?

I propose to show that the fixed and ineradicable view*

hitherto and to this day held by the conventionally learned,
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in these connections an.* jumbled and upside-down vie #3,

and that tbc time has come when scholarship will do well

to reject them out of h*od, and accept another and very

different picture of the past.

First, however, it will be convenient to interpose a few

remark* regarding “ Babylonian" origins and development*.

This, then, will form the subject of my next Lectors
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Aa regard* ethnic and other origins and developments

in Western Asia—particularly throughout the valleys of

the Tigris and Euphrates and their immediate neighbour-

hood—the view now dominant in orthodox and more or

le» authoritative or at least influential circles, may be

gathered from the following quotation from Tie Auricnl

ftul (Home University Library), by D. 0. Hogarth, M.A.,

F.B.A., P.S.A., Keeper of the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford.

The earlieet eeutre of power in Western Asia to develop

foreign empire was, be telle ne

—

*' the region which would be known later as Baby-

lonia from the name of the city which in historic

time* dominated it, bat, a* we now know, was neither

an early seat of power ooe the parent of it* di*tinotive

local civilization. This honour, if due to any one
city, should he credited to Ur, whose also waa the first

and the only truly * Babylonian ’ empire. Th* primacy of

Babylonia had not been the work of iU aboriginal Sumerian
population, the authors of what was highest, in the

local culture, but of Semitic intruders from a compara-

tively barbarous region ; noi again, had it been the work
of the earliest of these intruders (if we follow those who
now deny that the dominion of Saigon of Akkad and his

eon Naram-Sin ever extended beyond the lower basins of the

Twin Rivers), bat of people* who entered with a second

sene* of Semitic waves. These surged out of Arabia,

eternal motherland of vigorous migrants, in the middle
centuries of the third millennium B.C. While this migra-

tion swamped South Syria with ‘ Canaaaitc*,' it ultimately
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gave to Egypt the Hykaoe or r Shepherd Kings/ to Assyria

its permanent Semitic population, and to Sumer and Akkad

what later chronicler* called the First Babylonian Dynasty.

Since, however, those Semitic interlopers had no civiliza-

tion of their own comparable with cither the contemporary

Egyptian or the Sumerian (long ago adopted by earlier

Semitic immigrants), they inevitably and quickly assimi-

lated both theee civilization* a* they settled down M

(pp. 21-*5).

« At the same time/’ continues Hogarth, " they did not

lour, at least not in Mesopotamia, which wae already half

Semitized, certain Bedfiwi idea* and instinct*, whioh would

profoundly affect their later history ” (p. 26).

In this bet connection he proceed* to refer, fiwt, to

what he calls Super-Monotheism, or belief in a paramount

Fatlier-Gcd, and secondly, to what he call* * the cn*tom of

the razxia or summer raid, which i* still obligatory in

Arahia on all men of vigour and spirit," and which, he

says, 44 was held in equal honour by the ancient Semi tie

world ”—in fact, waa brought with them by the above-

mentioned migrant 44 wares ” when they surged up into

Western Asia from Arabia. For instance, says Hogarth

—

w Chederlaomer, Amraphel and the other three kings

were fulfilling their annual obligation in the Jordan valley

when Hebrew tradition believed that they met with Abra-

ham ; and if, as seems agreed, Amraphel wa= Hammurabi

himself, that tradition proves the custom of the razrta

well established under the First Babylonian Dynasty”

(pp. 24-25).

We iav4 to listen to this sort of thing, because of the

reputation of the writer; but it i* all pure bunkum.

Id the firvt place—apart from an utterly wrong and

fantastic conception regarding the " Semites ” as to which
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I shall have more to far anon—Hogarth’* suggfation, or

rather allegation, of a Bediwi origin for the idea of a

49 paramount Father-God ” is nonsense. Hogarth doee not

seem to kuow who, and what kind of creature*, the Brxliwi

were, and indeed are. Boaides, the idea of God, regarded

a* the, or an, Almighty Father, never came out of any

Arabia, Bediwi or otherwise. Since times from which the

memory of mao—in particular Melanochroie man—ran not

to the contrary, such a conception of the deity had been

familiar, nay, dominant, throughout the Great Central Zone :

and if it waa kuown at all in some parte of Arabia, that

would only have been because ethnically tboee part* were to

some exteot Melanochroie. It was eommou thought in the

Tigris and Euphrates valley, and was a bare find all over

the Old Mediterranean World, even right up to the days

of Hellenic beginning*. In short, all these grandioee bot

uebulous ideas regarding successive waves of migration

surging out of Arabia as the M eternal motherland of

vigorous migrant*,” and so giving rise to primary Semitic

origins in Western Asia, and especially in the Tigris-

Euphrate* valleys’ country, bnt also to the 44 Canaanitee ”

of Southern Syria, the Ilykafa, the Assyrians, and the

so-called First Babylonian Dynasty, we may brash wholly

and tinhesitatingly aside.

In particular I reject Hogarth** remarks regarding

Cbedodaomer and Ammphel in connection with hie “ razzia
”

notion—especially his statement that, if Ammphel and

Hamxnuribi were identical (which they undoubtedly were),

the Hebrew tradition concerning them and Abraham
u proves the custom of the razzia well established under

the First Babylonian Dynasty.” It does nothing of the

sort ; and for a very sufficient reason. The raiders on the

occasiou referred to, were not the 44 Semitic ” Babylonian
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Dynasty at all, tat the non-'4 Semitic *’ Kamites of Kfan

under KQdQr-Lagamfcr (Obedor-Uomer) ; and Hamrauribi,

or Amraphel (the then representative of the Babylonian

Dynasty), was present, not as a principal, or even volun-

tarily, but as a captive in the hands of his master for the

time being, K fkl CL r-Lagan iir ! In these circwnetanoe*

Hogarth 'e whole position bisaka up, and with it goes

everything elee that is founded on it. As a matter of fact,

too, that * ra2zia ” wheeze—like MyrWs " grassland ”

fad—is simply worked to death—being brought in every-

where, on the slightest provocation, by writer after writer,

in aj>pcoved 14 follow-my-lcader n
style.

What, then, were the ethnic and other origins and

developments of 44 Babylonia ,f
f

If the Klamitee were Kfc»>i (as they undoubtedly were),

who were the inhabitants of t be valleys of the Twin

Rivera ? Even specialists seem by no mesne agreed as to

the race—whether Mongols, Kfiasi, or 44 Semites "—who

in that part of the world were iu the ascendant at parti-

cular periods in those very remote days. And, to add to

oar difficulties, we Hud authorities like Meyer, Ja&trow,

Conder, nay, even King, contributing by tbeir accvptancv

to the propagation of a most astounding conception of the

” Semite” ie an ethnic entity. For amongst the Semites

they poaitively include the Amorite*!—though the Semites

were unquestionably Melanocbroi, while the Amoritea were

as undoubtedly what I am calling Rhodochroi, ii., Rosy-

Blonds I The result is that when these influential writers

speak, as they do, of Semitic invasions of Kish, AgadA,

and other neighbouring regions by successive wave* of

Amoriiio aggression, we are hopelessly bewildered

—

we would have been, had we not seen our own way clearly,

and were we not independent enough to take it For now
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—if wc walk by the light of time guide#—we cannot be

sure whether these in-sweeping host* wore 8emiU* wtr-

nprexented at Afataim, or Jmorifc* murtpmoniti &t

Mtfowlroi / The*e M« our staggering alternatives : and

did wo accept either, we would have on oar bands a freak.

That 1 am not doing Mr. Leonard King an injustice, let.

his own words testify. The quotation is too long for

insertion here, but I refer to A Butory tfSvweraMd Jik<rd
9

1910, by L. W. King, p. 55.

Nothing eouhl be more clearly exprwaed : but the

visions of chaos that it opens up axe simply appalling.

Mr. King seem* to be quite uncomcious of the possibility

that there is any alternative to his view that, because the

immigrant* arrived via the north-wee'., they must have

been the early Semites of
14 Babylonia ” hitherto regarded

as each, and that, because they are said to have been a

“ fair ” »>thnoe, they must have been Amoritfe. Whence,

no doubt, his and others' conclusion that Amorites

=Weetern Semites.

Professor Flinders Petrie plays abaut with the name
“ Amorite” in a wav of his own, and contribute* not a little

to tbc general confusion (FauUtii lZtplorafioa, 1918, p. 24).

You will remember that for me the Semites were

nothing more or leas than those autochthonous Melano-

chroi of the Great Central Zone who dwelt at its extreme

eaatero end, resting in Western Asia and parts of Arabia:

and it is hardly necessary to remind you that the name
41 Semites ” is simply the outcome of the now exploded

ideas which our elders of a generation or two back attached

to the artificial ethnography of Gextxii x, and therefore,

as some are so fond of saying, lias
u no scientific value

whatever."
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Now, 90 very ancient in Akkado-Sumenau Cttiliaatiou

known to have been (I ID putting altogether out of aoeounfc

tlie Tery earliest denizen* who used clay sickles), that it

seems ijuite natural to suppose that the first Civilisation

in Western Asia was, tlirough the Sumerians, what we

may agree to call autochthonous Turanian. Even this

however, is by no means clear. Possibly, as autochthons

within their own fcphere, the Eastern Melanocbroi were as

ancient as the Turfcuian*. For the present we may leave

the question open.

At p. ix of his book already cited Mr. King say*

—

“The early history of Sumer and Akkad i» dominated

by the racial conflict between Semites and Sumerians, in

the course of which the latter were gradually worsted.

The foundation of the Babylonian monarchy marks the

close of the political career of the Sumerians aa a race,

although their cultural iL-hieveiuenU long survived

them in the later civilisation* of Western Asia”

Of course, what tie make of the fact here referred to,

depends entirely tipun our owu specific conception of who

and what the ° Semite ” was. Mr. King and other writer*

say he was an Amorite. I say he was not an Acnoritc.

He was an Eastern Melauochroite : and, so far ss the

inhabitants of «arly AgadS were really Semites, they must

have been Melanocbroi. But the fair newcomers from

the nortb-west who hitherto have commonly been called

w Semitee/’ and, by Mr. King, Amoritcs, or “Western

Semites,
H seem to me to have been neither Semites in

my sense of the word, dot Amorites. Yet I am convinced

they were not without some Rbodochroian blood in their

veins. This will require a little explanation.

Thinking only in period*, a* Mr. King does, let os j*uw

briefly in review our present data of knowledge regarding
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Che dawn of cirilbatiou in the Tigris-Euphrates country.

The latest discoveries, we are iaformed, take us back

vaguely to «y Cour. B.C. 3400-2800, when, flitting about

the northern regions afterwards known a0 Agade, or Akkad

(
<r Uplands*), may l>e seeu a number of shadowy rulers,

from a pateei, or viceroy, named Utag (Who, iu tboae days,

was Ilia suzerain?), to a king named Babt-Iah tar : and,

parallel with the latter half of these, are traceable a still

greater number of nam<*—kings and patesis in the South,

at Lagasb, Umma, Erech and Ur.

Then, from Couv. B. C. 2750-2700, comes the Djnittfy

of Kid, in the oentre of the 41 Upland*,* and about level

with the latrr Babylon. Thi* line was possibly founded

by the ouUander Skfarft-Q! (a Rhodu-Turinian), and

consisted of 3 kings, so far a* yet known, with a parallel to

the 2nd king in Lagash, and also one in Umma. The

name Kid remind* n* of Kktk, aod suggest* the idoa that,

before Shirru-Gl's advent, the land had been ouder Klasite

domination, and that Sharro-Ql's dynasty merely adopted

or otherwise acquired the name.

Next, nr. Conv. B. C. 24)50-245*1 (or, as Petrie main-

tains, c*r. B. C- 3750), come* the Dy&itj qf Akkad—
"Semitic* for Sumerian Ajadi, or, as I prefer to say,

Rhodo-TGritoian for Semitic, /.*•, Eastern Mekuochroio,

Apade—founded by Sbar-Ganl-S hirri ( betterknown as Sfcrgon

of Akkad), also an outlaoder and a Rbodo-T .Iranian, who

was succeeded by his equally famous sod, Narfim-Sin, or

Narftm-AkfatL This great line shows continuous parallels

of pateeia in Lagash, and also, towards the end, a pateai

at Umma. It wa* during thi* ere that, for political pur-

poses, the "Uplands” berarao distinctively known as

Akkad, and ths southern plains as Sflmer. The name

Babylon, of course, had not yet arisen.
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Then (stall speaking in round numbers) from Conv.

B. C. 2AOO to B. C. 2350, follows (be renowned and power-

ful Dynasty of Ut (though not yet “ Ur of the Chaldees

lasting for 117 or 119 yean, with continuous parallels of

patesis in Lagash, and one at Uincna. It was by this

dynasty that the dual title, “ King of SOxner and Akkad 99

wm first regularly assumed. It represented a Siluieiiaa,

or perhaps a Sumero-Mclaoochroiaa, £*., a Turioo-Semitic,

Revival. One of its greatest monarehs was Dungi, who,

amongst other achievements, is sail to have subjugated

the barbarous Koasi of the eastern highlands. All “ Baby-

lonia,” and more, was thus under the sway of this vigo-

rous and enlightened line. Yet was Ur overthrown by a

Kassite uprising and iuvasioo. This, bowover, only freed

KJfcm from Sflmero-Akkadian control. It did not, at that

time, give the KA<si the mastery of
“ Babylonia.”

Next, from Conv. B. C. 2325, to B. C. 2100, we hear

of tbe Dynnsly of hut in Sflmei, lasting for some 225

years, with 2 isolated parallels—one a king of Laraa and

Ur, the other SOmO-IlQ, king of Ur. It also was aeem-

ingly Sumero-Melaoixjhtxiiau. Isbi-Ura, founder of the

line, qtiiekly shook off tbe Kassites, and established bis

rule tbroughout the valleys, making his own city the

capital. The dynasty appears to have undergone many

vieiautodes, sad roach of its history still remains unravelled.

According to King it possibly overlapped the commence-

ment of the First Dynasty of Babylon ; but ho dates its

end approximately B. C. 2100, and prefers the view that

Ifiin fell before tbe rise of tbe Babylonian Monarchy.

This last-mentioned event, as we have seen, King

dates etr. B. C. 2050. The founder was Sdmu-Abu, mod

it was about theo, or perhaps somewhat later, that the

name Babylon (5S4-//S-“ God's Gate,” or - Gate of El ")

10
’
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which, though unnoticed by my critics, glaringly vitiated the

argument throughout SttropMM and other Race* Origins—
notably in regard to the ethnic identity of the original

ancient Kfcfii. It drawn a distinction between the Bar-

barous and the Non-Barbarou* race* of mankind, whether

Civilised or Uncivilised. And lastly, tt seek* to define that

wherein True Civilisation, or Cultnre, redly consist*

—

whence the short but comprehensive title, Culture and

KulUr Ract-Oriftns.

But the outstanding feature which impart* to this

book what I venture to call it* own individuality is the

practically exact and certain character of it* chronology—or

rather s chronology which mil be practically exact and

certain when, in due course, it has been properly worked

oat in all it* bearings.

After I had published Europe** and other IUct-Origin*,

I realised to my horror that mueh of my chronology—

particularly in connection with ancient Egyptian history

—

wss absolutely and atrociously wrong. I do not at all mind

admitting this now, and ereu myself drawing pointed

attention to it, because it is only by experiencing such

shocks to one’s awrvr propre that one has any chance of

eventually coming by the truth. Moreover, I have since

arrived gradually and cautiously at the firm oocviction

that the chronology of our leading authorities—even our

most prominent and most eminent Egyptologist*—is equally

unreliable ;
indeed, in some cases it is obviously and hope-

lessly
4i out " by enormous margins of error.

Accordingly, as already explained elsewhere, I reso-

lutely determined to addrea* myself to the task of solving,

if possible, this tremendous problem of Chronology aa it

was understood by tbe ancients. Chance led me to take

up firet the subject of Ancient Egyptian (or, a* I prefer
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first appears in history, replacing Tintir-Ki and Ka-Dimir-

H." Place of Lifer

This renowned dynasty i* said to have represented a

“Semitic” Eeetoration. Here, of coarse, we step on to

very quaky ground. By u Semitic,'' King and hi* follower*

mean Amorllie. I any that by introducing that name

thus, what be is really telling us is that by what he ealb

“Semitic” w must understand Rhodo-TarSuian. By

“Semitic” I mean Eastern Melanoehruie—the Dark White*

of Western Asia and parts of Arabia.

Tbe rock-bottom fact seems to he that about this time

(Conr. B. C. 2050) tbe people of Babylonian Akkad were

neither nor Semite, is,, Setter*. Melono-

cirount

:

bat in them these two formerly distinct *tocks

had become fused into one mete konoftneout probably

dominantly Semitic as regard* numbers, but of a kind

very different from the old pure Eastern Metanochroi ; for

in tbmc circumstances it is always the characteristics of

the generally more multi tudiuous aborigine* that prevail.

Thus, the sj-c&Ued 41 Babylonian Semites ” were a very

special breed.

In the time of this dynasty, especially daring the

reign of Khammarfibi, Kissite activities were very

daring and ubiquitous—particularly those conducted

by Rim-Sin, one of tbe brother* of Kudhr-Laga-

mlr. We neod be in do way surprised, therefore, when,

in Genesis xi. 28, we read that in the period preceding

the arrival in Haran (Rhodo-Turtnian Mitanni) of the

AamQ community subsequently called tbe * /ir-Aamu/
4 ^^r-AamQ,' Abramu, or Abram ilea, Ur was known a*

“ Ur of the Chaldres," for that meant nothing more or let*

tb*n " Ur of the K*ldS, K*rd», or Kaod*." «>., " Ur of

the Kiwi/'
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Meanwhile, away down in southern Sumer, in the
u Country of the Sea,” there had been flourishing a

dynasty— Semitic (tV/., Eastern Melauoehroic), or perhaps

Sumerian, or poeeibly SQmero-Semitie, I am not sure

which—called the &#4ii l^rer^. It seems to have been

founded about Conv. B. C. 1884 by IlQma-IlG, a contem-

porary of SamsG-ilQna of the Hnt Dynatty of Babylon

and to have «x>me to an end in Conv. B. C. I5i6 under

Ea-gaxnil, who was overthrown by Ulta-BOriaah of

Elim, aou of Burna-Buriaah " the king.” Ulim-BGriasb

thereupon took pomcasion of Ea-garnil's kingdom. By
thus establishing Kfexita dominion in the extreme south,

be merely revived what had previously existed there, at

Ur, dr. Coot. B. C. 1 V96-19t].

Now, whatever may be thought about the earlier of

these ancient dynasties, it would seem that the establish-

ment of the Dj*a*ty of KitA is regarded by our authorities

as having been probably, and that of the Dytuuty of Akkad

as having been certainly, the result of “invasions ” from

tbe North-West. By the majority of writers, including

Myras, these “invaders” are usually described as

“Semite*.
1
' If tbej were really Semites, they must

have been Eastern Melanochroi. But wrre they ? Sud rtom.

" Western Semites,” King identifies them with tbe

A monte* !—whereby all is thrown into confusion : for the

Amorites were not Melancchroi, i.e*, not Dark-Whites,

hut beautiful Rosy- Blonds, or Rhodochroi.

The question is, under this ambiguous name of

“Semites,” doe* Mr. King wish ns to understand that

ShinO-Gl and Slifir-Ganl-Sbirrl, for instance, and their

followers, were Rhodoehroi like the Amorites, or Eastern

Melanocbroi like the genuine Semites? Conder renders

confusion even worse confounded by calling these dim old
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celebrities w Moigoh !
” From the mountains of Media be

brings them as conquerors to Ur: and he even appears to

represent Slrgou of Agud£ as baring belonged to the

BOmerian, u., Turinian, race, and as haring proceeded out

of, and founded Agadt from, Ur! (We Hitlitet, pp. 1 ct

To be just, however, it should be stated that Cornier

was writing thus in 1898, and that perhaps he ki>ows

better now. Nevertheless, he is probably still a believer in

the doctrine that the Araorite* were “Semites.” But

what, at least in 1898, did Conder mean by tbc term

“ Mongols ? ** Puie Tfirt uisns, like the autochthons of

Nfim-MR (Si-Nim) and Western Asia? Or half-Turanians,

like the Kfteti ? Or quarter-TQriuiaiu, like say the

Hittites ?

Here, then, we have all tbeee writers, save Condor,

recognising that Shirru-Ol and Shir-Gat. t-SbftiTt and

their oougeuer* had a touch of the Kbodochroie element in

their ethnic constitution, though the way they express that

belief is by having recourse to their Arooritc Hypothesis :

and again we have Conder recognising that there was
something Xaothochroic or Tuiftnian—be calls it

Mongolian—about them, and illustrating it by his

Medo-Sdmerian Hypothesis.

For myeelf, I am delighted. It is just the wrong
direction whence, from opposite point*, each of these two
quite different Hoes of opinion approaches the subject

under discuwion, which enables me to put 2 and 2

together, aod so form a hypothesis of my own. Each of

them by itself leads nowhere, unless it be to destruction.

The two together, however, are full of significance, and
point to a complete unravelment of what would otherwise

have been a hopeless tangle.
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Sb£r-Ganl»Sbanri and hi* followers, we know, styled

themselves ruler* of . the
° lark-faced.” or “ black-head *

peojde. What can we extract from tbi*? Tbe former

expression exclude* tbe supposition that the race subjected

by the rt invader* " were TQrSutan* : but, on tbe other

hai>d, " black-heads ” might very well indicate Turanian*

—

nuU§* the latter were accustomed to shave their head*.

Either rendering, of course, might denote Eastern

Melanochroi, or Semitea properly so called :in which case

the " invaders ” coaid not have been Semite* too—for they

obviously drew a distinction between themselves and the

Mconquered/1 u, considered themselves a fair race,

superposing tfasnasbos upon an at least comparatively

dark race. Now, as a matter of fact, as we are told by

Mr. King himself, the Sumerians did shave their heads.

Hence the subject race referred toby tbe “ idrador*
M
could

not have been SQmeriane.

Then wliat about the “invaders'' themeelvea?

Presumably a fair folk, could they—ajmit from all

questions regarding the Amorite*—have been Rhodochroi,

or partially Rbodochtoie ? Was there in existence, any-

where in the neighbourhood, but preferably in or rid the

North-AVest, any ethnos of that type from whom they

might have originated ! A gleam of light is shod by the

information that they were familiar with tbe bear, tbe

wolf, and tbe tiger. This again puts tbe Eastern

Melanochroi, or true Semites, out of court, and casts ns

hack upon a choice between—

(1) the Ktei, which would give Condor some sort of

excuse for imagining that the M invaders M
were Mongo!*,

though, in addition to their TQrinian blood, tbe Kitsi

also came of early Mclanocbroio Stock

;
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(2) a fresh swarm of pore TQriniaii*
;
which, however,

may be dismissed as very improbable ; and,

(3) some early representatives of the partially Turloian

partially Rbodochroic race who were afterwards lcnow® in

Upper Mesopotamia as the ftbodo-Tdifcoian Mitauuiau*.

The Kissi hypothesis may be rejected : as the Kissi,

though of dirty-white, or rather yellowish complexion, were

not exactly what we really mean by afair race, blond,

or f/ram-6tond. The Amorite hypothesis must also be ex-

cluded, unhesitatingly : as that ethnos did not exhibit any

feature of what Coxider calls the Mongol type.

If, then, Sharru-Gf and Shlr-Ganl-Shirrl and their fol-

lowers were neither pure Turanians from the East or

North, nor Sfcmeriane from Ur, nor genuine Semites in

the sense of being Eastern Melanocbroi, nor Kissi, nor

AmoriUs, tkej wtn groUNg RAode-TUrMaiaus from the

regie** of N&Aarhui, or “R/rers Country” (Ptdden-JrSm, m
1b u&ribmtL And this, in fact, is what I submit they

were and must have been

—

Prate- Mode* of ax elk.tic type

urn lor to, nag, identical with, tkal (fib Mita*tnauo of the

lo-14(k contort* B. C., but with au original country, or

area of characterisation, much wider than Mil mini. Doubt-

less it was tbeir partially Rhodocbroic descent and q*<ui-

blondnew which misled Mr. King into imagining that

they were Amoritee. Similarly, it was doubtlens tbeir

partially Tftiinian descent which misled Condor into

imagining that they were u Mongols." The further oon-

fnaed idea on the part of our authorities, that. theee-

“ invaders ” from the nortb-weet were ako 41 Semites,”

is, I presume, due to tLe fact that, in the matter of the

inhabitants of early
° Babylonia/* the orthodox scheme of

thought has hitherto contemplated 3 and only 3 main ethnic

types, which even specialists cannot get out of tbeir
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iniods—(1) the original TQrinianB, represented by the Sume-

rians, (£) the Kffaet, aggreseing from Elam, though it is not

very dear under what ethnic category these arc placed,

and (8) immigrant M Semites,” for choice sweeping up

originally in euccees'.ve waves from the South, especially

Arabia—that ‘‘eternal grandmother” of the Semitic race !

—

and bo embracing the 11 Canaan:te” world, including appa-

rently the Amoritcs—but also eventually preaeiug in, as

AmonUs, or 4t Western Semites,” from the Syrian ride.

It try known that 6trangers arrived from or rid the

north-west who were olearly distinguishable, not only

from the previously settled Sumerians, but also, perchance

less olearly, from the Kissi. But nobody had ever dreamt

of three Rhodo-Tur&nians, whose existence and importance

I am now venturing to reveal. Without more ado, there-

fore, it has U*n assumed that it must have been the

II Semitic ” immigrant*, known to have been dwelling in

the land in the days of Babylon, who thus, at an earlier

date, came io a* “ invader*.” That assumption made,

Mr. King's theory (or is it now a dogma ?) that they were

Amoritcs, and Cooder’s theory that they were “Mongol#,"

easily followed aa simple extensions of the initial standpoint.

And of ooarae, when once a scholar of Mr. King's calibre

adopt* a position, not only the lay public hut savants of all

degrees of erudition naturally crowd round him—aud, to

dislodge them, no little strategic skill, plus very effective

modern artillery and unlimited munitions, are requisite.

Can we supply tb«e t I think *o.

Who were the 11 dark-faced,” •4 black-headed 99 people

dwelling in northern 4t Babylonia M
at the time when

Sblrru-GT and Shar-Gtnl-Sbirrl are said to have swept

down from the north-weet and subjected Agadt to their

sway ? Not Sumerians— because tbe Sumerians were not
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u dark-faced”
;
aud, m tlwy always 6baved their heads,

they ooukl not Lave teen indicated by tbs expression

“ bUck-beads/' cither. I submit that the people in ques-

tion were the Eastern Meianochroi, then already long

settled in the laud, perhaps autochthons ; au<l that it was

they—the w invaded,” not the “ invaders *—who were the

Semites, Len Semites iu the only true and possible sense

of the word.

Sbirrn-Gl and SbKr-Gaol-S birr! and their followers are

usually spoken of as itzader* and cuuytieror* : but I

venture to suggest that this view might now with advan-

tage be reconsidered. Rather do the Dark-White AgadA-

ans of that penal—the epoch of the advent of the Rhodo-

Turftnian*—seem to have formally inriud them in at a

time of crisis, and requested them to undertake the pro-

tection, re-organisation, and administration of the Country.

Indeed, my suggestion is that the A^adeacs of that day

were not only .Eastern Melauuchroi, and in that view

Semites, but were also none cither than three w black-

headed oik*
99 who are mentioned iu line #£ of the Tablet

tk* fifty-one as quoted by Finches at p. 4d of

The Beiiyion of Babylonia and Amyrin (Religions Ancient

and Modern), 1900.

It is said that in tbe founding of tbe Fil'd JJyvody

of Babylon and the rise of Babylon iteelf, we see a revival

of * Semitic ” power and culture. And so, no doubt> we

do : but not in the sense meant by Pinches and the other

authorities. It was no longer even the same old Seani-

tism in my sense of the word, u, no longer the power and

culture, alone, of the original old Eastern Meianochroi.

There had been a tremendous metamorphosis. After the

first Rbodo-TtLrfinian Intervention—say under Shftrrn-Gl,

or perhaps even his shadowy predecessors—a long interval
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probably elapsed before any racial fusion took place,

feelings of race-pride doubtless inducing tbe fair-skinned

super-men bo keep themselves separate s* an ethnos for as

long as they oould from tbe Dark-Whites over whom they bud

thus come to bear role. Eventually, however, such a fusion

was a fact : so that, let ns say not long after tie establishment

of the JIM Dynaatf 0/ Babylon, cir. B.C. 2050, the country

as a whole must have been peopled somewhat us follows—

(]) In Sumer, or the South, by a mixed populaoe of

Sumerians, or aboriginal Tur&cians, and donnward-Lreuded

(or sea-arrived) Eastern Melanochroi, or Semites, and (2)

in Akkad, or the North, by a mixed populace of Eastern

Melanochroi, or Semites (the “ black-headed ones ” of the

above-cited TalUt), and fair-skinned Rhodo-TurUnians

We may even assume that, just aa the Normans were

practically absorbed by tbe Britons and Anglo-Saxons, and

so produoed the English type, so here the Rbodo-Turinian

element practically disappeared amongst, while at the same

time it modified, tbe more multitudinous Eastern Mehno-

chroic, or Semitic, population—thus producing the

“ Babylonian Semitic Type 99
of the period when Babylon

was founded, which just then became dominant throughout

tbe land and so remained for a time. This is the ethnic

type which our authorities, without knowing its true

composition, have always hitherto regarded as “ the Semitic

type,'’ and equated with tbe Amoritic stock.

Moreover, we must not forget that Num-noE, or

St-nim, the "Country of the Wolf,” afterwards, under the

name of E-i-tSm, or Eil-4m known as the u Highlands,'’

then inhabited by that powerful but essentially barbarous

Tiirino-Melanoehroic race, the KAasi, w»s close by, and

that a considerable strain of this wild and debased blood

entered into the ethnic constitution of the country, both

11
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in the north and in the south — indeed, in Sumer perhaps

more noticeably than iu Akkad. Particularly mn«fc this

hare been the case in the day* of the Klssite Supremacy,

«ay in and after the 16th century B.C. Cbaldm was

essentially Kaasite. In view of all the foregoing considera-

tion*, it id a question whether the later derivative Assyrians

—usually credited with an Araho-" Semitic " origin, in

the old sense of 41 Semitic
1 '—were not ethnically more akin

to the Rhodo-TurEniarid than to the Eastern Melanochroi,

but with a very strong dash of KSesite blood. Before we

can come to any satisfactory conclusion on this head, we

shall probably require further data. My inclination,

however, is to regard them now in this light.

According to Mr. King, Sumer was the principal source

of Babylonian Civilisation. The literatore of Babylonia and

Assyria, he says, h based almost throughout on SGroerian

originals : and the ancient ritual of the Sumerian coho

survived in the later temples of both countries. But, by

" Sumerian civilisation,” Mr. King naturally (at least so

I suppose) means the civilisation preceding what ic calls

“Semitio" civilisation. Hence, if the latter was not

41 Semitic ” at all, but Rbodo-Turitoian, it was as a matter

of fact pcceodod by Semitic Civilisation in sty sense of the

term. Thus, the basis of Babylonian Civilisation would

seem to have been really Semitic in this sense, not

Sumerian. I do not, however, here wish to be under-

stood as saying that Stlmerian Civilisation proper was not

the local predecessor of Eastern Melanochroian, t>., true

Semitic, Civilisation, or even that the latter had nothing

in it of the former. On the Contrary, it was full of it. I

only say that* from the standpoint of cultural dominance,

general influence, and power, the Age immediately preceding

Babylon can only be described as a Semitic age (in my
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eeose of the word Semitic), not as a SQmerian age.

Particularly must this have been so in early Agadfl. Also,

it must be remembered, as regards the question, Which

were locally older, the Someriane, or the Eastern Melano-

cbroi?—we have decided to leave it open for the present.
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to call it, Ronric) Chronology. For long I lad been

groping blindly in the dark, and more recently in a kind

of cAianucuro, as witness my booklet Ike Secret of Egyp-

tian Chronology (London, 1916) : but not very long ago

my whole mental horizon on this subject seemed suddenly

to clear, and now I believe that at no distant date we

shall be immersed in a Hood of light. Indeed, 1 am con-

fident that in the hands of skilled operators, and when

finally perfected, the principles and methods which I have

recently been advocating will constitute a Search-Light

the potency of which is well-nigh incalculable. Wt
shall be able to Hash its ray's into the depths of Antiquity

at least as far back as the 3rd millennium fi.C. As I

remarked in Tie Secret of Egyptian Chronology—

" It will now be possible to determine with meticulous

nicety the majesties chronological sequence of the history

of those old Dwellers on the Nile. With that sequence

taken as a main-line, aud with lateral synchronisations

projected out towards Babylonian, Assyrian, KrcUn,

Mykcnacan, Hittite, Hellenic, Hebrew and other records,

wc should now be able to reconstruct the Past on a loale

and with a degree of elaboration respectively greater and

more minute than has ever been pomible before. Indeed,

there is no reason now why future industry should not

enable us to present to coining generations, nay to our

own, a picture of Antiquity as imposing in general outline

and as brilliant in detail as is likely to be the history of

our own momentous times " (pp. 184-185).

All around us, now-a-days, we hear men (statesmen and

others) perpetually talking about u Reconstruction.*' The

expression seems to be on everybody's lips. Well, it is said

that we are Bpkencra, mere “ Creatureg of a day." We live

in the Present ; are dominated by it ;
and our cognitions
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In a previous Lecture we essayed to follow the main

stream of Rosy-Blond migration from Mediterranean

Rhodochroia, which Bowed oat eastward, say about B.C.

9000. That is an entirely fanciful and arbitrary date

:

but it will serve present purposes well enough. We saw

that that main stream bifurcated—one branch settling

down in north Syria as the Amoritea of Yftdai, the other

crossing the Euphrates, and, settling down amongst and

amalgamating with the autochthonous TOritoiaoB, even-

tually giving birth to the sub-stock whom 1 call the

Rhodo-Turinians of Western Asia. And there, for a

moment, wo stopped, in order to glance, as it were &n route,

at the subject of “ Babylonian” origins and developments.

Let us now return to oar eastward-bound flood of migrant

Rosy- Blonde.

We have seen that it was out of Rbodo-Tllrftnia (as

we may call it) that those famous re-organisers of the

remote old Tigris-Eupbrates Valley's oountry issue!

—

Sh&rru-Gl and ShAr-Gant-Sbarrl and tbeir followers. We
also noticed incidentally that eventually, say in the lfi-1 4th

centuries B.C., Rbodo-Tdrtnia (the Paddan-ArSm and

Home-land of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob
;
probably the

dominions of Tidal King of Nations ; and probably also

the realm over which Kushau-rishathaim held sway) was

represented by the oountry known to the RomiQ a*

Mitaooi.

Wc are now confronted with a very curious situation, the

correct understanding of which will not ooly reveal to us
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how very moddied are the
#
fixed ideas of conventional

scholarship in this particular connection, but will also

clear away some of the dimness on our own glass**.

Breasted speaks of the Mitannians as 44 Warriors of

Iran/’ and as " Iranians " of u Aryan race.*' They wen*

neither the one nor the other. To have been “ Iranians
91

they must have been AiryAnians ; and this they were not.

As fi>r the 44 Aryan race/
9 there was no such entity, ex-

cept in the very special and limited sense attaching to the

Aryas of Zarah-Lake Land (SCistau). Hence, for the

Mitan ilians to have been of 44 Aryan race,
1’ they most have

been Aryaa
; and this too they were not Who, then, were

the AiryAnians ? And who « ere the Aryas ? As for the n«x«*

44 AiryAnians,” the explanation is simple. Like Num-Mi,

Si-Nim, and E-i-lini, it means 41 Highlands.” Num-Mfi

and Si-Nim literally mean 44 Wolf-Co untry ”—the former

iu Sumerian or Akkadian, the latter in Hittite. These

regions, for the most part wilderneee-oountry, but also

in part mountainous, were originally the haunts of the

Kasai.
_
Later on, however, they—aa al»D B-i-l&xn, another

home-land of the K&s&i—acquired the eeoondary meaning

of 44 Highlands .

19
In Kftsaite, as in ancient Romic and

other ancient languages, / and r were inteiehangteable.

Hence, E-i-rim, or E-i-rfin= A-i-r*m or A-i-rin, was really

nothing but a form of Ellin. But, as the l in ElSm was

apjmreiitly liquid (ej. ElyAm), E-i-rfim, or E-i-rin, be-

came E-i-ry&m, or K-i-rjfin : hence Airyfta. So much,

then, for the name. Now for the people.

Airyfinia (later Bskhdhi and Sogdiana country) was

nothing but the last phase of the age-long and momentous

progress, ever eastward, of those migrating Rbodochroi from

whom, as we have just seen, bad sprung at an earlier
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epoch fcbc Rbodo-Turnuiana of .Western Asia. Being the

main -stock from which braoch-eommutiities were thus from

time to time thrown off, wc maj imuqu! that these migrant.

Rhodcchroi bad more or leas retained, not only their ori-

ginal Mediterranean traditions, legends, and culture, but

also the parity of their blood. That is, they practically

remained Rosy-Blood s.

In this last stage of their wanderings we see them

settled, not only, at first, in the regions just mentioned

—

which it will now be convenient to call by their eventual

name Airyav&»Va£ja, or the ° Aixyftniaa Homeland M—

*

but later on, though under a slightly changed name, also

in the country round about Lake Zarah, and in Sapta-

Sindharah, or the 14 Land of the Seven Rivers/' though I

do not think it woe they who gave this latter its name.

More definitely, Zamh-land (long afterwards Zarah-Angin,

or Zrangin, corrupted into Drongia) is identifiable with old

SiUnam SUSi?*a, or 8$flestfa, i.*., modern Seistfin ; and

Sspta-Sindhavah was an early name for the oountry now

known to as as the Pafljib, or " Land of the Five

Rivers/' In Aveatnn timea, amongst Avestan speakers,

the name Snpto-Sindhavnh existed in the form Hapta-

Hendu—supposed to be a later, but in reality, aa I now
suggest, the older form. Indeed, it seems highly probable,

if not certain, that in this old “ H H form, and apart perhaps

from the number of the streams, the name " Rivers Land M

was long known in and associated with some particular

region of Airvavo-Valja, and this btfurt the migration

of a portion of the community to, and their settlement in,

the Indus Valley. For instance, there seams little doubt

that the Zaiah-Lake country once went by that name.

Nay, so full of river-system* appears to have been all that

part of the world, that it is by no means impoasible that
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AiryavO-Vaija itself was once familiarly eo styled— nob

indeed by the Airyfcaiaus or the Aryan, bat by another

group of people* who eventually, in popular belief, though

not in fact, got mixed up and identified with the Aryas.

Thuji, whatever its precise form, 44 Rivera-Land,
'* 44 Land

of the 7 Rivers,’
1

or 41 Laud of the 5 Riven,19 may in reality

from a very early date have been, as it certainly became

later, u distinctively territorial but movable and national

designation—one, in short, by which ire can trace the

migrations of porticos at least of the original ethnos, and

at tlm same time identify the unmoved main-stock.

First, then, wc find these pure Rhodochroi, or Rosy-

Blonds, settled in Airyavo-Yaeja. Secondly—but whether

as the result of religious or political schisms, expanding

population, or other economic difficulties, nobody now

knows—ire find a large body of these mine Rcey-Blonda

(here known as the ft)kla or nitjam Aryas) dwelling in the

Zarah-Lake country. But they are also diffused even

further afield. By way of overflow some of them have

wandered off east, and may be seen seltled in the

territories watered by the upper tributaries of the

Indus—their manners, customs, and beliefs, in some

respeete, appearing rather unaccountably to have revert-

ed to more primitive but not unbeautiful or undigni-

fied types, finally—some indefinite time after but not

very long after B.C. 1151—we behold the Aryas altoge-

ther abandoning the Zarah-Lake country, and transferring

themselves bodily to the new eastern settlements. Ancient

Rcmk records, in my belief, throw a brilliant fiash-lighi

into tbe obeourity that has hitherto palled these interest-

ing race-movement*- What was it that induced or

ccxnpdlod the Aryas thus to abandon Zarah-Lake Land ?

Briefly the explanation is as follows.
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Early in the reign of Kimtete III tremendous distur-

bance* in tie Levant and especially in that part of northern

8yria which was then known ae Nftharln, or “ The Rivera

Country 99 (mark this name), had violently uprooted and

expelled from their homes divers ethnoi, amongst them

having been the Yfldai Amorites. For some unexplained

reason these expatriated peoples plunged off eastward,

eventually halting on the confines of AiryavO-Vafcja and

Zarah-Lake Land. Strange to say, accompanying them was

a very powerful body cf Polflsathtt, or PflrS-Satia (" People

of Pftll, or Pars ”)—the nation who had been the bead

and front of the then recent assault on Kketn. When
these scattered ethnoi arrived in Airyfln, they were found

to consist of 5 distinct taoes, called respectively the

Purus, or Puruvis, the Yfldfls, or Yadavas, the Tarvasas,

the Anus, and the Druhyuj. It is an enthralling subject

;

bat here I canaot go into it as I would. Suffice it

to say that in the Pnriis we sec the Philistines, and in

the Yadus the Yfidai Amorites. Now, the country from

which theie ethnoi had fled so precipitately was known as

“ The Rivers
1 Land.” This name therefore they brought

with them—and hence it is that, in lands that afterwards

became Avestaa, we And such names as Hapta-Hendn,

Harah-Vaiti, Zarab, and so forth. Hence also, later on and

further east, we find the sure namee in another dialect

—

e$. t
Sapta-Sind harsh, Sarasvati (there are at least 4 known

Saras vaftia), Sarayu, and the like. I must make yon a

present of these data and suggestions. Yon will, I am sure,

be deeply interested in them. I can bat trust that they

will prove a quarry into which those of you who engage in

original research will dig with ever increasing enthusiasm.

To revert. Our present task is to ascertain who and

what the Modes and the Persians really were. Prom
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an ethnic point of view neither the one nor the other

had anything whatever to do with either the Airyinians

of Airyav»-V*£ja or the Aryas of Zarah-Lakc Land

:

tii -ugh in text-book* and other works, authoritative and

otherwise, nothing is commoner than the statement that,

issuing from somewhere in northern Turin, first the

Anns (or, as the name is so often incorrectly rendered,

the u Aryans n), and then the Irinians poured into

Ir&n, the latter coming in two streams which flowed east

and west of the Karminian desert. Thoee that went

east settled, it is said, in Sogdtaoa, Bftctiia, Karmfiuia,

Margiana, and Aria, driving out their predecessors, the

“Aryans,” who migrated into India. The Western Ira-

nians again, in turn, ar« stated to have branched off into

two streams of their own: or rather, they consisted of

two group*, one of which—the Persians—arrived before

the other, the Medea, u from whom,” we are told, “ the

Indo-Germanic settler* in Phrygia and Armenia may
have been offshoots” {Bscfria, by H. G. Rawlinson, p. 19,

note). All this is elaborate moonshine. The Mode* and

the Persians came of twry different race-stocks—tbc

former having been Tnrtlno-Rholochroi, or Rhodo-Tfirft-

niaus, the latter Turino-Mclanocbro:, or Melano-Tui*-

nians, in other words of inferior, hocanae of KSssitc,

descent. Both of them having been of mixed origin,

neither ethnos was Airranian, and neither was Aryan—
both Ain aniaos and Anas having been Rosy-Blond* of

practically undiluted Rhodochroic stock. Of the two

the Medea were the superior race, for, though half Tura-

nian, the other half was Rhodochroio. The Persians had

no Rhodochroic strain whatever in them, that part of

them which was not Turanian having boen merely

Mclanochroic.

u
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The direct ancestors of the Mode* were the Mitannians,

whom—or at least the dHPioant elements in whom—we

may therefore regard as a species of Proto- Made*. We
cannot call them Proto-Airyinians. Only on one aide

of their aoceetrj—the Rhodochroic side—were they related,

aa well to taoh of the Blood race* aa were still flourishing

or languishing in Eampe, && to the Airyiotan and Aryan

communities then settling, or perhaps already long

setl lad, in nod beyond AirvavS-VaSja. But, on the other

side of their ancestry, they had relationships with a world,

not only utterly foreign to Rhodochroic Europe, but also

the very antithesis of Rhodochroic AiryIn—t\*., Turin.

The effect of this dual lineage—apart from presenting

them with a remarkably fine phyaiqne—by Handing the

mobility of the West with the inertia of the East—was

to reveal them aa a characteristically dreamy, poetical,

and good-natured, almost childish race, lazy and unprac-

tical, hat full of marvellous latent qualities of a high

order, and therefore essentially cultnrable, and capable

at timrs of astounding displays of tremendous but

transient energy, yet ever liable to national and even

individual collapse.

Probably—at least amongst the Proto-Mifannisns

—

there were really two classes of people z (I ) a dominant

Rhodo-Tur&uian community, speaking a language which

was Rhrdochroian ns long as the migrant Roy- Blonds

remained in the land, but which afterward*, when these

had passed on further east, developed an increasing

tendency to conform to the motber-tongue (local Turi-

nian), a community to which the kings and chief*

with so-called 41 Iranian” names belonged; and (i) a

humbler, not ‘necessarily subject,
“ Mongolio "-speaking

population of more or less pure Tthfcuian blocd and
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affinities, who, of course, might more properly be deecribed

as the tons and daughters of the soil.

Th* Medis

During tbe reign of Amcnbotep III (Cony. B.C.

187i-l34t), Mitanni was still an important State, enjoy-

ing friendly intercourse with Kliem.

But, following bard upon the collapse of the latter's

Syrian Empire in the reign of Amenbotep IV (Akh-en-

aten, Cody. B.C. 1341-18*5), disaster overtook it,

(apparently from the Hittitce), and, as a political entity, it

vanished from the stage of history. What, then, became

of the MitanDiana as an ethnos ?

Tbe suggestion that we meet with their remnants in

the petty little community of the MaiiuAi (Minni) dwelling

just south of Vfcn and Uruml*eh in say B. C. 784, may

he put aside. The Mi tanmans were themselves a con-

siderable people, and at one time sustained au important

riU
;

but they seem to hare been only the more highly

organised, cultured, and corn'd! traced nucleus of an

original stock (the Rhodo-TQrauians) that in their day

extended c msidembly b-yotid the limits of Mitanni proper.

Rather must we conclude that, some time probably in the

13-lfth oentur.es fi. C., they retired eastward into the

territories lying on the other side of the Zigros Range,

and there initiated, or at least largely contributed to, tbe

evolution of tbe Medic name.

In late Assyrian days—my B. C. 705-6B6—and during

the period of the early Medic K&ii there were, we are

told, 3 different kinds of Medes or Mfidii—(I) the &*/•

M+f&i (Sarmafciaus), op "Northern Medes,” {£) the MSdSi*

ArM, or n Nomadio Medea/* and (3) the Distent Med# qf

tie Rising Sun.
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The first-named, who represented the bulk of the

population of historical Media (dating from say the 8th

century B. C.), and who acquired wbatevei civilisation

they po«scis«d from the Sikhs or Sigh* of Airyio (Aahi-

larxl), iDeluding a modified form of the Sicilian Language

—lor, with the downfall of Mitanni and the expatriation

of iU ethnos, all oouerete expressions of refinement and

much of their abstract culture had been lost—subsequently

turned up along the valley of the Lower Volga as the

8auro*M&Ui, or SeraiaUe, the well-known ancestors of the

fair, noo-Broadhead division of the $)£vs (" Renowned

onee ”)—ucl barbarians, as is so commonly thought, bat

once civilised and cultured though uobalanoe:! communities

who, by stroke after stroke of adversity, had beeQ thrown

back into condition* of loosely organised and almost

primitive existence.

As for the M'utei AribZ, no one seems to know who

they were. u Wanderers v they were, of course, and possibly

wandering Modes of a very Turinian type—some crcee, say,

between tbs Northeru-Medes and those barbaious “Wolf-

Tribes,” the Tokh, Dahyus, Dabao, or Ta-hia, of TiLriiu :

or—though I hardly think this likely—between the Aveeto-

Airyauians and these Kftssitic denizens of the wilds. A
more attractive hypothesis is that they were the Mauds,

or " Nomads,” dwelling along the banks of the river Zfcb

—

whence the cognomen Zabrnnads, or Snbmand*. But who

really were these mysterious Sibmauds ? It has beeu sakl

that Medio history has hitherto beoo misauderstood—Medic

monarch* having been confused with Maodic chiefs, owing

to the fact that the names of their respective capitals, nay,

their can namai, and even the order in which monarch#

on one side and ehiefs on the other appear as having

rcignod and ruled respectively, hapixned to be identical
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Rather too tall an order for my credence. I find an

insuperable difficulty in swallowing this double-barrelled

theory of city names and dynastic lino*. Nay, ytt a

further tangle is possible, by reaaou of the suspicion that

one or other of these tero competing groups Was ruled by

military adventurer* who were of Atrjioien, if not of

Saghiau, blood. Into all that, however, I do not enter here.

There remain ths so-call*i Ditto)*! Mile* of tie fitting

obviously a community dwelling still further east.

Id truth there was nothing Medio about them at all ; for

they were none other than the main-stock of the migrant

Rosy-Blonds from Rhodocbroia, finally settled in the

reginui afterward* known as BAkhdhi and Sogdianst, and

to os modems as Bukhari* as the AirySnuins of Airyavo-

VaGja—the ethnic trunk from whom the Ary** in due

course blanched off. In short, they were the only genuine
u liftman*,” on -e weaken of the original Rbodoehroiau

dialect that they had brought with them from the

Mediterranean, but eventually the fashioners of Avestan.

The Pe ilm .trot

Shaking of what he calls u the Persian and Indian

group*" of the "Aryan” linguistic family, hut switching

off to an apparently ethnological euvisagrmrot of the

latter, Professor E. J. Rapsoo refers to the Persian group

(seemingly etjuatiug it with H. G. Rawlinson's Pereiaua

aud Modes) ns the ancestor of " the Persians of the

Avesta” {Ameitul India, 1914, p. St). M Penmans of the

Avesta ”!—i.t., suggesting that the Aveetau-sprakiDg Atrya-

niaos of Airyavo-Yaeja were Persians I In this, like Rawlin-

*oo r Rapeon is but treading piously and punctiliously in

the well-worn foot-prints of a long Line of innocently but


